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Summary y 

Conservationn scientists and conservators have used a variety of scientific 
instrumentss to examine, diagnose, and treat their museum's collections. One 
analyticall  method widely used in the museum laboratory is x-ray fluorescence 
spectrometryy (XRF). No other technique gives the immediate ability to survey 
virtuallyy all the elements on the periodic table — potassium and higher for air-
pathh instruments — without having to remove a sample from the artwork. Its 
versatilityy alone makes it indispensable in a modern museum laboratory. It has 
beenn 50 years since XRF was introduced into the museum field, when Dr. E.T. 
Hall,, an archaeologist and art historian, had the ingenious idea to develop XRF 
ass a non-destructive analysis method, and subsequently used the technique to 
discreditt the Piltdown Man as an elaborate hoax. His analysis results showed the 
presencee of potassium and chromium in the bones suggesting the use of 
potassiumm dichromate in the staining process. His success prompted Oxford 
Universityy to establish its Research Laboratory for Archaeology and the History 
off  Art, which he led until his retirement in 1989. Dr. E.T. Hall is quoted as 
sayingg "these analyses were probably the very first practical use of XRF for 
eitherr academic or commercial purposes" [1]. However, it wasn't until the 
1970'ss when semi-conductor detectors and modern computers became 
available,, which made it possible to quickly perform the tedious calibrations 
andd complex mathematical computations and decreased the expense of the 
system,, that XRF became accessible to museum laboratories. Innovators in the 
fieldfield such as Cesareo, Hansen, Frankel, and Hall began to extend the application 
off  XRF analysis beyond archaeological objects to fine art objects [2,3,4,5]. 

Withh the emergence of the relatively inexpensive portable hand-held XRF 
spectrometerss and portable laptop computers more museum laboratories have 
accesss to this analytical tool than ever before. These small hand-held systems 
cann be operated with relative ease by scientists and conservators alike. XRF is 
increasinglyy being used to examine a wide range of artworks. However, 
conservatorss and curators should not expect too much from the technique, as 
manyy questions can only be partially answered or not be answered at all. There 
iss a growing need to inform museum professionals who use the results of XRF 
analyses,, about the limitation of the technique to ensure that misinterpretations 
andd unrealistic expectations do not occur. This thesis is the culmination of 
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fifteenfifteen years of XRF analyses performed at the National Gallery of Art in 
Washington,, D.C. It is hoped that the experience and expertise gained from 
thesee analyses will lead to a better understanding of the uses and limitation of 
XRFF in the museum field. 

Chapterr  1 furnishes the museum professional with a better 
understandingg of the principles of XRF, both theoretical and practical, to aid 
themm when making decisions regarding the study, preservation and exhibition of 
thee museum's collections. An overview of x-ray fluorescence theory and 
instrumentationn is presented. The scope of x-ray fluorescence in the museum 
laboratoryy is demonstrated by discussing specific examples from the National 
Galleryy of Art's collections of easel paintings, works on paper, photographic 
prints,, sculpture and decorative arts. This chapter provides a protocol to use 
whenn analyzing artwork. Subsequent chapters present more in depth case 
studiess while developing appropriate protocols for analyzing various classes of 
artworkss with XRF. 

Thee complex chemical nature and variety of physical appearances of 
platinumm and palladium photographs are discussed in Chapter  2. The difficulty 
off  analyzing these photographs with XRF is discussed. A set of facsimile 
photographss of known composition are produced and analyzed by XRF and the 
detectionn of known image materials is optimized. A protocol is developed that 
usess the facsimiles produced by known chemical processes as analytical 
standards.. These standards are then compared and analyzed using XRF with 
severall  photographs in the National Gallery of Art. 

Chapterr  3 investigates the uses of XRF to answer questions of 
authenticityy for a group of Renaissance bronze sculptures. Seven small busts of 
Popee Paul III Farnese attributed to Guglielmo della Porta are examined visually 
too determine whether their method of manufacture is consistent with sixteenth-
centuryy casting practices. They are then analyzed with XRT to determine 
whetherr the composition of the metal is in accordance with that of other 
Renaissancee bronzes. Renaissance metallurgical practices are discussed and 
comparedd with modern refining and art foundry practices. 

XRFF analyses of over two hundred Italian Renaissance portrait medals 
inn the collection of the National Gallery of Art, Washington are examined in 
Chapterr  4. This chapter discusses how statistics are used to aid in the 
investigationn of such a large quantity of data. A statistical model is developed 
forr allocation of these medals into meaningful assemblages and an expanded 
nomenclaturee is formulated for the numerous alloys detected. 

Chapterr  5 investigates the unusual compositional nature of a series of 
portraitt medals made by or attributed to Matteo de'Pasti. These medals were 
classifiedd in Chapter  4 as leaded bronzes containing 10-60 percent more 
antimonyy and arsenic than is common in Renaissance portrait medals. More 
thann half the medals in this group are attributed to Matteo de' Pasti. This is the 
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onlyy group of medals to exhibit such an unusual composition. The possibility 
thatt the artist has used a specific alloy composition led to an in-depth study of 
thesee medals. This study provides a possible link between the high levels of 
antimonyy and arsenic occurring in these medals and specific Renaissance ores. 

11 Hall, E.T. 'Riddle of the tenth man' in Nature, June 1996. 

22 Cesareo, R., Gigante, G.E., Canegallo, P. Castellano, A., Iwanczyk and 
Dabrowski,, A., "Non-Destructive Analysis of Chemical Elements in Paintings 
andd Enamels: in Archaeometry-, 14 (1972) 65-78. 

33 Hansen, V., "Qualitative Elemental Analysis of Art Objects by Energy -
Dispersivee X-Ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy", Applied Spectroscopy, 27 
(1973)309-334. . 

44 Frankel, R.S., "Detection of Art Forgeries by X-Ray Fluorescence 
Spectroscopy""  Isotopes Radiation and Technology, 8 (1970) 63. 

55 Hall, E.T., Schweizer, F. and Toller, P.A., "X-ray Fluorescence Analysis of 
Museumm Objects: A New Instrument, in Archaeometry, 15, 1973, 53-78. 
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1.. X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry in the Museum Field 

Abstract t 

ThisThis chapter furnishes the museum scientist, conservator and curator with a better 
understandingunderstanding of the principles of X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF), both 
theoreticaltheoretical and practical, to aid them when making decisions regarding the study, 
preservationpreservation and exhibition of the museum's collections. An oven-new of x-ray 
fluorescencefluorescence theory and instrumentation is presented. The scope of x-ray fluorescence 
spectrometryspectrometry in the museum laboratory is demonstrated by discussing specific 
examplesexamples from collections of the National Gallery of Art. Washington, D.C., among 
themthem easel paintings, works on paper, photographic prints, sculpture and the 
decorativedecorative arts. Several protocols for XRF analysis of works of art in different 
mediumsmediums are provided. 

1.1.. INTRODUCTION 

Thiss first chapter is intended as a practical tool to furnish the museum scientist, 
conservatorr and curator with a better understanding of the principles of x-ray 
fluorescencee spectrometry (XRF), both theoretical and practical, in order to aid them 
whenn making important decisions regarding the acquisition, care and preservation of 
thee museum's collections. XRF is a widely used analytical method in the museum 
laboratory.. No other technique gives the immediate ability to survey all the elements 
onn the periodic table, potassium and higher for air-path instruments, without having to 
removee a sample from the artwork. Its versatility alone makes it indispensable in a 
modernn museum laboratory. The data presented in this chapter demonstrates the 
variedd uses of XRF at the National Gallery of Art, in Washington, D.C., presents an 
overvieww of x-ray fluorescence instrumentation and theory, and supplies the museum 
professionall  with a proven methodology for the analysis of artwork. Subsequent 
chapterss will present in depth case studies, while developing various protocols for 



ChapterChapter I 

analyzingg works of art with XRF. 

1.2.1.2. The Nature of X-ravs 

X-rayss were discovered in 1895 by Wilhelm Röntgen. They are part of the 
electromagneticc spectrum and have wavelengths falling between the far ultraviolet 
andd gamma ray region. Their wavelength range is between 0.1 A to 100 A (Figure 1). 
X-rayss may be transmitted, reflected, refracted, diffracted, polarized, scattered or 
photoelectricallyy absorbed. X-rays can be produced by two discretely different 
processes.. The first type of x-rays are known as continuous x-rays and are produced 
byy a deceleration of high-energy electrons. The second type occurs through electronic 
transitionss in the inner orbits of atoms; this is referred to as inner-shell ionization and 
thee x-rays produced are known as characteristic x-rays. 
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Figuree 1 Electromagnetic Spectrum 

X-rayy fluorescence spectrometry involves the detection and measurement of 
thee energy of characteristic x-rays produced by inner-shell ionization which can be 
usedd to determine elemental composition. Figure 2 illustrates how x-rays that are 
directedd at a sample interact with atoms in it. The x-rays may be absorbed, giving up 
theirr energy to a tightly bound inner-shell electron that escapes from its orbital, 
leavingg a vacancy in the shell and the atom in an unstable (excited) state. To regain 
stability,, an electron from an outer shell drops into the inner shell vacancy, emitting 
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X-rayy Fluorescence Spectrometry in the Museum Field 

energy.. The atom is then said to be in a stable (ground) state. The energy is emitted in 
thee x-ray region and is described by the energy difference between the excited and 
groundd states of an atom. These are referred to as transitions. Hach element has a 
limitedd number of allowed transitions referred to as a series of transitions, spectral 
lines,, or family of x-rays. These result in the generation of transition lines that are 
observedd as peaks on the x-ray spectra. The energies of the electron transitions are 
characteristicc of the elements present and can be detected and recorded as a series of 
peakss in a spectrum (Figure 5a). 

X-Ray y 

Figuree 2 Bohr's model of an atom showing x-ray fluorescence excitation 

Thee symbol for an x-ray spectral line (peak) is based on a standard convention 
usingg Bohr's atom as a model. (See figures 2 and 3). The symbol of the chemical 
elementt is written first followed by the symbol for the electron shell where the 
vacancyy occurred (K.L.M etc.). Finally, lower-case Greek letters usually accompanied 
byy a numerical subscript are used to denote the electron shell from which an electron 
leavess to fil l up the originally created vacancy. As the atomic number (Z) of an atom 
increasess the number of electron shells available for transitions also increases. When 
KK transition lines of a heavy element, such as tin are generated. L and M transition 
liness are also present at the appropriate energies in the spectrum. However, depending 
onn the detector being used, the x-rays may be too low in energy to be measurable. 

Electron n 
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aa (3 Y 
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Figuree 3 XRF transition lines 

Thee approximate relationship between an element's atomic number and the 
energyy of individual emission lines for each specific transition series is given by 
Moseley'ss law. Moseley's law is named for the founder of x-ray spectrometry, Henry 
Moseley.. In 1913 Henry Moseley discovered that the wavelength (energy) of x-rays 
emittedd by an atom depends on its nuclear charge. He concluded that there was a 
fundamentall  quantity which increases by regular steps from one element to the next. 
Inn 1920, Rutherford identified this quantity as the atomic number. An equation was 
formulatedd and became known as Moseley's law describing the relationship between 
wavelengthh of a spectral line and atomic number for a given type of x-ray: 

XX = K/(Z - a)2 

wheree A. represents the wavelength. Z is the atomic number, and K and a are constants 
forr a given spectral line. The constant o is equal to 1 for the K-lines and 7.4 for the 
moree shielded L-lines. Expressing this relationship for energy: 

E(keV)) = K(Z-l) 2 

wheree E = x-ray energy, Z = atomic number, K = 1.042 x 10" for the K-shell, K = 
1.494xx 10"3 tor the L-shell and K = 1.494x 10̂  for the M-shell. Moseley's law states 
thatt the energy of an element's spectral lines is a function of its atomic number. The 
spectrall  lines for elements with low atomic number (light elements) occur at lower 
energiess than the corresponding lines for elements writh high atomic number (heavy 
elements).. The peak energies and transition series provide for qualitative 
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X-rayy Fluorescence Spectrometry in the Museum Field 

identificationn of elements. 

Thee relative heights of peaks for each type of transition series is related to the 
probabilityy of each transition. The term "'weights of lines" is used to describe the 
relativee transition probabilities for lines occurring from excitation of a specific shell. 
Thiss becomes significant when identifying peaks. The occurrence of a peak at the 
appropriatee energy cannot be solely used to determine the presence of an element. It is 
necessaryy to compare relative intensities of the peak series as well, since peaks from 
differentt elements can have the same energy. This is important because of peak 
artifactss or peak overlaps in a spectrum. Peak intensities can be used to calculate the 
amountt of an element present. This will be discussed in more detail in the sections on 
Qualitativee and Quantitative Analyses. 

Berlinn [1], William [2], and Jenkins [3], provide a detailed account of x-rays 
andd x-ray spectrometry. There are some recently published comprehensive reviews on 
XRFF instrumentation. The Journal of Analytical Atomic Spectrometry published an 
extensivee review of XRF encompassing developments in instrumentation, detectors, 
software,, optics, microfluorescence, synchrotron XRF, TXRF and portable XRF 
systemss [4]. Analytical Chemistry published a review of XRF techniques as well as 
P1XE,, EPMA and XAS [5], X-Ray Spectrometry published a review of x-ray 
techniquess being used at the National Institute of Standards and Technology [6]. 

1.3.1.3. XRF INSTRUMENTATION 

Thee XRF spectrometer is composed of several components networked together 
(Figuree 4). XRF uses x-rays for sample excitation. Several excitation sources are used 
inn x-ray spectrometry. The most common are x-ray tubes with the next common being 
radioisotopicc sources. A sample chamber is needed. A detector to measure the 
characteristicc x-rays generated must be present. Finally, the information needs to be 
analyzed,, processed, stored and displayed. This is generally achieved with an 
amplifier,, pulse processor, an analogue-to-digital converter, multichannel analyzer 
andd computer (typically a PC) equipped with suitable software. 

5 5 
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Computer r 

Figuree 4 XRF schematic of a secondary emission energy dispersive system 

1.3.1.1.3.1. Generation ofX-Rays 

X-RayX-Ray Tubes 

Theree are several different types of x-ray tubes that can provide primary and/or 
secondaryy excitation of x-rays. X-rays are generated by passing an electric current 
throughh a tungsten filament (cathode) in a vacuum tube and heating it to 
incandescence.. The hot filament emits electrons that are attracted and accelerated to 
thee anode target. The target in turn emits x-rays that travel out of the tube through a 
thinn window. These x-ray tubes are built as end-or-side-window tubes that are 
operatedd at high voltages up to lOOkV with currents up to 3.5mA producing a power 
loadd between 8-35W. The x-rays generated are produced through two different 
processes.. The first process occurs when the electrons transfer energy to the target 
withoutt a loss of energy. There is an increase in the kinetic energy which causes the 
targett to become hot and emit x-rays. The second process occurs when the electrons 
becomee deflected from their straight line path, losing energy. The x-rays are 
deceleratedd by a series of collisions with the target with less energy. This continuous 
radiationn known as Bremsstrahlung Radiation (German for "braking radiation") is the 
mainn source for background noise on the XRF spectrum. Both continuous 
(background)) x-rays and those produced by inner shell ionization (characteristic) are 
measuredd using XRF. However, it is the characteristic x-rays that produce a series of 
peakss on a spectrum that can provide qualitative, and in some instances quantitative, 
compositionall  information. 

Withh primary excitation the sample may be excited directly by the primary x-rays or 
byy tube target (i.e. anode) lines with or without filters to exclude continuous radiation 

Sample e 

Secondaryy Targei 
Spectrometer r 

Electronics s 
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Figuree 5a XRF speeltuin obtained using a barium chloride secondary target of a 
darkdark area of a standard mercury-developed combination platinum and palladium 
photographicphotographic facsimile 
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w w 
X-Rayy Collimator Sample 

Figuree 6 Tradition collimators 

(decreasee background) and narrow the wavelength range examined, thus improving 
fluorescence.fluorescence. Attenuation filters utilize a thin metal foil or other layer placed in the x-
rayy beam to absorb a certain band of wavelengths. These filters are used to remove 
targett and other primary beam lines that interfere with the analysis. Enhancement 
Biterss utilize a thin foil or other layer placed in the primary beam to improve the 
signal-to-backgroundd ratio. 

X-rayy tubes can be designed with secondary1 targets to provide nearly 
monochromaticc x-rays to excite the sample. This is known as secondary emission 
XRF.. A secondary target is placed in the x-ray beam's path, causing the secondary 
targett to emit x-rays characteristic for it. These secondary x-rays are used to excite the 
sample.. The excitation conditions can be adjusted by using various secondary targets 
too optimize the conditions for exciting certain energy regions. When an element's 
spectrall  lines are just below the absorption edge of the secondary target, they are 
enhancedd significantly. The optimum secondary target is approximately 3 to 10 
atomicc numbers higher than the element being analyzed and the x-ray tube voltage 
shouldd be 1.5 to 2 times the secondary target absorption edge. The usefulness of 
changingg the secondary target to optimize the analytical procedure for certain 
elementalss is demonstrated by the XRF analysis of a mercury-developed combination 
platinumm and palladium photographic print. The XRF spectrum (Figure 5a) reveals 
thatt the platinum and palladium peaks are easily observed using a barium chloride 
secondaryy target. Mercury, however, is barely detectable. Using a molybdenum 
secondaryy target. (Figure 5b). the mercury peaks in the spectrum are enhanced and 
fullyy resolved from the platinum peaks. This topic wil l be discussed further in Chapter 
2. . 

Thee x-ray beam emitted from the target must be collimated onto the sample. 
Traditionall  collimators, as illustrated in Figure 6, are usually circular or in the form of 
aa slit and collimate by blocking part of the x-ray beam. This is a highly inefficient 
methodd of focusing x-rays. Microcapillary optics utilizes internal Bragg reflection to 
improvee efficiency for redirecting and focusing the x-ray beam on extremely small 
spott sizes (Figure 7). This type of collimation can achieve spot sizes of approximately 
75pm.. In the past decade there have been many new developments in microcapillary 
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X-rayy Fluorescence Spectrometry in the Museum Field 

Figuree 7 Polycapillaty optics diagram 

opticss and their use in XRF. Both monocapillary and polycapillary optics have been 
usedd for XRF analyses. There are many excellent publications on microcapillary 
optics.. Kumakhov published an outstanding paper reviewing the development of 
microcapillaryy optics and compare monocapillary optics with polycapillary optics [7]. 
Forr information on the development of x-ray tube microcapillary optics for portable 
XRFF on works of art and archaeological objects see Langhoff et al [8] and Bronk et al. 
[9]. . 

RadioisotopeRadioisotope Sources 

X-rayss can be generated using a radioisotope source to provide monochromatic 
radiation.. The principal advantage of a radioisotope source is its small size, as the 
bulkyy x-ray tube and power supply are not required. An instrument equipped with a 
radioisotopee source is small, lightweight, easily portable and relatively inexpensive. 
Radioisotopee sources have the disadvantage of relatively poor sensitivity due to the 
loww peak intensity. There are also safety issues to consider with handling the 
radioactivee material in these instruments and special training and licensing are 
required.. Radioisotope sources have a finite lifetime due to source decay. This 
dependss on the half-life of the radioisotope source in question, but generally they need 
too be replaced yearly. There is an additional issue of proper disposal of the 
radioisotopee source that must also be considered. A variety of radioisotopes are 
availablee to optimize production of transition lines in specific regions of the spectrum 
includingg iron-55. cobalt-57. cadmium-109. and americium-241. 
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Figuree 8 XRF system at National Gallery of Art 

1.3.2.1.3.2. Sample Chambers 

Commerciall  XRF instruments are equipped with a sample chamber that can be placed 
underr vacuum or helium Hush allowing light elements to be detected. These chambers 
aree limited in size, and generally require a sample to be removed from the work of art. 
Inn the museum laboratory the instrument frequently has been modified to eliminate 
thee sample chamber, allowing large objects to be analyzed in situ without requiring 
sampling.. Figure X shows the XRF instrument at the National Gallery of Art. The x-
rayy tube and detector have been removed from the sample chamber and mounted on a 
free-standingg column that allows for vertical and horizontal movement of the 
spectrometer.. A laser and incandescent lamp are used to focus the x-ray beam and the 
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detectorr on the desired sample area. Other instruments might use a small camera to 
focus.. The spectrometer controls are located in an antechamber and safety interlocks 
aree employed for operator safety. The room essentially becomes the sample chamber 
andd virtually any size artwork, as long as it can be placed within the room, can be 
analyzed.. The disadvantage with this arrangement is that measurements generally 
mustt be done through air. Light elements (less than atomic number 19) cannot be 
detectedd unless some modification is made to remove air from the system which some 
manufacturerss have done. 

1.3.3.1.3.3. Detectors 

XRFF instruments can be outfitted with a variety of detectors. A detector is composed 
off  two charged electrodes with either a non-conducting or semi-conducting material 
placedd between them. X-rays ionize the detector material causing it to become 
momentarilyy conductive. The freed electrons are accelerated toward the detector 
anodee to generate an output pulse (signal) that can be measured. There are many 
differentt kinds of detectors including Silicon lithium-drifted (Si(Li)), PIN Diode, 
Siliconn Drift, Proportional Counters and Scintillation Detectors. The development of 
semi-conductorr materials has made XRF an affordable technique. 

XRFF spectrometers are placed into two distinctive categories based on 
detectionn technology. Energy-dispersive (EDXRF) detectors measure the emitted 
energyy given off by the sample being excited using a multichannel analyzer. All the 
energiess emitted are detected simultaneously. The energy emitted is converted to an 
electricall  pulse and displayed as peaks on a spectrum. The wavelength (WDXRF) 
detectorr uses a crystal to diffract the x-rays emitted from the sample. Depending on 
thee spacing between the atoms of the crystal lattice and its angle in relation to the 
samplee and detector, specific wavelengths directed at the detector are controlled. The 
anglee is adjusted to measure elements sequentially. 

EDXRFF traditionally uses a lithium-drifted silicon diode detector outfitted 
withh a beryllium window, These detectors allowr simultaneous detection of all 
elementss above sodium (potassium for air-path instruments). This is accomplished by 
x-rayy photons entering the Si(Li) crystal and interacting primarily by photoelectric 
absorptionn creating electron-hole pairs. The number of pairs formed is proportional to 
thee energy of the photon. The produced charge is carried from the semiconductor 
diodee by an applied voltage and produces an electric pulse. These weak signals 
producedd by the x-ray photons need to be amplified by a low noise transistor. This 
typee of detector must be cooled usually with liquid nitrogen to slow the lithium 
driftingg process and reduce thermal noise. 

Thee electric pulses are recorded as intensities measured by peak height or 
countt rate verses electron energy or wavelength. The relationship between electron-
holee pair production and x-ray photon energy is expressed in the following formula: 
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nn = E/e 

wheree n is the number of electron-hole pairs, E is the x-ray photon energy, and e is 
3.8eVV for silicon at liquid nitrogen temperatures. 

Standardd sealed detectors have traditionally been provided with a protective 
gas-tightt beryllium window of varying thickness from 2 microns to 10 microns, to 
detectt elements from sodium and above (potassium for air-path instruments). Light 
elementt detectors have either a thin window composed of a thin organic polymer film 
orr are windowless to measure x-rays from elements lighter than sodium. Light 
elementt detectors are used with systems equipped with a helium flush or where the 
samplee may be placed in a vacuum chamber. 

Detectorr resolution is a measure of how well the detector can differentiate 
peaks.. Detector resolution becomes a concern when resolving peaks that are close 
togetherr on the energy spectrum. These signals are processed with a fast multichannel 
analyzerr (MCA) EDXRF producing x-ray spectra with a resolution adequate for most 
applications.. The EDXRF detector resolution with liquid nitrogen cooled SiLi 
detectorr is approximately 150eV @ 5.9keV. Some detectors use crystals of 
germaniumm rather than silicon [10]. 

Recentt advancements in modern solid state detectors have resulted in the 
developmentt of thermoelectrically cooled detectors using the Peltier effect. The first 
Peltierr cooled PIN diode instrument was released a decade ago. Silicon drift detector 
(SDD)) instruments with high resolution and high count rate capabilities are available 
fromm a variety of manufactures. EDXRF analyzers are becoming smaller and less 
expensivee and their performance is rapidly improving. These compact detectors along 
withh miniaturized x-ray tubes have created XRF spectrometers that are low cost and 
trulyy portable instruments. Caneva and Ferretti presented an excellent paper at the 
Romaa 2000 conference investigating the great variety of portable x-ray spectrometers 
inn terms of their detector resolution and detection limits [11], These detectors 
investigatedd consisted of SiPIN detectors with a detector resolution of approximately 
250eVV @5.9keV, Hgh detectors with a detector resolution of approximately 200eV @ 
5.9keV,, and Si Drift (SD) detectors with the best detector resolution of approximately 
160eVV (fl.j5.9keV. The SiPin detector was originally developed for use in satellite 
instrumentationn where sturdiness, reliability, and a long life span are important. SiPin 
detectorss are extremely reliable and the only factor that adversely affects this detector 
iss moisture. Hgln detectors are extremely unreliable. The HgL crystal is sensitive to 
temperaturee fluctuations, humidity, RF fields and vibrations. Si drift detectors are 
reliable,, have a high throughput and excellent resolution. The detectors examined 
providedd information on the presence of major elements only. None of the detectors 
examinedd had suitable detection limits to identify trace elements present. The 
presencee or absence of certain trace elementss can be used in some instances for dating 
and/orr determining the origin of art objects. This issue is addressed more fully in 
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subsequentt chapters. Caneva and Ferretti concluded these portable x-ray 
spectrometerss are of limited usefulness in the museum laboratory until better detection 
limit ss can be achieved. 

Inn contrast to LDXRF, WDXRF detection utilizes the wave properties of x-
rays.. This is accomplished by the use of a diffraction crystal that separates the various 
wavelengthss for every angle of incident radiation. The only wavelength reflected to 
thee detector is the one that conforms to Brauu's Law: 

n>.. =2d-sinö 

Wheree X represents the wavelength of a collimated x-ray directed at an angle of 
incidencee 0 onto a diffraction crystal with crystal planes of spacing d and n is 
numericallyy equal to the path difference in X for successive planes. This is known as 
thee Bragg reflection [12]. It is used in WDXRF to select the corresponding angle 0. 
Primaryy x-rays from an x-ray source are used to excite samples. This induces 
secondaryy radiation which consists of differing wavelengths corresponding to the 
characteristicc x-ray of the elements in the sample. This secondary radiation is 
collimated,, allowing only rays with parallel propagation to pass. The x-rays then reach 
thee crystal and are reflected according to Bragg's Law. 

Bragg'ss Reflector 
(Crystal) ) 

- ( 00 Detector A A 
X-Rayy Tube ' > ^ C 

Sample e Spectrometer r 
Electronics s 

Computer r 

Figuree 9 XRF schematic of a wavelength dispersive system 

Onlyy certain wavelengths (and hence certain groups of elements) can be detected at 
onee time and recorded as intensities verses wavelength. The WDXRF system is 
availablee in a simultaneous mode that has a fixed channel for each element to be 
detectedd and a sequential mode that has a scanning channel. A significant 
disadvantagee of the WDXRF system is its expense, as well as the long collection 
times,, which are generally 5-30 minutes but can be as long as an hour. The WDS 
detectorr has the advantage to the EDS detector of a far superior resolution of around 
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5-155 eV. Improvements in design and fabrication of multilayer dispersive devices 
havee allowed WDXRF designs to have better performance with less power, leading to 
aa newr generation of smaller, lower-priced WDXRF machines. The possibility of 
discolorationn of artifacts using WDXRF is of great concern for the conservator. A 
studyy comparing different XRF instrumentations showed significant fading in test 
sampless of photographic materials caused by long collection times and exposure to a 
highh power output (typically 2400 watts for wavelength dispersive versus 8-35 watts 
forr energy dispersive) f 13 ]. Extreme caution should be taken with materials sensitive 
too ionizing radiation such as glass, photographic materials and works on paper. Weak 
brownn discoloration of white enamels, porcelain and transparent glasses can occur 
withh irradiation times of as short as five minutes. This effect is the consequence of the 
formationn of color centers and can be partially reversible with time [14]. 

1.4.1.4. Qualitative and Semi-Quantitative Analysis 

1.4.1.1.4.1. Qualitative Analysis 

Qualitativee analysis is the identification of the elements present in a sample. 
Measurementt of the energy of the characteristic x-rays allows identification of the 
elementss present in the artwork. For performing qualitative analysis, onlyy peaks that 
aree statistically significant should be considered. A general rule for determining 
significantt peaks is that minimum peak size after the background has been subtracted 
shouldd be at least 3 times the standard deviation of the background at the peak 
positionn [15]. A good procedure to follow when assigning peak energies to elements is 
too start with peaks at the high energy end of the spectrum and work down to lower 
energy.. The energy of a peak should be determined first. If it matches with a K. alpha 
peakk of an element a corresponding K beta peak having a height about 10% of the K 
alphaa peak, should be sought. Several factors affect the ratio, and there may be a peak 
fromm a different element hidden under the peak. Table 1 lists common peak 
interferences.. If the published values for the energies of the K transition series do not 
fitfit  the observed ratio, the peaks may belong to the L transition series of another 
element.. Once a peak has been tentatively identified, other transition series from the 
samee element should be sought. All transition lines of a series should be identified as 
belongingg to that element. This will help to avoid mistaking low-intensity peaks in a 
transitionn series for some other element not actually present. 
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Tablee 1 
Commonn Peak Interferences 

Element t 

Cr r 

Mn n 

Fe e 

Cu u 

Pb b 

Ba a 

Pb b 

Line e 

KP P 

KP P 

KP P 

KP P 

La a 

La a 

Ma a 

Kev v 

5.947 7 

6.492 2 

7.059 9 

8.907 7 

10.549 9 

4.467 7 

2.346 6 

Element t 

Mn n 

Fe e 

Co o 

Zn n 

As s 

Ti i 

S S 

Line e 

Ka a 

Ka a 

Ka a 

K a a 

Ka a 

Ka a 

Ka a 

Kev v 

5.895 5 

6.400 0 

6.925 5 

8,631 1 

10.532 2 

4.508 8 

2.307 7 

Escapee peaks are a type of artifact that occurs when some of the energy 
carriedd into the detector by the x-ray photons is absorbed by it, causing the 
detectorr to emit characteristic x-rays. In the case of a silicon detector, Si Ka x-
rayss can escape from the front of the detector producing a small peak whose x-
rayy energy is equal to the excitation energy of the parent peak minus the 
characteristicc line energy of silicon (L74 eV). Sum peaks are an artifact that 
occurss when two x-ray photons arrive at the detector virtually simultaneously. 
Insteadd of resolving the two x-ray photons, the detector measures the energy as 
aa single photon equal to the sum of the two energies. Sum peaks can be reduced 
byy decreasing the x-ray flux. The escape peaks and sum peaks in the spectrum 
mustt be identified for all major peaks. Most XRF manufacturers provide 
softwaree programs that can correct for sum and escape peaks in the spectrum. 
Afterr this has been accomplished, low intensity peaks can be identified. For 
elementss present in low proportions only the strongest line in a transition series 
mayy be present and therefore, lower the certainty of a correct identification of 
minorr or trace elements within the sample. The phrase Mow degree of 
confidence'' is used to describe the identification of minor or trace elements that 
havee been identified using only one peak with a low signal-to-background ratio. 
Ann element is identified with a Miigh degree of confidence' when the 
identificationn is made using multiple transition lines with a high signal to 
backgroundd ratio with appropriate weights of lines and when possible, another 
seriess of transition lines for the element are also identified. The procedure is 
summarizedd below. 
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1.. Perform escape peak corrections. 
2.. Perform sum peak corrections 
3.. Perform background modeling and subtraction. 
4.. Perform automated identification of elements.. Note: This is an optional step. 

Automatedd identification may suggest elements that the analyst may not have 
considered.. Caution needs to be taken since this routine frequently suggests 
everyy element that has a transition line at that energy. Many programs weigh 
identificationn of K series lines highest. 

5.. Identify the elements using peak markers (which indicate MLK spectral 
locations).. However, neither automated identification nor a trained analyst 
mayy be able to identify elements whose major peaks occur as shoulders on the 
peakss of other elements present in the spectrum. 

6.. Deconvolute (profile-fit) the identified elements to obtain integrated (area) 
countss for the peaks. 

7.. Check for residual peaks. Uncorrected sum peaks and the peaks of 
unidentifiedd elements may remain. This is an opportunity to identify' elements 
thatt are subject to significant interferences, for example peaks that occur only 
ass shoulders on the peaks of other elements in a particular matrix. Repeat until 
alll  peaks are accounted for. 

8.. Normalize data (force the results to total 100%). This approach is useful when 
alll  major elements in the sample have been accounted for. 

9.. If possible re-analyze with a different technique such as ICP-AES or atomic-
absorptionn (AA) methods to confirm the XRF analysis. 

10.. Report Results 

1.4.2.1.4.2. Quantitative Analysis 

Quantitativee analysis is the measurement of the relative amount of each 
elementt present in a sample. Only a small group of art works can be quantitatively-
analyzedd using nondestructive air path XRF. The material on the artwork should be 
infinitelyy thick to an x-ray's penetration. This means that quantitative analysis cannot 
bee performed on works on paper supports whose low density allows x-rays to pass 
throughh the paper. Quantitative analysis using XRF cannot be performed on paintings 
sincee the x-rays pass through the numerous layers of paint and no dimensional 
informationn about the layers can be obtained. Quantitation also should not be done on 
ceramicss and glasses where the main components are light elements (silicon, 
aluminum,, magnesium etc.) that are not detectable using an air-path instrument,. 

Thee elemental compositional information is typically calculated for metal 
objectss (such as bronze statues) in museum laboratories. XRF results are generally 
expressedd as elemental or oxide concentrations in the form of weight percent. The 
userr of XRF data should be cautioned that nondestructive quantitative analyses are 
extremelyy difficult to perform on museum objects and in most instances this technique 
shouldd be considered only semi-quantitative. XRF analyzes only the uppermost 
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surfacee (up to 100 microns) of an object, and factors such as inhomogeneity of the 
surface,, surface enrichment or depletion, corrosion, and certain patinations can give 
misleadingg results, at variance with the bulk values. Sample preparation, e.g. polishing 
orr removal of surface patination by acid treatment is considered unethical on museum 
objectss because removal of material would change their appearance and diminish their 
artisticc value. Abrasion or acid treatment can destroy evidence of manufacturing 
techniquess that may be important to the future study of the artwork. Although 
difficultiess arise from the analysis of unprepared surfaces, the kind of quantitative 
informationn obtained from this analysis may be valid if used to place artwork into 
categories,, for example, bronzes versus brasses, leaded versus unleaded bronzes, high 
tinn versus low tin bronzes etc. 

Peakk intensities in an XRF spectrum may sometimes be used to calculate the 
amountt of an element present in a work of art. Peak intensities are proportional to the 
concentrationn of the element present. Unfortunately, they are affected by the presence 
off  other elements in the spectrum due to absorption-enhancement effects, by particle-
size,, sample heterogeneity and surface texture. This is known as the matrix effect. For 
aa comprehensive explanation of the matrix effect refer to Berlin chapter 12 [1], In 
orderr to take the matrix effect into account, the standards used to calibrate the system 
mustt be as close as possible to the composition of the unknown samples. Due to the 
variedd nature and condition of the objects in the museum environment it can be 
difficult,, if not impossible, to produce standards with the same composition and 
surfacee conditions (roughness, corrosion, homogeneity) as the object to be analyzed. 

Ann initial qualitative analysis must be done to identify the elements present in 
thee spectrum before performing quantitative analysis on a piece of art. Standards 
ideallyy should be homogenous, of known composition, and should reflect the 
constituentss in the unknown sample. The artwork can be analyzed once standards have 
beenn analyzed and the calibration coefficients have been entered into the computer. 
Severall  sites on the work should be examined in order to determine surface 
homogeneityy and reproducibility of the results, and an average value should be 
calculatedd when reporting chemical composition. Heterogeneous surfaces common in 
manyy works of art, should be reported as well. The elemental concentrations of the 
samplee are often normalized to 100%. The non-normalized analytical total is a 
valuablee indicator of how reliable the values are and should be in the range 95-105%. 
Unusuallyy low totals may indicate the presence of an unanalyzed element, possibly an 
oxidee or undetected light element. The geometry or surface roughness of the object 
mayy also cause a large amount of scatter, diverting many of the x-rays away from the 
detectorr thereby decreasing the reliability of the results. 

Thee analysis report should include information regarding the elements that 
weree detected, the degree of confidence, elemental concentrations and whether the 
analysiss was performed with standards (and if so, the standards used) or whether the 
analysiss was standardless. An estimate of the error on the numbers and the operating 
conditionss for the XRF system should be included. 

Alll  the possible sources of error must be taken into account when assessing the 
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results.. Errors may be expressed in terms of how accurate or precise the measurement 
is.. Accuracy is a measure of how correct or valid the measurement is, while precision 
iss a measure of reproducibility. The reliability of the measurement is expressed in 
termss of both its accuracy and precision. The accuracy of the measurement for XRF 
dependss on a number of factors including: how well the surface composition reflects 
thee bulk values, homogeneity of the sample, the degree of similarity between the 
standardd and the unknown, the accuracy of the standard's composition, the precision 
andd accuracy of the intensity measurements and the correctness of the calibration. 

Errorss may be classified as systematic or nonsystematic. Systematic error is a 
measurementt of accuracy based upon known performance of the quantitation 
procedures.. Sample errors are systematic. Counting errors, instrumental errors, 
operationall  errors, and errors in estimating the concentration from calibration 
coefficientss are all nonsystematic errors. Nonsystematic error is a measurement of 
precisionn based upon counting statistics 1 /square root of n expressed as a percent. 
Relativee error is equal to the measured value minus the true value divided by the true 
value.. This chapter is not meant to be a statistical study of error analyses. However, it 
iss important to be aware that the values generated from XRF compositional analyses 
aree not exact but have an error associated with them which is a combination of the 
systematicc and nonsystematic error in the analyses. 

1.5.1.5. XRF Analyses at the National Gallery of Art 

AA review ofthe literature published in the last 10 years on the various applications of 
XRFF in the museum field reveals it is widely used to identify and characterize a 
varietyy of art and archeological objects. To emphasize the importance of this topic the 
millenniumm issue of X-Ray Spectrometry was entirely devoted to XRF in art and 
archeologyy [16 ]. Jenkins, Gould and Gedcke published in Applied Spectroscopy 
ReviewsReviews a review of XRF techniques, both general and specific, including the analysis 
off  metals, ores, ceramics, archaeological objects, forensics and environmental samples 
[17].. Moens, Bohlen and Vandenabeele wrote a chapter in Modern Analytical 
MethodsMethods in Art and Archaeology on XRF. They provide a comprehensive review of 
thee literature on the relative importance of XRF in the field of art and archeology for 
thee period between 1995-1998. They determined the majority ofthe analyses were 
performedd on metal objects followed by, in decreasing importance, ceramics, stone, 
ivory/bone,, paintings, varnish, paper and ink [18 ]. 
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Glass/enamelss 1 % 

Figur ee 10 Pie Churl showing percentages of art objects analyzed using XRF at the 
NationalNational Gallery of Art from 1993-2003 

Thee author has performed thousands of XRF analyses on a wide variety of art 
objectss over the past fifteen years at the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 
Figuree 10 illustrates the different applications and the relative importance of XRF 
analysess on the various groupings of approximately 2000 art objects examined during 
thee period 1993 to 2003. The bulk of the XRF analyses are on metal objects: bronzes, 
portraitt medals and plaquettes, since XRF is particularly well suited for their analysis. 
Thee remaining 1/3 of the XRF analyses are, in descending order, photographs, 
paintings,, ceramics, paper, glass, enamels and textiles. The XRF techniques used for 
eachh of the various art applications is discussed in the following sections of this 
chapter.. The scope of this technique is demonstrated by discussing specific examples 
fromm each of the above mentioned groupings of art objects in the National Gallery of 
Art'ss collections. 

1.5.1.1.5.1. Analyses of Paintings 

Analyzingg paintings with XRF. although challenging, is an invaluable way to 
investigatee an artist's palette. XRF analyses can. without the removal of a sample, 
quicklyy provide a survey of elements present in the painting, and thus the analyst may 
inferr which pigments are present. Most paintings have a complex layer structure and 
onee of the difficulties in applying XRF to understanding the artist's palette is that the 
x-rayss pass through the numerous layers of paint and no information is obtained about 
distributionss of elements across the layers. In other words, characteristic x-rays from 
elementss in pigments occurring in under layers, down to. and the majority of times 
evenn including the ground layer, wil l be present in the spectrum. XRF is not a 
pinpointt method of analysis and one needs to be aware of areas of adjacent paint that 
mayy inadvertently contribute to the spectrum. Deciphering the resultant spectrum can 
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bee difficult , but not impossible. If one uses this information in combination with a 
thoroughh visual examination of the painting (including the use of a stereomicroscope). 
onee can acquire a sense for what pigments may or may not be present in the work of 
art.. Al l of the following XRF spectra were obtained using a Kevex model Ü750A 
spectrometerr equipped with 6mm collimators and either a molybdenum or barium 
chloridee secondary target. 
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Figuree 11 XRF spectrum of the discolored mozzetta of Bernardo Strozzi "Bishop 
A/viseA/vise Grimani" 1961.9.41. A molybenum secondary target was used. 

Thee mozzetta and gown in Bernardo Strozzi"s portrait of Bishop Alvise 
Grimani.. as seen in Plate I, is a muddy greenish color. The painting was 
microscopicallyy examined and found to contain blue particles suggesting the pigment 
mightt be smalt, a coarsely ground potassium glass pigment containing cobalt as the 
colorant.. It has been documented that small in an oil-medium can discolor [19].The 
XRFF spectrum (Figure 11) shows that the discolored areas contain significant amounts 
off  cobalt, lead and iron, with small amounts of mercury, nickel, arsenic, potassium 
andd calcium also detected [20]. The presence of cobalt, along with iron, nickel, and 
arsenic,, known impurities in smalt, (while potassium and calcium are components of 
glass)) supports the premise that smalt was indeed used in both the muddy green 
mozzettaa and gown. The presence of mercury almost certainly indicates that the red 
pigmentt vermilion (mercuric sulfide) was used as well. Therefore, the assumption that 
thee muddy green mozzetta and gown contained discolored smalt was confirmed with 
XRF. . 

Anotherr complication to consider when analyzing paintings is that multiple 
pigmentss may have the same elemental composition. For example, distinguishing 
amongg various iron earth pigments, is virtually impossible with XRF since this 
techniquee provides elemental information only and does not show what compounds 
aree present. XRF analyses [21] of Gentileschi's The Lute Plaver, illustrated in Plate II, 
providee an example of how this can lead to a misinterpretation of the spectra. The 
conservatorr was interested in knowing the composition of the pigment in the yellow 
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dress.. Lead, tin and antimony were detected along with mercury, calcium and iron 
(Figuree 12). The XRF data suggested that the yellow pigment may be a combination 
off  lead-tin yellow and naples yellow (lead antimoniate). 

Spedfum:: r.FNUL RsngcMO keV 

Figuree 12 XRF spectrum of the PR hand of Orazio Gentile.schi "The Lute 
PlayerPlayer " 1962.8.1. A barium chloride secondary target was used. 

Theree are two types of lead-tin yellow, the more familiar Pb;Sn04. known as 
typee I, and the less common type II that can approximately be represented by the 
formulaa PbSnO;, or. if silica is present in the matrix, by Pb(Sn,Si)03 [22]. The formula 
generallyy accepted for naples yellow is Pb;,(Sb0.i)2 [23]. Although this is a 
reasonablee suggestion, the existence of the pigment lead-tin-antimony yellow 
(PbiSnSbOe.s)) was not known to the analyst at the time. This previously 
undocumentedd pigment has now been identified using XRD and SEM-EDS [24]. XRF 
dataa cannot be used to distinguish between these possibilities and it was only by using 
otherr techniques, that this pigment was rediscovered. 

Somee pigments have a very high tinting strength and are present in small 
proportionss making identification difficult . Prussian blue is a case in point. Prussian 
bluee is a hydrated iron hexacyanoferrate complex. The two traditional formulas for 
Prussiann blue are KFe[Fe(CN)()] and FcjfFefCN)*].}. Prussian blue owes its intense 
bluee color to an electronic transition from a low-spin Fe ion located in a carbon-
coordinationn center to a high-spin Fe" ion in a nitrogen-coordination center. This 
electronicc transition, known as an intervalence transfer band, occurs when visible light 
iss absorbed at 680 nm. This absorption causes Prussian blue to have an intense blue 
colorr and an extremely high tinting strength particularly when compared to other low 
refractivee index pigments. Berrie quotes 1 hirst in her article on Prussian blue, who in 
19022 stated that "one half an ounce wil l tint 20 pounds of lead white a perceptible 
blue""  [25]. This means that Prussian blue may be present in very small quantities 
makingg it difficult to detect iron, the only element in Prussian blue that is detectable 
usingg air-path XRF. In instances where it is difficult to make a judgment as to whether 
aa small iron peak present in the spectrum is due to an iron-containing compound such 
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ass Prussian blue, it is useful to increase the acquisition time to as long as 750 seconds 
livee accumulation time. It is always useful to corroborate the presence of a high 
tintingg strength pigment such as Prussian blue with another method e.g. infrared 
refleelographyy [26]. 
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Figuree 13 XRFspectrum of the blue underdrawing ofPissaro "Boulevard des 
ItaliansItalians " 1963.10.198. A molybdenum secondary target was used showing the 
absenceabsence of an iron peak. 

Thiss difficulty is exemplified by the XRF analyses of the dark blue 
underdrawingg extensively used in Camille Pissarro's Boulevard des Italiens ,1897 
[27]]  (see Plate III) . The underdrawing was thought to be Prussian blue from visual 
examination.. Prussian blue is known to be visible (strongly absorbing) using infrared 
reflectographyy (IRR). Prussian blue has an extremely high spectral absorbance in the 
infraredd region between 700-900 run and wil l appear dark in IRR. However, this 
underdrawingg was transparent using IRR causing the conservator to question the 
presencee of Prussian blue. The underdrawing was investigated using XRF. The XRF 
spectrumm (Figure 13) shows major amounts of lead and minor amounts of mercury. 
Thee absence of iron in the spectrum, even after increasing the acquisition time, 
combinedd with the evidence that the underdrawing was transparent using IRR, made it 
highlyy unlikely that Prussian blue was used in the underdrawing. The underdrawing 
mayy have been done in ultramarine blue which is transparent in IRR and whose 
elementss have characteristic x-rays too low in energy to be detected using air-path 
XRF.. Even though XRF could not be used to determine the composition of the blue 
underdrawing,, it assisted in eliminating the possibility of the presence of Prussian 
blue. . 

Onee should always keep in mind the time and place in which the artist worked 
whenn doing an analysis. Research into and knowledge about the history of use of 
materialss is invaluable. This can allow one to ascertain whether pigments found in a 
workk of art are anachronous or atypical on the artist's palette. There is a %" addition 
att the top of the canvas Salisbury Cathedral by John Constable painted in 1820 
(Figuree 14). The conservator suggested that the addition may not be Constable's work 
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becausee ofthe difference in painting technique and solubility of the paint.. There was 
aa possibility that the addition may have been applied by his assistant, John Dunthorne. 
whoo died in 1832. XRF analyses [28] were performed in several areas ofthe sky. both 
inn the main area of canvas and the addition, to look for the use of pigments that were 
dissimilarr but not necessarilv anachronous. 

Figuree 14 John Constable "Salisbury Cathedral from Lower Marsh Close" 
1937.1.108 1937.1.108 

Thee white sky in the original or main area of canvas contained major amounts 
off  lead and traces of iron. The white sky in the addition also contained major amounts 
off  lead and traces of iron, but minor amounts of zinc were also detected as seen in the 
XRFF spectra in Figure 15a & b. Visual examination ofthe painting revealed the main 
partt ofthe canvas was primed with a red ground, which is most likely red iron oxide 
(corroboratedd by the presence of iron in all ofthe spectra). Zinc, present in the paint 
onn the addition, was not detected in the original areas examined. The white sky in the 
originall  areas examined appears to be composed of lead white, while the white sky in 
thee addition appears to be a mixture of lead white and zinc white. The analysis for 
pigmentss and their correlation with the proposed date of execution becomes a search 
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Figuree 15b XRF spectrum of addition of John Constable "Salisbury Cathedral 
fromfrom Lower Marsh Close " 1937.1.108 

forr pigments that should not or could not have been used during the time period in 
question.. Since zinc white was not used extensively for oil painting prior to the 
middlee of the nineteenth century (circa 1845) [29], it seems unlikely that Dunthome 
paintedd the addition. 

Anotherr case where knowledge of the history and chemistry of a pigment is 
importantt in interpreting the results of XRF is that of the analysis of an area of dark 
brownn paint suspected of containing a discolored yellow pigment in Claude Monet's 
Rouenn Cathedral, West Facade. Sunlight [30] (illustrated in Plate IV). The XRF 
spectrumm of the area suspected of discoloration show the presence of significant 
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Speeltuin:: 6310173 Range.411 kcV 
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Figuree 16 XRF spectrum, of discolored yellow paint in Claude Monet's "Rouen 
Cathedral,Cathedral, West Faseade. Sunlight" 1963.10.179. A barium chloride secondary 
targettarget was used. 

amountss of lead and cadmium (Figure 16). This suggests the use of cadmium yellow 
[CdS]]  possibly mixed with lead white [2PbC03 Pb(OH)2]

2. Instability of nineteenth 
centuryy formulations of cadmium yellow can cause darkening. This darkening was 
causedd by uncombined sulfur in early formulations of cadmium yellow, which reacts 
withh admixed pigments containing iron, copper, lead, chrome or arsenic to form black 
sulfidess [31]. The absence of chromium, barium, zinc, selenium, mercury and iron in 
thee spectra make it highly unlikely that chrome yellow [PbCrOj], zinc containing light 
cadmiumm yellows [CdS(Cd,Zn)S], cadmium sulfoselenide deep oranges and reds 
[Cd(S,Se)],, the lithopone varieties, or the cadmium/mercury oranges and reds 
[(Cd,Hg)S]]  were used in this paint. The discoloration is most likely due to the 
formationn of lead sulfide. Darkening of lead white is a slow process that occurs over 
limee in the presence of sulfide ions. XRF analysis indicates that the dark brown area 
inn Claude Monet's Rouen Cathedral. West Facade, Sunlight is not due to the use of a 
brownn paint but is most likely due to lead sulfide, formed in the cadmium yellow / 
leadd white mixture. 

Itt has been suggested that the two paintings by Thomas Eakins' Study for: 
Negroo Boy Dancing - The Banjo Player and Study for: Negro Boy Dancing - The 
Boyy (Plates V and VI) were at one time part of one, larger painting. XRF was used to 
helpp determine the history of the paintings. XRF analyses [32] were performed to 
determinee if the paint on the right hand edge of the Banjo Player is similar in 
compositionn to that on the left hand edge of the Boy Dancing. The spectra from each 
paintingg were qualitatively identical, each containing major amounts of lead and 
minor r 
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Spectrum:: 85641S Roiujt:40 keV 

Figuree 17a XRF .spectrum of upper left edge of Thomas Eakins "Study for 
NegroNegro Boy Dancing: the Boy" 1985.64.15. A Bad: secondary target was used. 

Spectrum:: 85(41 G Ranijr:4H IcV 

Figuree 17b XRF spectrum, of upper right edge of Thomas Eakins "Study for Negro 
BoyBoy Dancing: the Banjo Player" 1985.64.16. A BaCh secondary target was used. 

amountss of calcium, iron and zinc suggesting an analogous palette of lead white, zinc 
white,, whiting or gypsum, and iron earth pigments (Figure 17a & b). The XRF results 
lendd additional support, but do not confirm, the theory that these two paintings were at 
onee time part of the same painting. There was no attempt to reunite the two paintings 
sincee there was no concrete evidence that the paintings were once unified and the 
artist'ss original intent is unknown. One cannot rule out the likelihood that Eakins 
himselff  split the painting into two separate figures possibly because he was 
dissatisfiedd with the relative scale of the two images. The best determination one can 
makee at this time is that due to the similarities in the paint between the two paintings 
theree is a strong probability they were once part of the same image. 
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1,5,2,1,5,2, A nalyses of Works on Paper 

Att the NGA XRF has been applied to the identification of pigments in watercolors, 
metall  in metal points, and attempts have been made to use the technique to identify 
inkss in drawings. XRF was never intended to be used on substrates so thin that the x-
rayss pass through the support, as is the case for works of art on paper. Yet, when faced 
withh the unique set of challenges works of art on paper presented, it was soon 
discoveredd that, with a few adaptations, at least some questions could be answered 
withh XRF. One might expect the relatively uncomplicated, often single pigment layer 
onn paper to offer an easy case for characterization by XRF. However, it is the very 
thinn nature of the medium, which has been applied to a low density substrate, that 
makess analyses difficult. The low density of the paper causes a large amount of 
inelasticc scatter, and the relatively small amounts of material available for analysis 
requiree longer acquisition times to achieve significant counts. A typical run time for a 
watercolorr might be 750 seconds live accumulation time. Collecting for a longer time 
causess the background noise to become a smooth continuum as the elemental signals 
accumulate.. Evaluating the signal to noise ratio becomes crucial when trying to 
determinee if a peak is significant. As previously stated, a minimum signal to noise 
ratioo of 3:1 should be used. 

Sincee the x-rays pass through the paper and reach the underlying support, 
elementss present in the paper as well as those in the mounting board need to be 
eliminatedd to be able to determine the contribution from pigments. A protocol should 
bee used in which a spectrum from the pigmented region of the print is obtained and 
fromm which a spectrum obtained from the background region (paper plus additional 
support)) is subtracted. This composite spectrum will ideally contain information 
pertainingg only to those elements making up the pigment. Care needs to be taken to 
preventt unintentional excitation of material found behind the work of art. One analyst 
consistentlyy found copper and zinc in the spectra of works on paper and with further 
investigationn determined that the x-rays were passing through the paper and reached 
thee brass track on the easel. Some paper may be tinted and this must be taken into 
accountt as well. 

Whenn analyzing works on paper the choice of a suitable secondary target to 
preferentiallyy excite the elements of interest is cruciall  due to the low signal to noise 
ratio.. Molybdenum or germanium secondary targets are good selections to excite 
electronn transitions at low energies. These targets enable the detection of lighter 
elementss with decent signal to noise ratio, which if other secondary targets are chosen 
mayy not produce a large enough signal. The molybdenum secondary target provides 
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Spectrum:: 2ÜH0741 Range:40 keV 
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Figuree 18a XRF spectrum of a blue area of Tavarone "A Ceiling Decoration" 
2000.24.1.2000.24.1. A BaCh secondary target was used. 
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Figur ee 18b XRF spectrum of a white area of Tavarone "A Ceiling Decoration" 
2000.24.1.2000.24.1. A BaCl: secondary target was used. 

ann observable energy window in an air-path instrument of 3-18 keV. This means that 
anyy electron transition occurring with an energy above 18keV wil l not be excited. 
However,, this restriction does not severely limit the number of detectable elements, 
sincee many of the heavier elements have L transition lines that occur below 18keV 
whichh can be used to identify them. Some examples are gold, mercury and lead, which 
emitt L alpha radiation at 9.7keV, 9.9keV and 10.5keV respectively. The germanium 
secondaryy target emits radiation of approximately lOkeV and is useful for detecting 
lighterr elements, in particular Mn. Fe, Co. Ni. Cu, and Zn. 

XRFF can be used to help identify pigments in watercolors or prints. A c. 1600 
Tavaronee print. "A Ceiling Decoration," was analyzed with XRF [33] to determine if 
aa blue wash and white highlight over certain areas were a more recent addition. Again, 
noo samples were to be taken. Figure 18a shows the composite spectrum of a blue area 
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suspectedd of being blue overpaint. which contained a significant amount of iron 
suggestingg the use of Prussian blue. The white highlight, suspected of being while 
overpaint,, contained a significant amount of zinc suggesting the use of zinc white (see 
figuree 18b). Prussian blue was first used in the 18th century, while zinc white was first 
usedd in the 19th century. The presence of these pigments suggests that the washes and 
highlightss are later additions to the print, which had been produced much earlier. 

XRFF can also be used to characterize inks in drawings or prints and determine 
whetherr a mctalpoint was used. Analysis is particularly important in the case of iron 
galll  ink, which is known to cause deterioration of a paper support [34]. Determining 
thee presence of this ink may alert the conservator to take measures to slow down the 
degradationn process. 

Figuree 19 Hans Holbein, the Elder. "Portrait of a Woman "1991.1H2.18 

AA drawing by Hans Holbein, the Elder, "Portrait of a Woman," illustrated in 
figuree 19, was thought to be a silverpoint with black chalk heightened with white on 
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preparedd paper. The XRF spectrum [35] of an area of drawing shows (see Figure 20) 
thee presence of calcium, lead and silver. The lead and calcium are most likely from 
leadd white highlights and chalk prepared paper, respectively. The silver is almost 
certainlyy due to the presence of a silver metalpoint underdrawing. 

Spectrum:: HOLBEIN Raiii|c:4l) keV 

Figur ee 20 XRF spectrum of metalpoint underdrawing of Hans Holbein, the Elder. 
"Portrait"Portrait  of a Woman " 1991.182.18a. A BaCh secondary target was used. 

Thee investigation of areas of discoloration in a work of art is one of the 
primaryy uses for XRF in the museum field. A conservator may note regions of 
discolorationn in a print or drawing. XRF can be the first step toward determining the 
causee of the deterioration and help in the development of a treatment plan. 
Identificationn of metal elements, such as iron or copper, inside these spots, might 
assistt the conservator in designing an appropriate method for their removal. XRF 
analysess were performed on a Naeke drawing Head of a Young Man to identify the 
causee of disfiguring foxing stains, which did not respond to washing or light 
bleaching.. As is often the case with works on paper, sampling was not permitted. 
Severall  areas in the drawing were examined from using XRF [36]. The paper plus 
supportt contained iron, copper and arsenic. Iron and copper are common impurities in 
paper,, which are incorporated during manufacture. The occurrence of arsenic in paper 
iss less common and may be present here either as an impurity or due to a previous 
fungicidall  treatment. The composite spectra of several areas of discoloration 
containedd significantly greater amounts of copper than the undeteriorated paper 
suggestingg that the foxing is associated with the presence of copper and not of iron. 
Figuree 21 is the composite spectrum of an area of foxing, showing a higher amount of 
copperr than in the paper. An appropriate treatment could now be determined for the 
discoloredd areas. 

Theree are certain limitations to XRF as an analytical technique, and this is 
particularlyy true when it is used for analysis of works on paper, where light elements 
suchh as carbon, are prevalent. Nonetheless, the benefits of using XRF to investigate 
workss on paper are considerable. What cannot be derived from XRF. can sometimes 
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Figuree 21 XR F spectrum of spot on neck of Naeke "Head of a Young Man." 
1999.21.2.1999.21.2. A molybdenum secondary target was used. 

bee provided by visual examination. This is particularly true when sampling would be 
requiredd to determine the presence of lake pigments or paint mixtures; frequently 
microscopicc observation can answer these questions for materials used on paper. 

1.5.3.1.5.3. A nalyses of Photographic Prints 

XRFF analyses of photographs on paper present many of the same difficulties that are 
encounteredd in analyses of works on paper. However, the complex nature of 
photographss present unique analytical challenges of its own. When attempting to 
identifyy the specific photographic process used to create a print it is frequently 
possiblee to do so by visual examination. An experienced observer can distinguish 
betweenn an albumen print and a gelatin print and can further differentiate between a 
printed-outt versus a developed-out gelatin print, both of which have images 
comprisedd of metallic silver within a gelatin binder. The printed-out process does not 
usee a developing agent to reduce the activated silver chloride particles to metallic-
silver.. The metallic silver image is formed directly by exposing silver chloride to 
light.. The silver chloride is reduced to silver metal and chlorine molecules. The 
chlorinee needs to be removed from the print by a chemical absorber, as otherwise the 
printing-outt process wil l stop due to a reverse reaction of chlorine with silver, 
reformingg silver chloride. In salted paper prints, the chlorine absorber is aqueous 
silverr nitrate. In albumen prints, the albumen itself acts as the chlorine absorber. 
Printing-outt a photographic image on silver chloride paper is a slow process with long 
exposuree times and the images formed are due to the formation of very small silver 
particles.. The size and shape of the silver particles formed influence the hue of the 
image.. In general, the small spherical particles (-0.02 microns) of printed-out prints 
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resultt in a warm hue, while the larger filamentary silver particles (-0.5 microns) of 
developed-outt prints result in a more neutral hue [37]. An experienced eye will often 
providee the means to identify the basic process used to make these types of prints 
basedd on color. The process for some photographs, however, is difficult or impossible 
too identify visually. Single-layer photographs in which the final image exists in the 
upperr surface of the paper support, such as platinum and palladium prints and sailed 
paperr prints, can be particularly difficult to identify by eye. These and other 
photographss that have an ambiguous appearance require more than visual examination 
too determine the components that make up the final image. For more than 150 years 
photographerss have experimented with various processes, resulting in a numerous 
assortmentt of photographic image appearances [38]. Table 2 illustrates some of these 
processess as well as the associated elements that may be detected with XRF. It is this 
enormouss variety of processes and final appearances that have led even experienced 
curatorss and conservators of photographs to look to XRF for objective information on 
thee printing processes chosen by a photographer. 

Tablee 2 
Selectedd Photographic Print Processes 

Photographic c 
Process s 

Saltedd Paper 
Print t 

Calotype e 
Cyanotype e 

Albumen n 

Collodion n 
Plalinotype e 
(ielatt in 
Printed-Out t 
Print t 

Satista a 

Palladiotype e 
Resinn Coated 
Silverr Print 

Date e 
Invented d 

1834 4 

1840 0 
1842 2 

1850 0 

1865 5 
1873 3 
1874 4 

1913 3 

1916 6 
Mid d 
1900s s 

Final l 
Image e 
Materia l l 
Silver r 

Silver r 
Prussian n 
Blue e 
Silver r 

Silver r 
Platinum m 
Silver r 

Silverr + 
Platinum m 
Pd d 

Ag g 

Binder r 

None e 

None e 
None e 

Albumen n 

Collodion n 
None e 
Gelatin n 

None e 

None e 

Gelatin n 

Support/ / 
Subbing g 

Paper. . 
Cotton n 
Fiber r 
Paper r 
Paper r 

Paper, , 
Cotton n 
Fiber r 
Paper r 
Paper r 
Baryta a 
Coated, , 
Paper r 

Paper r 

Paper r 
Paper, , 
Polycthyi i 
ene e 

Elementss Detected w/XRF 
Image e 

Ag g 

Ay y 
Fe e 

Ag g 

Ag g 
Pt t 
Ag g 

Pl+Ag g 

Pd d 
Ag g 

Toner r 

Au u 
Pt t 
(rare) ) 

None e 

Au u 

Pt,, Au 
Hg g 
S*,Se, , 
U,Au. . 
Ni.Pb. . 
Co.V, , 
Fe e 
None e 

Hg g 
Se.. S* 

Support/ / 
Subbing g 
Ca,, Fe 

Ca.. Fe 
Ca.Fe e 

Ca,, Fe 

Ba,, S* 
Ca,Fe e 
Ba.S'.Ca, , 
Ke e 

Ca,, Fe 

Ca.. Fe 
Ti i 

 Low atomic number may not be detected w/air path XRF 
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Itt is important to note that while XRF can reveal what elements are present in a 
photograph,, XRF does not necessarily explain how a print was made. This is 
particularlyy true when analyzing prints that were made using multiple photographic 
processes.. There are many ways to make a photograph with these final image 
materials.. To understand the photograph in question it is useful to be familiar with the 
processess by which photographs are made, the approximate dates of popular use, the 
workingg methods of the photographer, and availability of photographic materials. 

Itt is essential to maximize the sensitivity of the instrument to any relevant 
elementt that might be present in the work when using XRF to analyze photographs. 
Too determine the optimum acquisition conditions, facsimile photographs were 
producedd at the National Gallery of Art by the photograph conservator, Constance 
McCabee (Plate VII) . These facsimiles of known composition were analyzed with XRF 
andd used as controls. It was determined that the elements that made up the image in 
thee known samples could indeed be detected by XRF. A protocol for acquisition of 
XRFF data to determine the elements used for producing a particular photograph was 
developed,, using the facsimiles produced by known chemical processes as analytical 
standards,, to minimize the background noise and enhance the spectral lines of specific 
elementss relevant to the photographic materials in question. This protocol required 
obtainingg spectra using two secondary targets to optimally excite the possible 
elementss that may have been deposited by the sensitizers, developers, and toners used 
inn the photographic process. A Bad: secondary target was used to differentiate the 
primaryy metallic elements of the final imaging material that is silver, platinum, or 
palladium.. A molybdenum secondary target, which improves the detection of 
platinumm and other relevant metallic elements, was used to detect the presence of any 
elementss that might be attributed to the use of special developers or toners (mercury, 
gold,, lead, or uranium). This protocol is addressed in greater detail in chapter 2. 

Too interpret the XRF spectrum of a photograph and determine the image 
material,, the elements present in the paper support, as well as those in the mounting 
boardd must be subtracted from the spectrum so that analysis can be based on the 
contributionn from the image components alone. A spectrum from a dark region 
(maximumm image density) of the photograph and one from a light region (minimum 
imagee density) are acquired. A spectrum from the mounting board for the photograph 
shouldd also be obtained. Once the elemental contributions of the photograph's light 
regionn and its mount are subtracted from the spectrum of its dark region, the resulting 
spectrumm should characterize those elements used for the image material of the 
printingg process. Most 20th"century gelatin silver prints were made using baryta 
paper,, a woven paper coated with barium sulfate in gelatin. Barium would be detected 
inn both the light and dark regions of the print. However, while silver would be 
detectedd in the dark areas, none should be present in a non-image area of a 
photograph.. To complicate the analysis, if a silver photograph was fixed in exhausted d 
fixer,fixer, some silver may be present in the low-density areas. The process of examination 
off  photographs is similar to the procedure stated previously for XRF analyses of 
workss on paper, yet for photographs the spectra are obtained twice: once with the 
BaCl:: target and once with the Mo target, in every instance. 
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Figuree 22a XRF spectrum of dark area of Maxime du Camp 's "Thebes: Karnak, 
PortiquePortique de Temple de Khons, 1850 " 1995.36.79. A BaCh secondary large! was used. 
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Figuree 22b XRF spectrum of dark area of Maxime du Camp 's "Thebes: Karnak, 
PortiquePortique de Temple de Khons. 1850" 1995.36.79. A molybdenum secondary target 
waswas used revealing the gold transition lines. 

Spectrum:: KUHNSTItGLirz Rangc:40 tcV 

Figuree 23 XRF spectrum of dark area ofHeinrich Kuhn 's "Alfred Stieglitz. 1907' 
1999.76.1.1999.76.1. A molybdenum secondary target was used. 
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Numerouss photographs in the National Gallery of Art's collections were 
selectedd for examination by XRF. Some were chosen because of their unusual 
appearancee and others because of skepticism expressed regarding earlier records of 
processs identification, often from unknown sources. Maxime du Camp's 'Thebes: 
Karnak.. Portique de Temple de Khons, 1850" is a salted paper print with an unusually 
neutrall  hue. The du Camp print is inscribed, "printed by Blanquart-Evrard". The 
neutrall  hue is likely due to its unconventional processing by Blanquart-Evrard. Salted 
paperr prints were typically made by printing out the image, which resulted in a tiny 
sphericall  silver image particle and a characteristic warm image hue. 

Spectrum:: D2850 
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Figuree 24a XRF spectrum of a dark area of Alfred Stieglitz, "Kitty", c. 1906. A 
platinumplatinum print, processed with a mercury developer. A barium chloride secondary 
targettarget was used. 
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Figuree 24b XRF spectrum of same processed with a mercury developer. A 
molybdenummolybdenum secondary target was used revealing the mercury transition lines. 
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Byy partially developing it, a larger filamentary silver particle was formed that appears 
neutrall  in hue. Blanquart-Evrard was known to process his prints in this unusual 
manner.. In addition, the early date of this print would make the use of platinum 
processingg impossible. Figures 22 a & b show the XRF spectra of the dark area which 
revealss the du Camp photograph to be a silver print with gold toning. This example 

Spcciium:: DUIIID Range:40 keV 
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Figur ee 25a XRF spectrum of a chirk area of Alfred Stieglitz, "Georgia O 'Keeffe: A 
PortraitPortrait - Feet". 19IS. A palladium print, processed with a mercury developer. A 
bariumbarium chloride secondary target was used. 
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Figur ee 25b XRF spectrum of same .using a molybdenum secondary target revealing 
thethe mercury transition lines. 
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illustratess that it is important to augment the knowledge gained by analysis with an 
understandingg of how photographs are made. Figure 23 shows the XRF spectrum of 
thee dark areaofHeinrich Kuhn portrait of "Alfred Stieglitz, 1M07", which reveals the 
photographh to be a platinum print with mercury, which was probably incorporated in 
thee developer. The yellow-orange highlights in the print (Plate VIII ) have been 
attributedd to a shellac coating that cannot be identified using XRF. A c. 1906 portrait 
off  Alfred Stieglitz' daughter, Kitty, had been identified by an unknown source as a 
palladiumm print (Plate IX). This attribution of the photographic process was 
questionedd for various reasons, including the date of the print and its unusually neutral 
huee image. Figures 24a & b show the XRF spectra, which reveal that the image 
consistedd of platinum and mercury; no palladium was detected. These results strongly 
suggestss that this platinum print was processed with a mercury-incorporated 
developer,, which Stieglitz is known to have commonly used. 

Thee XRF spectra obtained on Georpia O'Keeffe: A Portrait - Feet (see Figures 
25aa & b and Plate X) show the presence of palladium and mercury. The presence of 
mercuryy indicates that this palladium print was probably processed with a mercury 
developer.. It is often possible through visual examination to distinguish Stieglitz' 
platinumm prints from his palladium prints, however, it is impossible to ascertain 
whetherr mercury was used without the aid of XRF analysis. A more detailed study of 
Alfredd Stieglitz' platinum and palladium prints is discussed in Chapter 2. 
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Figuree 26 Milanese 16'' century "Bacchus an J Faun " 1937.1.133 

1.5.4.1.5.4. A nalyses of Sculpture and Decorative A rts 

XRFF is particularly suitable for the analysis of metal objects. In the case of bronzes 
thee high density o\' the substrate obviates the problems involved in analysis of 
paintingss or works on paper or parchment. For copper alloys, x-rays penetrate to a 
depthh of 20-30 microns. This shallow penetration can cause its own set of problems 
since,, as previously stated under the quantitative analysis section, factors including 
inhomogeneityy of the surface, surface enrichment or depletion, corrosion and 
patinations.. give results that are not representative of the alloy of the bulk metal. 
Keepingg this in mind, a wealth of information can be deduced from XRF analyses of 
metall  objects. Chapters 3. 4 and 5 describe research on Renaissance bronzes using 
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XRFF analyses in detail. Therefore, only a few examples are given here. 

XRFF is used to expose compositional anomalies within the same work of art, 
ass seen in the case of "Bacchus and a Faun" by an unknown Italian sculptor of the 16l 

centuryy (Figure 26). At one time the genitals of Bacchus were modestly hidden behind 
figfig  leaves. National Gallery of Art curators believed the fig leaves to be more in 
keepingg with Victorian sensibilities than Renaissance decorum. XRF analyses of the 
statuee and the fig leaves were performed using the Kevex 0750A spectrometer, which 
wass equipped with 6mm collimators and a BaCh secondary target; 60 kV anode 
voltagee and 0.4 mA anode current were used. Live accumulation time was 200 
seconds.. XRF of both Bacchus and the faun revealed that they are cast from a 
traditionall  bronze composed primarily of copper and tin. Table 3 shows the results of 
thee XRF analyses. The fig leaves were found to be brass - an alloy of copper and zinc. 
Althoughh the evidence of vastly differing alloys and impurities was not conclusive 
enoughh to condemn the authenticity of the fig leaves entirely, the findings lent 
credencee to the curator's hypothesis, based on knowledge of the artist's style, that 
theyy were later additions. Subsequently, the fig leaves were removed [39]. 

Tablee 3 
XRFF Analyses by Weight % of Surface Alloy Composition 

off  Bacchus and Faun 

Bacchus s 
Smal! ! 
Leaf f 
Large e 
Leaf f 

Cu u 
«6 6 
88 8 

86 6 

Sn n 
11 1 
tr r 

tr r 

Zn n 
tr r 
11 1 

13 3 

Pb b 
1 1 

0.5 5 

0.5 5 

Fe e 
tr r 

0.1 1 

0.2 2 

Ni i 
tr r 
tr r 

tr r 

Ag g 
tr r 
tr r 

tr r 

Sb b 
tr r 
ir r 

tr r 

As s 
bdl l 
bdl l 

bdl l 

Onee might assume that air-path XRF analyses of glass, enamels, and ceramics 
aree out of the question since the greater part of their composition comes from low 
atomicc number elements that are not detectable by air-path instruments. However, this 
techniquee can be used to investigate many of the colorants and sometimes, in the case 
off  glasses, network modifiers used. For example, four French Medieval stained glass 
panels,, on long-term loan from the National Museum of American Art, ("Vita 
Contemplativa""  12th century French, "Angel Holding the Cross with a Crown of 
Thorns",, early 14th century French, "Heraldic", 13Lh century French and "A Bishop 
Blessing""  13 century French) were examined with XRF to characterize the glass and 
colorantss [40]. These panels were being considered for installation in the National 
Galleryy of Art's Medieval Gallery and this information was to be used to aid in the 
determinationn of appropriate display cases. 
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Thee elemental composition of medieval stained glass is extremely complex 
duee to the variety of batch materials used and the presence of impurities. Ingredients 
off  the glass consisted of network formers (sand or crushed quartz rock used as a 
sourcee of silica), mono-valent network modifiers (generally potash, present in 
beechwoodd ash. and used as an alkali flux to lower the melting point) and bi-valent 
networkk modifiers (calcium added unintentionally is also present in beechwood ash). 
Thee presence of manganese and iron oxides, introduced into the glass from the 
beechwoodd ash. produced a variety of colors obtained by changing the furnace 
atmospheree (from bright blue when the atmosphere was fully reducing through green 
andd amber to brownish purple when the atmosphere was fully oxidizing). Cobalt and 
copperr could also be added to create blues and greens. The opacifier in Medieval glass 
tendedd to be tin oxide, however, antimonial oxide (generally used in Roman glass) is 
sometimess used possibly from the introduction of Roman glass into the melt. The 
presencee of antimony, as well as manganese, in the glass had the additional benefit of 
aa decolorizer reducing the undesirable color created by the occurance of iron 
impuritiess in the glass. Lead was introduced to the glass to aid with the melting by 
decreasingg the melting point, increasing the fluidity and controlling the expansion 
coefficient.. Lead could also be used as a colorant and add opacity to the glass [41]. 

Thee "Vita Contemplativa" stained glass panel depicts a robed female figure 
holdingg a banner inscribed with the words "CONTEMPLATIVA VITA" . Blue is the 
predominantt color of the glass panes, however, small areas of green, yellow, and red 
glasss are used around the border. Details of the design such as the robe and face are 
paintedd on the glass with an opaque red-brownish paint applied to the obverse. The 
"Angeii  Holding the Cross with a Crown of Thorns" roundel depicts an angel holding 
thee crown of thorns in her proper right hand and a cross in her proper left hand. The 
glasss panes have a variety of colors including green, yellow, blue and red. Details 
usedd for the drapery folds and facial features are again achieved by the application of 
aa red-brownish paint to the obverse of the glass. The "Heraldic" Panel is a quatrefoil 
shapedd stained glass panel and depicts a heraldic shield of an eagle, A variety of 
colorss are used in the glass panes ranging from green, yellow, blue and red. Most of 
thee red glass is "flashed" where a thin layer of colored glass is adhered to a backing of 
clearr glass. Details of the design (i.e. bird torso and wings) are painted on the glass 
withh an opaque red-brownish paint applied to the obverse. "A Bishop Blessing" 
depictss a seated bishop holding a crozier in his proper left hand while his proper right 
handd is raised in blessing. The bishop's robe is blue, with a yellow collar and plaquet, 
hiss underdress is green. The bishop is seated on a brown chair and the background is 
red.. while the outer border is of a greenish clear glass. 

Tablee 4 gives the results of the XRF analyses for these four stained glass 
panels.. Potassium, calcium, manganese, iron, copper, strontium and lead occurred in 
alll  the glass panes examined. These elements are constituents of the glass including 
commonn impurities. Other common impurities such as zirconium and rubidium varied 
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Tablee 4 
XRFF Analyses Four  Medieval Stained Glass Panels 

Vit aa Contemplative 

Color r 
Blue e 
Blue e 

Green n 
Red d 

Yellow w 
Paim m 

K K 
m m 
m m 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 

Ca a 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 

Mn n 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 

Fe e 
m m 
m m 
M M 
m m 
M M 
M M 

Co o 
m m 
m m 
m m 

bdl l 
m m 
m m 

Cu u 
m m 
m m 
tr r 
m m 
lr r 
m m 

Zn n 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Rb b 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Sr r 
tr r 
\T \T 

lr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 

Zr r 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Sn n 
tr r 
tr r 

bdl l 
bdl l 
lr r 

bdl l 

Sb b 
m m 
m m 

bdl l 
bdl l 
tr r 

bdl l 

Pb b 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 

Angell  Holding the Cross with Crown of Thorns 

Color r 
Blue e 
Blue e 
Blue e 

Green n 
Red d 

Yellow w 
Paint t 

K K 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
m m 

Ca a 
M M 

M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 

Mn n 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 

Fe e 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
M M 

Co o 
tr r 
lr r 
lr r 

bdl l 
bdl l 
tr r 
tr r 

Cu u 
m m 
m m 
m m 
tr r 
m m 
tr r 
tr r 

Zn n 
tr r 
tr r 
m m 
tr r 
ir r 
tr r 
lr r 

Rb b 
lr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
lr r 

Sr r 
lr r 
tr r 
tr r 
lr r 
tr r 
lr r 
tr r 

Zr r 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Sn n 
bdl l 

Sh h 
bdl l 
tr r 
tr r 

bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Pb b 
Ell l 

m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
M M 

In n 
bdl l 
lr r 
tr r 

bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Heraldic c 

Color r 
Blue e 
Blue e 

Green n 
Green n 
Red d 

Yellow w 
Paim m 

K K 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
m m 

Ca a 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
m m 

Mn n 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 

Fe e 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
M M 

Co o 
m m 
m m 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
ir r 

Cu u 
m m 
m m 
tr r 
tr r 

m m 
tr r 
tr r 

Zn n Rb b Sr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 

Zr r 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Sn n Sb b 
tr r 
tr r 

bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Pb b 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
M M 

,„ „ 
lr r 
IT T 

bdl l 
bdl l 
bd! ! 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Bishopp Blessing 

Color r 
Blue e 

Green n 
Red d 

Yellow w 
Brown n 
Paint t 

K K 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
m m 

Ca a 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
M M 
m m 

Mn n 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 

Fe e 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 
M M 

Co o 
tr r 

bd! ! 
tr r 

bdl l 

If f 
tr r 

Cu u 
m m 
tr r 
m m 
tr r 
m m 
tr r 

Zn n Rb b 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 

Sr r 
tr r 
tr r 
ir r 
lr r 
tr r 
lr r 

Zr r 
tr r 
tr r 

bdl l 
tr r 

bdl l 
tr r 

Sn n 
tr r 

bdl l 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 
tr r 

Sb b 
bdl l 
bd! ! 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Pb b 
m m 
m m 
m m 
m m 

m m 
m m 

In n 
ir r 

bdl l 
bd! ! 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Key:: M = Major element tr = trace 
MM = minor element bdl = below detectable limits 
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dependingg on the glass pane. The colorants used in these four panels (the metal oxides 
off  iron, manganese, copper and cobalt) were typical for medieval stained glass as 
recordedd by Theophilus's medieval treatise on painting, glass making and metalwork 
[42],, This treatise is one of the most important contemporary sources on the 
technologyy of glassworking in medieval Europe. The blue glass panes were almost 
certainlyy achieved using a combination of copper and cobalt since both elements were 
presentt in all of the blue spectra. Cobalt is a strong blue colorant and when combined 
inn a high potassium glass matrix produces a rich blue color. When copper is present in 
thiss mixture a more turquoise color is generally produced. The green glass is most 
likelyy due to the traces of copper and iron present in the form of cupric and ferrous 
oxide.. The red glass panes were most likely produced by the presence of copper in 
thee form of cuprous oxide. The yellow glass panes were most likely due to ferric, 
manganesee or lead oxide being present either alone or in combination. The paint used 
forr the details of the design on the glass panes was almost certainly an iron oxide 
pigmentt due to the presence of large amounts of iron in these areas. This paint would 
havee been brushed on and then fired to create an opaque fused-on pigment. The lead 
camess were examined with XRF and found to be 98%-99% lead with approximately 
1%% tin and traces of antimony also present. 

Thee only anomaly was the trace amounts of indium found along with the 
copperr and cobalt in some of the blue glass. Further research led to the conclusion that 
thee indium is most likely present in the blue glass as an impurity in the copper 
colorant.. Copper indium sulfide (CuInS?) is known to occur in chalcopyrite ore found 
inn Charrier Allier France [43,44], The majority of the glass panes were determined to 
bee a high potassium, high calcium, low lead potash glass. This type of glass, typical of 
medievall  stained glass, is known to be unstable and is highly susceptible to 
degradationn under fluctuating conditions of humidity and temperature [45], 
Therefore,, special care would need to be taken to ensure the stability of these glass 
panels. . 

1.6.1.6. Conclusions 

X-rayy fluorescence spectrometry is an analytical technique ideally suited for 
thee museum environment. The fact that it is non-invasive, rapid, accurate and that it 
cann be used on a wide variety of objects in the museum's collections, makes it 
indispensablee in a modern museum laboratory. It has been established that XRF 
analysess can be beneficial by aiding the conservator in diagnosing and treating the 
museum'ss collections, to study the history of a piece by looking for recent additions, 
too investigate artist's materials and to determine forgeries. Information gained by XRF 
iss most beneficial when used in conjunction with other techniques, particularly visual 
examination,, and other non-invasive techniques, such as infrared and 
ultraviolet/visiblee spectroscopy. At the National Gallery of Art, thousands of analyses 
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2.. Understanding Alfred Stieglitz' Platinum and 
Palladiumm Prints: Examination by X-Ray Fluorescence 
Spectrometry y 

Abstract t 

ThisThis chapter describes the complex chemical nature and variety of physical 
appearancesappearances of platinum and palladium photographs. The exact process by which 
thesethese single-layered photographs were made cannot be determined by visual 
examinationexamination alone. The metallic elements that constitute the final image in a single-
layeredlayered photograph can be identified by x-ray fluorescence spectrometiy (XRF) if the 
photographphotograph is analyzed using standards made by known photographic processes. 

2.12.1 INTRODUCTION 

Alfredd Stieglitz (1864-1946) was one of the leading experimenters and innovators in 
photography,, known for his aesthetic vision and highly respected as a photographic 
chemist.. At the turn ofthe century, he published extensively on the platinum printing 
processs and its many variants. He used this process almost exclusively until the 
increasee in the price of platinum during World War I made platinum papers nearly 
unobtainable.. The unavailability of platinum gave rise to an alternative process, which 
substitutedd salts of palladium for salts of platinum, to produce the light-sensitive 
photographicc paper. 

Stieglitz'' technical publications describe many of his early approaches to the 
platinumm process, including generic recipes for sensitizers, developers, and toners and 
otherr variations in his darkroom techniques [ 1 -6]. Unfortunately, he published nothing 
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regardingg his use of the palladium process, and mentions of it in his personal writings 
aree ambiguous [7]. Despite his training as a scientist, it appears that Stieglitz did not 
systematicallyy record his photographic experiments or the specific methods by which 
hiss individual prints were made. 

Stieglitz'' published literature is a valuable aid for understanding the generic 
approachess he used to produce his platinum photographs. Howrever, that no other 
recordss exist regarding his extant platinum or palladium prints is unfortunate from the 
perspectivee of a photograph conservator who must deal with a physical object made of 
aa complex component structure. Unlike some other processes, platinum prints, 
palladiumm prints, and variants of these processes are frequently indistinguishable by 
theirr appearance alone; the chemical nature of Stieglitz' prints simply cannot be 
accuratelyy or completely described by visual examination. 

Thee National Gallery of Art, Washington, is fortunate to house the largest 
existingg collection of photographs by Alfred Stieglitz, selected from his estate by 
Georgiaa O'Keeffe as the "key set" of his finest finished work. Responsible approaches 
mustt be taken to preserve these artistically and historically important photographs by 
maximizingg their longevity and continued availability for viewing without 
significantlyy altering their physical characteristics. To accomplish this goal a 
conservatorr must be familiar with the artist's aesthetic intent. Equally important, 
however,, is an understanding of the physical and chemical nature of the photograph 
too be treated or displayed. A reasonable understanding of the chemical and physical 
naturee of any work of art or historical artifact is essential for making decisions 
regardingg its preservation and exhibition needs and for approaching conservation 
treatment.. Disastrous fading or darkening could result, for example, from the 
exhibitionn of a light-sensitive photograph that is misidentified as one that is stable to 
lightt [8,9]. 

Secondaryy emission energy-dispersive x-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF) 
hass been used with some success in the past to gain a better understanding of the 
chemicall  nature of the final image in photographs [10-12], The following are results 
off  new research further developing an analytical protocol designed specifically for the 
usee of XRK in studying photographic image materials. This new protocol has been 
successfullyy used to determine what metallic elements make up the final image in 
somee of the photographs in the collection of the National Gallery of Art. The resulting 
dataa have served to extrapolate methods of production that Stieglitz might have used 
too fabricate his platinum and palladium photographs. 

2,22,2 The Platinum and Palladium Printing Processes 

Thee platinum printing process was favored by many turn-of-the-cenlury 
photographers,, including Stieglitz. William Crawford's excellent description of the 
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processs in The Keepers of Light is indispensable in assisting modern practitioners to 
recreatee early photographic processes. His chapter on "Ferric Processes: Platinum and 
Palladium""  describes, in detail, the procedures used to produce the facsimiles used in 
thiss study [13]. The first step in producing a photographic paper is to coat it with a 
sensitizer.. Platinum printing paper is sensitized with an aqueous solution of one of the 
platinouss compounds, generally sodium tetrachloroplatinite tetrahydrate, 
Na:PtCl4*4HiO,, or potassium tetrachloroplatinite, ICPtCÎ  (sometimes referred to in 
thee literature as sodium or potassium chloroplatinite, or as sodium or potassium 
tetrachloroplatinate),, and ferric oxalate, Fe^CiO-tXvSH^O, which is allowed to dry. 
Thiss light-sensitive paper is then placed in contact with a negative and exposed to 
light.. The action of light converts the ferric salts to ferrous salts that gradually become 
visiblee as a weak printed-out image. The print is then placed in a potassium oxalate 
developerr that serves to dissolve the new ferrous salts, FeCSCVZHbO, thereby 
reducingg the potassium tetrachloroplatinite to metallic platinum. The action of 
developmentt completes the image- forming process. Any unexposed and soluble ferric 
saltss in the print are then eliminated by converting them to ferric chloride by clearing 
(orr fixing) the print in a dilute hydrochloric acid solution. These soluble iron salts are 
removedd in the final water wash. In other words, this process uses the light-sensitive 
propertiess of an iron (III ) compound, which, on exposure to light, is reduced to an iron 
(II)) compound, which in turn has the ability to reduce a compound of platinum to its 
metallicc state. When this procedure is properly carried out, the final image of a 
platinotypee consists of chemically stable, finely divided metallic platinum. 

Thee primary difference between palladium prints and platinum prints is that 
palladiumm salts replace the salts of platinum in the sensitizer. The palladium 
compoundss generally used to sensitize the paper are in the form of potassium 
tetrachloropalladite,, K^PdCL.*, or sodium tetrachloropalladite trihydrate, 
Na2PdCl4-3H20.. The chemical processing of palladium prints is similar to that of the 
platinumm process, but the resulting final image consists of metallic palladium. Much 
hass been published regarding the chemistry of platinum and palladium processes, yet 
thee precise chemical nature of the reactions involved is not fully understood. [ 14,15], 

Becausee of the similarity of the chemical processes used to produce platinum 
andd palladium prints, the variants of both processes are also virtually interchangeable. 
Thesee variants can include numerous chemical formulations of sensitizers, developers, 
andd toners; variations of the length of a print's exposure; or variations of the 
developingg solution temperature. The variants of both processes were used to 
manipulatee the image hue and tonal properties. Stieglitz continually experimented 
withh these chemical variants to achieve very specific aesthetic results. While he 
masteredd both processes, he considered the platinotype to be "that prince of all 
processes""  [1, p. 154], and it look years for him to accept the palladium process as a 
viablee substitute for platinum. 

Platinumm prints tend to have a neutral gray-black image hue, while palladium 
printss are generally slightly warmer in hue. However, depending on variations in 
processing,, such as temperature of the developer, the image hues of either process can 
bee manipulated to range from coof slightly purple-black to a very warm brown. 
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Modifyingg standard processing procedures, such as altering the formulation of the 
sensitizerr or developer or employing chemical toning or intensification, can result in a 
widee variety of hues. One possible modification of either process is toning the 
finishedfinished print with gold. Gold toning can change a warm image to black or purple-
black.. Intensifiers, such as a combination of gallic acid and silver nitrate, have been 
usedd to change the image color, increase the image contrast, and highlight the detail of 
aa finished print. In addition, any of these modifications can have an impact on the 
chemicall  stability of photographs and result in changes in the appearance of prints 
overr time. For example, toning with compounds such as uranium can change the color 
off  the image to red, green, or blue or can even result in split tones in a print. However, 
uraniumm toning is known to result in gradual changes in the appearance of a finished 
print.. By 1911 it was known that the use of uranium as a toner "does not give very 
permanentt results" [16]. 

Too Stieglitz, an important feature of the basic, unmodified platinum process 
wass its permanence when compared, for example, to the silver processes, such as 
saltedd paper prints, albumen prints, or gelatin prints. In a 1902 article he said, "We 
hearr much of the permanence of the platinum print, and while it is undoubtedly true 
thatt a careful and conscientious technical handling of the process will insure a print 
practicallyy as permanent as its paper support, yet with modern sloppiness this is no 
longerr true" [5, p.30], He acknowledged, however, the value of other, less permanent 
processes:: "1 willingly grant that 99 per cent of the negatives produced by the 'camera 
artists'' ought to be printed on a most non- permanent process, for the sake of coming 
generations""  [ 1, p. 154]. 

2.3.2.3. Identification of Photographic Processes 

Itt is frequently possible to distinguish the process by which a photograph was made 
justt by looking at it. In general, an experienced observer can recognize the difference 
betweenn an albumen print and a gelatin print and can further differentiate between a 
printed-outt versus a developed-out gelatin print [ 17]. Some photographs, however, are 
difficultt or impossible to identify visually in terms of process. Single-layer 
photographss in which the final image exists in the upper surface of the paper support, 
suchh as platinum and palladium prints, can be particularly difficult to identify. 

Ass discussed, varying the chemical fonnulations used to produce platinum and 
palladiumm prints results in a variety of image appearances; therefore, visual 
identificationn is complicated. For example, platinum prints (considered cool or neutral 
inn hue) can be made warm by the addition of a mercury compound to the developer. 
Conversely,, a warm hue is usually associated with palladium prints. Cooler hues, 
however,, can be attained by developing or toning the print in various chemical 
solutionss or at different temperatures, as described above. Because of these variations. 
platinumm prints sometimes masquerade as palladium prints, and vice versa. In some 
cases,, a salted paper print might be confused with a platinum or palladium print. 
Furtherr complicating the issue, many silver gelatin prints were manufactured to mimic 
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thee appearance of platinum papers and other historic process types. In addition, visual 
examinationn alone cannot determine what chemical toner might have been used to 
alterr the original appearance of a print. 

Photographss that have an ambiguous appearance require more than visual 
examinationn to determine the components that make up the final image. The influence 
off  so many factors produces an almost infinite variety of nuances and subtleties in the 
appearancee of different types of photographs. It is this enormous variety of processes 
andd final appearances that has led even experienced observers to turn to chemical 
analysis,, such as examination by XRF, for objective information. This information is 
especiallyy useful for prints made by an unknown photographer or by an experimenter 
whoo kept no records, such as Alfred Stieglitz. XRF is a well-established analytical 
techniquee that provides rapid, simultaneous multi-element analyses in many 
applications.. Because of its noninvasive capabilities, it has proven valuable in the 
studyy of art objects. To use XRF for the study of photographs of unknown 
composition,, it is important first to determine if the very small traces of elements that 
makee up the photographic image can, in fact, be detected by the instrument. 

2.4.2.4. Fabrication of Photographic Facsimiles for Use as XRF 
Standards Standards 

Inn using XRF to analyze photographs, it is essential to maximize the sensitivity of the 
instrumentt to any relevant element that might occur in the final image material. For 
thiss reason, facsimile photographs of known composition were produced and analyzed 
byy XRF. and the detection of the known image materials was optimized. It was 
determinedd that the elements that made up the image in the known samples could, 
indeed,, be detected by XRF. As a result, a protocol was developed that used the 
facsimiless produced by known chemical processes as analytical standards. These 
standardss were compared with several Stieglitz photographs in the National Gallery of 
Art. . 

Too assist in producing analytical standards with which to compare Stieglitz 
prints,, photographic working methods of Stieglitz and his contemporaries were 
studied.. Stieglitz generally used a potassium oxalate solution as a developer for his 
platinotypes,, to which he sometimes added glycerin to delay the action of the 
developerr and a mercury compound applied locally to modify the image hue [2,3]. He 
wass also known to use uranium compounds to tone his platinum prints [4], Salts of 
goldd and even iridium and osmium were also mentioned in contemporary handbooks 
forr use as toners for platinum prints [18]. Therefore, the presence of any of these 
elementss could be attributed to the developer or to a postprocessing toning treatment. 

Earlyy in his career. Stieglitz experimented with sensitizing his own platinum 
paper.. For most of his platinum work, however, he used commercially produced. 
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presensitizedd photographic papers. He carried out his chemical processing 
experimentss using commercial papers, including those made by Eastman Company 
(Americann Platinum Paper) [19], the Platinotype Company, and Willi s and Clements 
[6].. While Stieglitz described the inclusion of "lead chloride or a mercury salt to the 
sensitizer""  in a patent by W. Willi s as an improvement of the process [3], very littl e is 
knownn about what papers were used to produce specific prints. Because commercially 
manufacturedd papers were made with a variety of chemical sensitizer formulations, it 
iss possible that along with metallic platinum or palladium, lead or mercury might be 
presentt as part of the final image. 

Hydrochloricc acid was generally used for the clearing or "fixing" baths, 
followedd by a running water wash. If fresh baths of hydrochloric acid were used until 
thee print was thoroughly cleared, followed by a water wash that thoroughly removed 
residuall  processing chemicals, the image in the final print should consist of metallic 
platinumm and/or palladium possibly in combination with traces of mercury, uranium, 
orr other elements that were deposited on the primary image due to chemical reactions 
off  the sensitizer, along with the developer and possible toners. 

Theree are many ways to produce platinum and palladium prints and their 
variants.. However, the basic recipes used for sensitizers, developers, and toners are 
similarr in many handbooks and journals of Stieglitz time. For this reason, facsimiles 
off  processes that may have been used by Stieglitz were produced by photographic 
conservator,, Connie McCabe, (Plate VII ) according to recipes given by Crawford in 
Thee Keepers of Light [5]. These recipes were selected because they are chemically 
similarr to those given in early descriptions by Stieglitz [2]. Although Sliegitz did not 
includee sodium sulfite in his 1893 recipe for uranium toner [4]. Crawford's recipe is 
virtuallyy identical to one described in 1902 by James McCorkle in Camera Notes [20]. 
bothh of which refer to the crystal of sodium sulfite to be used as the size of a "pea.' 
Thee photographic facsimiles were employed as XRF standards for comparison with 
thee Gallery's Stieglitz Collection photographs. They are: 

platinumm print palladium print 
combinationn platinum/palladium 
printt (50:50 ratio) 
palladiumm print, mercury developed 
combinationn platinum/palladium print, mercury developed 
palladiumm print, gold toned 
palladiumm print, silver intensified 
platinumm print, uranium toned 
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2.5.2.5. X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry and Photographs 

XRFF analyses of photographs are difficult to interpret, due primarily to the low signal-
to-noisee ratio, which is due to the extremely low physical density of the paper support 
off  the photograph as well as the small amount of metal actually present in a print. 
Whenn the spectrum for a photograph is compared, for example, to a bronze sculpture, 
whichh has a high density, interpretation of the distinct peaks found in the spectral data 
off  the high-density bronze is relatively straight forward. Figure I is an XRF spectrum 
off  a bronze standard. Note the clear peaks indicating the presence of copper, lead, and 
tinn and the low amount of background "noise". Also note the very small inelastic 
scatterr peaks related to the rhodium and the barium chloride secondary target. 
However,, the low density of photographs results in a large amount of inelastic scatter 
inn the spectrum when compared to the small amount of metal actually being analyzed. 
Thiss scatter (figures 2a & b) is seen as a high level of background "noise" that 

Spedium:: STD52 Raiigc:4U kcV 
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Figuree 1 XRF spectrum of a bronze standard 

disguisess the actual spectral peaks (figures 2a and b). Because these peaks cannot be 
positivelyy distinguished from the noise, an XRF protocol was developed to minimize 
thiss noise and enhance the spectral lines oi' specific elements relevant to the 
photographicc materials in question. The detection of either of the two major K 
transitionn lines (alpha and beta), or the three major L transition lines (alpha, beta, and 
gamma)) was required in order to confirm the presence of the specific final image 
constituents.. The metals palladium (Pd) and silver (Ag), and impurities such as 
calciumm (Ca), iron (Fe). copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn). are determined by the presence of 
theirr series of K transition lines. Platinum (Pt)and traces of elements that might have 
beenn used in the toner or developer formulation are identified by the presence of their 
seriess of L transition lines. These elements could include mercury (Fig), gold(Au). or 
uraniumm (U). 
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Figuree 2a XRF spectrum of Alfred St ieglitz, "Self-Portrait, Cortina". 1890 using a 
bariumbarium chloride .secondary targe! 
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Figuree 2b XRF spectrum of Alfred Stieglitz, "Self-Portrait. Cortina. " 1890 platinum 
print,print, probably processed with a mercury developer, using a molybdenum secondary 
targettarget revealing the mercury transition lines 

2.6.2.6. Developing an XRF Protocol for Analyzing the Elemental 
ContentContent of Photographic Images 

Too interpret the XRFF spectrum of a photograph and determine the image material, the 
elementss present in the paper support as well as those in the mounting board must be 
eliminatedd from the spectrum so that analysis can be based on the contribution from 
thee image components alone. As previously discussed in Chapter 1. a protocol was 
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developedd that acquired a spectrum from a dark region (maximum image density) of 
thee photograph and one from a light region (minimum image density). When possible, 
aa spectrum from the mounting board was also obtained. Once the elemental 
contributionss of the photograph's light region and its mount are from the spectrum of 
itss dark region, the resulting spectrum will characterize those elements used in the 
finalfinal image material of the printing process. 

Thee spectra obtained by analyzing the National Gallery of Art's Stieglitz 
photographss were compared to the spectra of the facsimile photographs (standards) 
producedd according to methodology likely to have been employed by Stieglitz. Note 
thatt in some of Stieglitz' prints there is no image area that has a very low-density 
imagee (that is, very light). In these cases, the data from the lightest area were 
acquired,, but generally these spectra were not subtracted from the spectra of the 
maximumm density area. The XRF analyses were performed using a Kevex 0750A 
spectrometer,, which is a freestanding instrument with the x-ray tube and detector 
mountedd on a steel column that allows for vertical and horizontal movement of the 
spectrometer.. The photograph is placed on an easel in front of the XRF where a laser 
andd incandescent lamp are used to focus on the desired sample area. Since the Kevex 
0750AA is an air path instrument, it was not equipped with a light-element detector. 
Therefore,, elements lighter than potassium were not detected with this setup and are 
nott included in these analyses. The XRF was equipped with 6 mm collimators and 
eitherr a barium chloride (BaCh) or molybdenum (Mo) secondary target. Secondary 
targetss provide nearly monochromatic x-rays to excite the sample and enhance the 
spectrall  lines of the elements analyzed. When the element's spectral lines are close to 
thee absorption edge of the secondary target, the enhancement of those lines improves 
significantly.. After considerable experimentation with a variety of XRF conditions 
andd secondary targets, two sets of conditions were found to be the most useful for 
detectingg the metallic elements relevant to platinum and palladium photographs. A 
bariumm chloride target was initially used in order to differentiate the primary metallic 
elementss of the final imaging material, that is, platinum or palladium. A molybdenum 
target,, which improves the detection of platinum and other relevant metallic elements, 
wass then used to detect the presence of any elements that might be attributable to the 
usee of special developers or toners. The palladium K transition lines are higher in 
energyy than the molybdenum lines of the secondary target and will not be excited and, 
therefore,, cannot be seen with the molybdenum target. However, the L transition lines 
off  mercury, gold, and uranium become enhanced and are readily detected when using 
thee molybdenum target. The conditions under which the analysis was conducted were: 
Thee anode voltage and current were 60 keV and 0.4 inA, respectively, for the barium 
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Specimen:: STDPTD nnngc:?0 keV 

Figuree 3 XRF .spectrum of a dark area of a standard platinum photographic 
facsimile,facsimile, with lite background subtracted, using a molybdenum target 

bariumm chloride target, and 40keV and 0.2mA. respectively, for the molybdenum 
target.. Live accumulation time was 300 seconds. The lower limit of detection (LLD) 
hass not yet been established for the metallic elements that may be contained in the 
finalfinal image material of a photograph. 

2.2.77 Results of XRF Analysis of Photographic Facsimiles 

Thee results of XRF analyses clearly show that platinum and palladium photographs 
cann be easily distinguished from one another. Figure 3 is an XRF spectrum of a 
platinumm photographic facsimile using a molybdenum secondary target. Here the 
platinumm peaks are readily evident. Note the presence of the three major L transition 
liness for platinum. Figure 4 is an XRF spectrum of a palladium photographic 
facsimilee using a barium chloride secondary target for the analysis. This spectrum 
revealss not only the higher-energy K lines for palladium, but also the lower-energy L 
liness of palladium. 

Thee usefulness of varying the secondary target to optimize the elemental 
informationn can be demonstrated with the XRF analysis of a mercury-developed 
combinationn platinum and palladium print. Figure 5a is the XRF spectrum using a 
bariumm chloride secondary target. The platinum and palladium peaks are easily 
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Figuree 4 XRF spectrum of a dark area of a standard palladium photographic 
facsimile,facsimile, with background subtracted, using a barium secondary target 
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Figuree 5a XRF spectrum of a dark area of a standard mercury-developed 
combinationcombination platinum and palladium photographic facsimile, with background 
subtracted,subtracted, using a barium secondary target 
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Figuree 5b A7£F spectrum of same, with the background subtracted, using a 
molybdenummolybdenum secondary target revealing the mercury transition lines 
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observed:: however, the traces of mercury are barely visible. By using a molybdenum 
secondaryy target, as depicted in Figure 5b. the mercury lines become enhanced and 
fullyy resolved from the platinum lines. The palladium K lines are higher in energy 
thann the molybdenum lines of the secondary target and cannot be excited and. 
therefore,, are not detected on this spectrum. Enhancement of the spectral lines by 
changingg target is again illustrated by analyzing the standard gold-toned palladium 
photographicc facsimile. The palladium K and L lines are discernible when the barium 
chloridee target is used. However, only the L alpha line for gold is detected above 
background.. Repealing the analysis with the molybdenum secondary target increases 
thee excitation of the small amount of gold present, causing all three L lines to be 
clearlyy visible as illustrated in Figure 6. Figure 7 is an XRF spectrum of a standard 
silver-intensifiedd palladium photographic facsimile revealing well-defined peaks for 
bothh silver and palladium. In the event that uranium toning was used, uranium can be 
detected.. Figure 8 is an XRF spectrum of a standard uranium-toned platinum 
photographicc facsimile showing peaks for both platinum and uranium. It was 
determinedd that to detect all the elements that might make up the final image, and thus 
too characterize fully each unknown collection photograph, both excitation conditions 
(usingg the barium chloride and the molybdenum secondary' targets) must be used. 

Spectrum:: STDt'DAUD f!an.jr:20 IxV 

Figuree 6 XRF spectrum of a dark area of a standard gold-toned palladium 
photographicphotographic facsimile, with the background subtracted, using a molybdenum 
secondarysecondary target 
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Figuree 7 XRF spectrum of a dark area of a standard silver-intensified palladium 
photographicphotographic facsimile, with the background subtracted, using a barium chloride 
secondarysecondary target 
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Figuree 8 XRF spectrum of a dark area of a standard uranium-toned platinum 
photographicphotographic facsimile, with the background subtracted, using a barium chloride 
secondarysecondary target 

2.8.2.8. Results of XRF Analysis of Stieglitz Photographs 

Severall  photographs in the National Gallery of Art's collection of Alfred Stieglitz 
photographss were selected for examination by XRF. Some of these were chosen 
becausee of their unusual appearance and others because of skepticism expressed 
regardingg earlier records of process identification from unknown sources. Therefore, 
selectedd photographs were analyzed to establish or verify the identification of the 
processess by which they were made. Two portraits of Katherine N. Rhoades. printed 
fromm the same negative had been previously identified by unknown sources as 
platinumm prints (Plates XI & XII) . One has the archetypal appearance of a platinum 
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print,, with a ver)' neutral image hue accompanied by off-white highlights. The other 
hass a very different appearance; both its image hue and highlights are quite warm. 
Afterr completion of analysis of these photographs using the XRF protocol described 
above,, platinum was found to be present in both the neutral-hued and the warm-hued 
portraits.. However, a trace of palladium was also detected in both portraits. Figures 9 

Spectrum:: 03HMD 

Figuree 9 XRF spectrum of a dark area of Alfred Stieglitz. "{Catherine N. Rhodes". 
1915/1916,1915/1916, platinum print with a trace of palladium, with the background subtracted 
usingusing a barium chloride secondary target 
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Figuree 10 XRF spectrum of a dark area of Alfred Stieglitz. "KatherineN. Rhoadesat 
291291 ". 1915/1916. platinum print with a trace of palladium, with the background 
subtractedsubtracted using a barium chloride secondary target 

andd 10 are the XRF spectra of the two prints showing the two spectra are nearly 
identical.. It is possible that the presence of palladium contributes significantly to the 
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differencee in appearance. However, variations in the temperature of the developer may 
havee caused the differences in image hue. Despite the newly revealed information 
regardingg the final image materials of these prints, what plays the primary role in the 
appearancee of these two photographs remains unclear. 

AA circa 1906 portrait of Stieglitz' daughter, Kitty , had been identified by an 
unknownn source as a palladium print (Plate IX). For various reasons, including the 
datee of the print and its unusually neutral image, this process attribution was 
questioned.. Indeed, analysis by XRF shown in Figures 1 la and b revealed that the 
imagee consisted of platinum and mercury, no palladium was detected in this image. It 
iss likely that this platinum print was processed with a mercury developer, which 
Stieglitzz commonly used. 
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Figuree 11a XRF spectrum of a dark area of Alfred Stieglitz, "Kitty", c. 1906, 
platinumplatinum print, probably processed with a mercury developer, with the background 
subtractedsubtracted using a barium chloride secondary target 

Figuree l i b XRF spectrum of same, with the background subtracted, using a 
molybdenummolybdenum secondary target revealing the mercury transition lines 
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Figuree 12a XRF spectrum of a dark area of Alfred Stieglitz, "Reflections". J 894, 
platinumplatinum print, with the background subtracted, using a barium chloride secondary 
target target 
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Figuree 12b XRF spectrum of same, with the background subtracted, using a 
molybdenummolybdenum secondary target 

Anotherr photograph, a portrait of Georgia O'Keeffe, had been identified by an 
unknownn source as 'black palladium or platinum." Analysis by XRF detected no 
palladium,, but confirmed the presence of only platinum. The photograph can now, 
therefore,, be identified as a platinum print, thus clarifying the dubious process 
attribution. . 

Analysiss using XRF of images with very similar warm hues. Reflections and 
Self-Portrait,, Cortina (Plates XI11 and XIV ) demonstrated a different point. The 
primaryy image material in both prints was found to consist of platinum. However, 
mercuryy was detected in Self-Portrait, Cortina but not in Reflections (compare figures 
2aa and b to 12a and b). While it is evident that Reflections is a simple platinum print, 
itt is probable that Self-Portrait, Cortina is a mercury-developed platinum print. 
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Perhapss the difference in appearance is related to the temperature of the developer. 
However,, it is impossible to draw categorical conclusions regarding the exact 
proceduress used to produce these very similar-hued prints. The two mercury-
developedd platinum prints. Self-Portrait. Cortina and Kitty are strikingly dissimilar in 
appearance,, another indication that a positive identification of process cannot be made 
byy visual examination alone. 
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Figuree 13a XRFspectrum of a dark area of Alfred Stieglitz, "Georgia O 'Keeffe: A 
PortraitPortrait - Feel", 1918, palladium print, processed with a mercury developer, with the 
backgroundbackground subtracted, using a barium chloride secondary target 
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Figuree 13b XRF spectrum of same, with the background subtracted, using a 
molybdenummolybdenum secondary target revealing mercury transition lines 

Anotherr example of the usefulness of analysis of a photograph by XRF to establish its 
processs attribution is found in Georgia O'Keeffe: A Portrait-Feet. The XRF spectrum 
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showss the presence of palladium and mercury (figures 13a and b). The presence of 
mercuryy indicates that this palladium print was probably processed in a mercury 
developer.. This specific analysis is interesting in that, while it is often possible 
throughh visual examination to segregate Stieglitz' platinum prints from his palladium 
prints,, it is impossible to ascertain whether mercury is present without the aid of 
chemicall  analysis. 

2.9.2.9. Conclusion 

Ass this study illustrates, the exact nature of photographs made by the platinum and 
palladiumm processes is difficult to determine by visual observation alone. Photograph 
conservators,, historians, curators, and practitioners of the early processes with a 
trainedd eye may be able to narrow the possibilities concerning the process by which an 
individuall  print was made. The virtually unlimited variations of processes available to 
andd used by photographers over the past 150 years, however, are manifested by a 
practicallyy infinite assortment of photographic image appearances. The variety of 
subtletiess and nuances displayed by platinum and palladium prints can be explained 
nott only by their original exposure and processing but often by chemical and physical 
changess (such as fading, staining, and modification of surface characteristics) that 
havee occurred over time. 

Examinationn of the physical characteristics of photographic prints is essential 
too collections' care. XRF analyses can add important information regarding the 
chemicall  nature of photographs. The present study demonstrates that the materials that 
constitutee the final image in a single-layered photograph can be confirmed using XRF. 
Thiss analytical protocol requires that photographic standards are fabricated using 
knownn processes and are analyzed by XRF. Then XRF spectra of collection 
photographss made by unknown processes are compared to the standards' spectra. XRF 
iss useful in reassessing previous assumptions about a specific photograph; analysis by 
XRFF may uncover information that exposes commonly held assumptions as 
misleadingg or inaccurate. 

Thee primary concern of this study was to evaluate the characteristics exhibited 
inn platinum and palladium prints by Stieglitz. Therefore, facsimiles of other 
photographicc processes were not fabricated for inclusion in this study. Suggestions for 
furtherr investigation into the use of XRF on other photographic processes may include 
thee production of additional facsimiles. These facsimiles should include sample prints 
withh a number of different ratios of platinum to palladium and the addition of 
compoundss of lead and other elements to the facsimile photographs. In addition, the 
studyy could be expanded to include a variety of silver imaging systems with one or 
moree component layers. All these variants of photographic processes influence the 
appearancee and the preservation of photographic materials. 
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Itt is clear from this study that visual observation combined with XRF analysis 
wil ll  not necessarily reveal why a print has certain visual characteristics. Other 
informationn may be required (for example, known chemical method of production, 
previouss conservation treatment, storage and exhibitions history) for a complete 
understandingg of a print's appearance. While XRF is, in fact, useful in determining 
whatt metallic components are present in a photograph, it does not reveal the precise 
chemicall  structure of the final image materials or the manner by which a photograph 
wass created. Other analyses, including transmission scanning electron microscopy, 
mayy reveal useful information such as metallic particle size. This information may 
helpp explain what makes a particular photograph appear the way it does. 
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3.. An Investigation of Renaissance Casting Practices as 
aa Means for Identifying Forgeries 

Abstract t 

ThisThis study was undertaken to answer questions of authenticity, as well as. define 
thethe manufacture of a series of seven small bronze busts of Pope Paul /// Farnesc. 
attributedattributed to Guglielmo della Porta. The busts were first examined visually to 
determinedetermine whether the method of manufacture was consistent with sixteenth-
centurycentury casting practices. They were then analyzed with x-ray fluorescence 
spectrometryspectrometry (XRF) to determine whether the composition of the metal was in 
accordanceaccordance with that of other Renaissance bronzes. An investigation was done into 
knownknown Renaissance metallurgical practices and compared with modern refining 
andand art foundry practices. 

Figuree 1 Attributed to Guglielmo della Porta. Pope Paul III  Farnesc. bronze 
(copper(copper alloy) From left to right: Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art. Cornell 
University,University, Ithaca. New York; Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond: Sotheby's. 
NewNew York; Wil lard B. Golovin Collection (A and B); J. B. Speed Art Museum. 
Louisville,Louisville, Kentucky: National Gallery of Art, Washington 
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3.1.3.1. Introduction 

AA series of seven small bronze busts of Pope Paul HI Farnese attributed to 
Guglielmoo della Porta (c. 1516-1577), was assembled at the National Gallery of 
Art,, Washington, for technical study. Figure 1 depicts the busts assembled for 
studyy shown from left to right arc Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art (1967.26); 
Cornelll  University, Ithaca, Newr York; Virginia Museum of Fine Arts (1986.163), 
Richmond;; Sotheby's, New York (22 June 1989, lot 95); Willard B. Golovin 
Collection,, A and B; J. B. Speed Art Museum (1968.33), Louisville, Kentucky; 
andd National Gallery of Art (1975.6.1), Washington. AH are 29-3 I cm high and 20 
cmm wide. In addition to the seven works illustrated in Figure 1, two similar busts 
existt in the Museum fur Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg, and Muzeum Narodowe 
Warszawie,, Warsaw, but were not available for comparison. 

Nationall  Gallery curators had questioned the attribution and authenticity of 
thiss unusual series, since no precedent for a group of small-scale portrait busts is 
knownn to exist in the Renaissance. A series of small bronze portraits of Marie de' 
Medicii  and Henri IV c. 24-25cm high, by the French sculptor Barthelemy Prieur, 
whichh date to approximately 1600, are perhaps the earliest known examples [1]. In 
addition,, the blatant lack of documentation for any of these busts prior to 1936 
althoughh they ostensibly date from an era well known for its meticulous record 
keeping,, prompted the effort to validate or refute the attribution by investigating 
thee casting methods and materials of these busts [2]. 

Thee seven small bronze busts were first examined visually to determine 
whetherr the method of manufacture was consistent with sixteenth-century casting 
practices.. They were then analyzed to determine whether the composition of the 
metall  was in accordance with that of other Renaissance bronzes or what is known 
aboutt Renaissance metallurgical practice. 

3.2.3.2. Historical Background 

Firstt attributed to Guglielmo della Porta by Werner Gramberg, [3] the bronze busts 
depictt Pope Paul III , Alessandro Farnese (1468-1549) as portrayed in Figure 2. 
Guglielmoo della Porta was a Lombard artist who worked in Milan and Genoa 
beforee moving to Rome. Giorgio Vasari claimed that he moved to Rome in 1537, 
[4]]  but the earliest documented date for his presence there is 3 May 1546. when he 
wass paid for marble doors of the Sala del Re in the Vatican. [5] John Pope 
Hennessyy describes him as a "sculptor of genius" who helped mark the transition in 
Italiann sculpture after 1550 from Florentine supremacy to Lombard artistry [5, 
p.88]. . 
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Figuree 2 Attributed to Guglielmo del/a Porta, Pope Paul III  Fame.se. copper alloy, 
NationalNational Gallery of Art, Washington 
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Figuree 3 Guglielmo del la Porta. Pope Paul III  Farnese, c. 1550, marble 
MuseoMuseo Nazionale di Capodimonte, Naples 
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Inn Rome, Guglielmo was introduced to Michelangelo and, through him, to 
thee Farnese family. It was Michelangelo who, according to Vasari, "conceived an 
affectionn for him, and before any other thing, caused him to restore some antique 
thingss in the Farnese Palace, in which he acquitted himself in such a manner that 
Michelangeloo put him into the service of the Pope (Paul III ) [4, 9:235]. When Paul 
Ill' ss reigning piombatore apostolico (the individual charged with making lead seals 
forr papal bulls) died in 1547, Guglielmo procured this prestigious position against 
suchh acclaimed competitors as Benvenuto Cellini. As piombatore apostolico, 
Guglielmoo was further granted the honor of designing and executing the pope's 
tomb.. Between 1547 and 1567 he is not known to have completed many 
sculptures,, but as Vasari wrote, "It is the characteristic of those who hold that 
officee to become sluggish and indolent." [4, 9:237] 

Thee attribution to Guglielmo of the small busts considered here is not unfounded. 
Hee executed several portrait busts of Paul III and received payment in 1547 for one 
castt in bronze [5, p.396]. He also cast a seated portrait of the pope for his tomb. 
Figuree 3 and Figure 4 represent two over-life-size marble busts of the same sitter 
thatt were also reported as having been executed by Guglielmo around 1550. Today 
theyy are in the Museo Nazionale di Capodimonte, Naples. Gramberg considers 
onlyy one (10514) to be the work of Guglielmo. However, the second (10524) is 
consideredd to be a workshop piece depicted in Figure 4 [3, p. 160]. Henceforth they 
wil ll  be identified as Guglielmo's bust or the workshop piece, based on Gramberg's 
attribution. . 

Thee series of small busts appears to have been derived, if not copied, from 
Guglielmo'ss marble at the Capodimonte as seen in Figure 3. Except for their size 
(thee marble is considerably larger than the small bronzes), they are identical. It has 
evenn been suggested of one of the small bronzes that it was a bozzetto (study) for 
thee Capodimonte marble, [2, p.85] but the high degree of detail and the finished 
qualityy of the surface of the bronze busts is atypical for bozzctti. Based on his 
observationn that some of the nicks and minor losses on the bronze bust in the 
Museumm fur Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg (not available for this examination), 
appearr to have occurred prior to casting. Gramberg believes that it was cast from a 
waxx model made by Guglielmo c. 1544. He also suggests the wax model was 
savedd from destruction to be cast later for documentation purposes. He considers 
thee finished quality to be characteristic of Guglielmo's oeuvre. 
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Figuree 4 Workshop of Guglielmo delta Porta. Pope Paul III  Farnese. C. 1548-
1549,1549, marble Museo Nazionale di Capodirnonte, Naples 
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Figuree 5 Detail, fig. 2. showing the inscription in the base 

Furthermore,, he interprets the casual inscription, detailed in Figure 5 "Paolo III 
Farnese""  excluding the compulsory "PONT MAX " to mean that Guglielmo added 
itt later, probably after the pope had died [3, p.l64J. It could be argued, however, 
thatt the inscription was merely written by an individual unfamiliar with the proper 
wayy to inscribe a papal title and therefore could not possibly have been done by 
Guglielmo.. It could also be artuied that what is in fact incongruous is thai the 
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Figuree 6 Detail, fig. 2, showing the cope, PR tipper field, containing allegorical 
see)see) ie of A hinnlai ice 

inscriptionn is not in Latin. "PONT MAX. " would not be added to an Italian 
inscriptionn [6]. This study is not intended to prove or disprove questions pertaining 
too a nonextant wax or lost-wax model and when and who inscribed it. They are 
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Figuree 7 Detail, attributed to Guglielmo delta Porta, Pope Paul 111 Farnese, 
showingshowing the cope, proper left upper field, containing allegorical scene of Justice 
(Golov'm(Golov'm Collection, B) 

raisedd to show how these bronzes, and similar ones, have been interpreted in 
relationn to Guelielmo's oeuvre. 
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3.3.3.3. Description 

Thee small bronze busts depict a bare-headed, bearded Paul III clothed in an 
ornamentall  ecclesiastical cope clasped at the neckline by a heavy brooch. On the 
frontt of the cope are four rectangular fields, each containing an allegorical scene. 
Thee proper right fields show Abundance and Peace, while the proper left fields 
representt Justice and Victory shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively. These 
fourr concepts, extremely important to Paul III , are frequently depicted in his 
portraits.. Scenes from the Pentateuch-the Tablets of the Law and the dead 
Egyptians-onn both shoulders reflect the pope's attempt to strengthen the Catholic 
churchh against the Protestant Reformation; they exist in the identical configuration 
onn Gugliehno's marble in the Capodimonte [3, p. 167]. 

Thee bases of the bronzes, which differ from that of Guglielmo's marble, 
containn an inscription identifying the sitter. Flanking the inscription are reclining 
riverr gods, perhaps inspired by Michelangelo's river gods intended for the Medici 
tombs.. On several of the bronzes, the inscription is effaced; however, excepting 
superficiall  variations, design elements remain consistent throughout the series. The 
bustss with legible inscriptions all read, simply, "PAOLO III FARNESE." 
Grambergg points out that the workshop piece has a base similar to those of the 
bronzess under examination. In fact, except for a missing inscription area in the 
former,, the bases of the small bronze busts and the workshop piece are identical. In 
contrast,, Guglielmo's marble portrait rests on a cylindrical base that appears to be 
almostt loo narrow at the top to support the bust. It is conceivable, as Gramberg 
suggests,, that the bases of Guglielmo's bust and the workshop piece were 
inadvertentlyy switched. In fact, even the rectangular inscription area that is absent 
fromm the workshop piece is present on Guglielmo's marble. Thus, if Guglielmo's 
marblee portrait of Paul III originally rested on the marble base that is similar to the 
basess portrayed under the small busts, the busts would be entirely analogous to the 
marblee bust's original condition. If this is correct, the artist who created the small 
bronzee busts must have done so before the bases of the marble portraits were 
exchangedd [3, pp. 170-1 71 J. 

3.4.3.4. Method of Manufacture 

5.4.1.5.4.1. Fabrication 

Alll  the bronze busts appear to have been cast by the lost-wax method, a technique 
welll  known and well documented in the Renaissance. Benvenuto Cellini. 
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Guglielmo'ss contemporary and competitor, recorded his own casting methods in 
greatt length. First he described how to prepare a core, the material that fills the 
centerr of the model enabling the sculpture to be hollow once cast: "I made a model 
inn clay of just the size the figure was to be; ... Then I gave it a good baking, and 
afterr that I spread over the whole an even coat of wax of less than a finger's 
thickness.""  [7] 

AA core need not be made from the complex recipe described by Cellini, 
whichh included, among other things, oxhorn and dung. In fact the only criterion is 
thatt it be made from a refractory material, specifically one that will retain its shape 
andd composition even when subjected to high temperatures. Wax painted over the 
coree in the way recounted by Cellini, served as a model with the qualities sought in 
thee final bronze. Sprues (rods) made of wax were then attached in strategic 
locationss throughout the model. It was through channels created by the wax sprues 
thatt molten metal was ultimately poured. Other wax rods attached at this time, 
whichh were not used as channels for the molten metal, provided vents or holes. 
Thesee in turn enabled gases to escape and eliminated backpressure and subsequent 
burstingg of the bronze. Cellini perceptively recommended that all such attachments 
pointt downward: 

YouYou fashion in wax... all the vent holes for the bronze casting, and mind that they 
allall  slant downwards to (he bottom; later when the figure has its last and earthen 
mouldmould on, these vents may easily be turned up with clav for mold material. [7, 
PP 1181 

Coree pins (chaplets), used to hold the core material in place during casting, were 
alsoo inserted at this stage. The wax model and core would have next been covered 
(invested)) with a refractory material to form a mold. When the mold had dried, it 
wass placed in an oven and heated slowly until the wax model was melted out, or 
"lost.""  The investment continued to be baked until all moisture was removed: 

InIn melting out the wax your fire be so tempered that the wax does not boil in the 
mould,mould, but comes out with the greatest patience. When the wax is all out give the 
mouldmould yet another hut very moderate firing, in order to rid of any moisture that 
maymay be left in the mould. [7, p. 118] 

Thee mold was then placed in a "pouring pit" dug into the ground. Finally, molten 
metall  was poured in through a pouring cup at the top of the mold into channels left 
byy wax sprues and allowed to cool. 

Inn general, the lost-wax manufacturing technique appears the same on all 
thee busts. That they all originated from the same source is implied, not only 
becausee they are visually alike but also because internal and overall measurements 
off  all the portraits are comparable. The measurements differ only slightly, and their 
variationss are random; no overall shrinkage is noted. For these reasons, it is 
impossiblee to claim one was cast after another. 
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Figuree 8 Detail, attributed to Guglielmo delta Porta, Pope Paul III  Farne.se. 
showingshowing the chaplet or core pin hole, left lower field 

Theree is, however, one notable difference between the method Cellini 
describedd and that used on the small busts. Unlike Cellini's method, where wax is 
brushedd over a clay model, the wax models used for the small busts under 
examinationn appear to have been slush cast, as evidenced by the drip marks on the 
reversee of the bronzes. Slush casting is a technique of hollow casting that does not 
requiree a core; it is analogous to slip casting in ceramics. A molten medium is 
simplyy poured into a mold. In this case, hot wax was poured into a mold of the 
busts.. After those areas that were in contact with the cooler mold surface solidified, 
thee remaining liquid wax was slushed around to ensure that it had made contact 
withh all areas of the mold and then poured out. The principles involved in slush 
castingg were recorded in the Renaissance by Vannoccio Biringuccio in 1540. who 
describedd this method in conjunction with the manufacture of tin sheeting, lead 
roofing,, and organ pipes [8]. Though not often associated with casting procedures 
usedd on Renaissance sculpture, the technique of slush casting certainly existed in 
thee sixteenth century [9. 10]. 

Whenn the hollow wax model had cooled, it was removed from its mold and 
polishedd in the same manner used lo finish the final bronze. Likewise, superficial 
changess or enhancements could be made to the wax model at this time. A core 
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Figuree 9 Detail, Jig. 2, showing inscription on base 

wouldd then have been added to the center of the model so that the final bronze 
couldd be hollow once cast. 

Thee remainder of the busts' casting process is entirely analogous to the procedure 
Cellinii  described. Core pins were inserted on both sides of the cope, on the top of 
thee head, and. in some busts, behind each ear. These were easily detected in the 
laboratoryy as they created superficial holes after the pins were removed. Figure 8 is 
aa detail showing the chaplet or core pinhole, proper left lower field from the 
Golovinn Collection, A bust. Remnants of mold and core materials from the busts 
weree analyzed using x-ray diffraction XRD. The analyses were performed on a 
Philipss x-ray generator (XRG) 3100 equipped with copper target and nickel filter 
too provide CuKa radiation. 45kV anode and 25mA current. Exposure time ranged 
fromm four to six hours. The material was identified in all cases as gypsum. [ I I ] . 

Waxx sprues, whose placement was identified by their small projecting 
remnants,, were then attached along the reverse edge of the cope and neckline, on 
thee top of the head, and on the bottom edge of the base. Lastly, molten metal was 
pouredd through the base while the sculptures were overturned. 

Similarr placement of chaplels and sprues on the busts reflects the work of 
ann individual or workshop that had achieved a working method capable of yielding 
consistentt results. However, visible superficial differences do exist. These appear 
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Figuree 10 Detail of base, attributed to Guglielmo del la Porta, Pope Paul I III 
Fame.se.Fame.se. showing the inscription. Note the remnants of the letters "FAR" in the 
lowerlower left corner as well as file marks overall (Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, 
Richmond) Richmond) 

too have been made to wax models prior to casting. For example, bases were added 
andd removed from the wax model; some sculptures were cast as a single unit with 
thee bases and others, like those from the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, the Speed 
Museum,, and the Golovin Collection. B. were cast in two pieces and the bases 
weree attached with screws. The inscription, done by hand, could be easily traced or 
effacedd on the wax model as desired (figs. 9-10) [23]. Figure 0 is a detail of the 
Nationall  Gallery of Art bust illustrated in Figure 2 showing the inscription. Figure 
100 is a detail of the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts bust showing the inscription. 
Notee the remnants of the letters "FAR" in the lower left comer as well as fil e marks 
overall.. The inscriptions on the busts from the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts and 
thee Golovin Collection, B. are effaced. All the others are legible. The manipulation 
off  striations around decorative fields on the cope further suggests that the wax 
modelss were constantly reworked. Hyebrows, forehead wrinkles, and other 
superficiall  features disappeared from and reappeared in individual busts. Yet in 
general,, the overall workmanship and the type of surface deviations remain 
comparablee on each piece. It is possible that the minor changes were intentionally 
introducedd to create the illusion that each bust had aged separately. 
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Castingg flaws are numerous. Many of these were plugged with wax. In the 
Sothebyy bust, however, a large flaw in the proper left shoulder appeared as a hole. 
Pitting,, the result of gases trapped in the molten metal, is noted repeatedly on all 
thee busts. None of these "flaws" is unusual, although casting imperfections are 
frequentlyy corrected in the foundries to improve the final appearance of the piece. 
Furthermore,, foundries often repaired large losses with metal rather than wax 
plugs. . 

Thee patination varies significantly from piece to piece. Most surfaces 
displayy brushstrokes indicating brush coating, and most display several campaigns 
off  patination, the underlayer being very red-brown in color. Over this, patinas that 
rangee from green-brown to black-brown were applied. Patination, or rather 
repatination,, can be applied at any time, and therefore surfaces examined now may 
nott resemble those created at the foundry [12]. 

Surfacee finishing after casting appears negligible. Spherical metal deposits 
likee those on the base of the Golovin B bust, particularly around the river gods, 
weree caused by air bubbles in the mold and were not chased (finished to remove or 
repairr casting flaws). Fins (raised, threadlike bits of metal), resulting from cracks 
inn the mold or where a piece mold was not tightly joined, have not been removed 
onn many busts, specifically along the back of the head of the Golovin B and Speed 
Museumm pieces. Examination under magnification (16x) confirmed that surface 
workingg of all the busts was completed prior to casting. No cold working was 
notedd in any area, including those with sharp incisions such as the hair, beard, or 
moustache.. There were, however, file marks executed on the surface of the busts 
afterr casting. These tended to correspond to areas of wear and appeared to have 
beenn used to expose a red patina below the darker upper patination. Plate XV is a 
photomicrographh of Figure 7 showing the knees of Justice. Note how the green 
patinaa has been intentionally filed to expose the red-brown underlayer. In cases 
wheree tiling was too rigorous, the bare metal was exposed. Most frequently this 
occurredd on the knees of Justice (proper left upper field), though numerous 
incidencess were observed on all the busts. The fact that the wear was erratic and 
didd not always correspond to areas of highest relief suggests that tiling was 
intentionallyy employed to create the impression of age and wear. On the Speed 
Museumm piece, for example, the central portion of the proper left ear was much 
moree "weathered" than its outer edge. 

Whatt is unusual about the manufacture of the small busts when compared 
too Guglielmo's recorded working method is that they are riddled with flaws. Vasari 
notedd that Guglielmo devised a special casting method so that his seated portrait of 
Paull  III would be as clean as the wax model. Clearly the final appearance of the 
bronzee was important to him: 

ButBut doubting, on account of the size of the casting, lest the metal might grow cold 
andand the work therefore not succeed, he placed the metal in the vessel below, in 
suchsuch a way that it might be gradually sucked upwards. And with this unusual 
methodmethod that casting came out very well, and as clean as the wax. [4, 9:235] 
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Despitee the apparent incongruities between the small busts and Guglielmo's 
personall  preferences, the lost-wax method by which the small busts were cast is 
veryy much in accordance with Renaissance casting procedures. Yet their 
superficiall  wear is erratic, and the sculptures do not appear to exhibit high-caliber 
workmanship.. These facts do not preclude their having been made by Gugiielmo 
dellaa Porta, but they certainly raise questions that require closer scrutiny. 

Tablee 1 
XRFF Analyses by Weight % of Surface Alloy Composition 

off  Pope Paul II I  Busts 

Busts s 
A A 
B B 
C C 
D D 
E E 
F F 
G G 

Cu u 
73 3 
72 2 
72 2 
68 8 
67 7 
62 2 
60 0 

Zn n 
24 4 
24 4 
23 3 
28 8 
29 9 
35 5 
36 6 

Pb b 
2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 

Sn n 

bdl l 

1 1 

Fe e 
0.5 5 
0.5 5 
0.5 5 
0.2 2 
1 1 

0.2 2 
0.3 3 

Ni i 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Ag g 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

Sb b 
bdl l 
bdl l 

As s 
bdl l 
bdl l 

bdll  bdl 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 
bdl l 

3.4.2.3.4.2. Composition 

Thee compositions were analyzed by non-invasive means to further establish 
whetherr the busts originated from the same workshop and whether their alloys 
weree comparable to other known Renaissance pieces. If the busts had closely 
similarr alloys, then the assumption could be made that they originated from the 
samee workshop. Likewise, alloy composition can. on occasion, be used to date 
metall  objects, since methods for producing brass or bronze changed with 
technologicall  advancements. Brass-making techniques in Renaissance Europe 
generallyy could achieve alloys containing a maximum of 28 percent zinc. 
Consequentlyy the zinc content in a copper alloy can, in some instances, be used to 
determinee the earliest possible date of manufacture. 

Thee busts were analyzed using x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF). The 
analysess were performed on a Kevex 0750A energy dispersive XRF spectrometer 
equippedd with a BaC12 secondary target, 6mm collimators. 60 kV anode voltage. 
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andd 0.4 mA anode current. Several areas were investigated from each of the seven 
busts.. Kevex XRF Quantex-Ray Software, using the EXACT fundamentals 
parameterss program provided by Kevex Corporation, was used for calculating the 
elementall  surface composition. It should be emphasized that this particular 
techniquee analyzes only the upper-most surface (generally around 20 microns for 
copperr alloys), and the bulk values may vary considerably. To confirm the bulk 
values,, a sample was removed from the interior of the National Gallery of Art's 
bustt and examined by Janet Snyder, Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington,, using atomic absorption spectroscopy (AA). The surface was 
determinedd to be of virtually the same composition as the bulk values. The copper, 
zinc,, tin, and lead values obtained using AA were within 1 percent of the XRF 
values.. The elements less than 1 percent were within 40 percent. Compositional 
analysiss of the surface revealed that the alloys are high-zinc brasses, with 2-3 
percentt lead, 1 percent tin (except for the Speed Museum bust, in which tin was not 
detected),, and less than 1 percent each of iron and nickel (except for the Virginia 
Museumm of Fine Arts bust, in which iron was detected at 1 percent). Table 1 
representss the XRF data in percent composition by weight. 

Thee implications of the metallic composition of the busts can be better 
understoodd with background information on the history of metallurgy, particularly 
ass it applies to brass production from the Renaissance to the industrial revolution. 

3.3.5.5. Renaissance Brass Production 

Inn the Renaissance, copper was alloyed with tin or lead to make bronze simply by 
meltingg and mixing the metals together. Brass, an alloy of copper and zinc, could 
nott be prepared in this simple way, since zinc boils well below the melting point of 
copperr [13] and oxidizes and evaporates before alloying can occur. Technically 
bronzee is understood to be an alloy of copper and tin with other elements in smaller 
quantitiess sometimes present. However, the term "bronze" is commonly used in the 
museumm field to describe sculptures composed of any copper alloy, including 
brass,, an alloy of copper and zinc [28]. The Pope Paul III busts are, in fact, brasses. 

Evenn though the alloying of copper with zinc was a more complicated 
processs than manufacturing bronze, brass could be made more cheaply than bronze 
becausee zinc was more abundant and readily available than tin. The standard 
methodd for European brass production from the first century B.C. to the nineteenth 
centuryy A.D. was the cementation process [14]. As described by Theophilus in the 
eleventhh century, the zinc ore, generally calamine (zinc carbonate), was calcined 
(oxidized)) by placing the ore on wood and roasting it until the ore glowed, thus 
formingg the zinc oxide; 
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AA kind of stone is also found of a yellowish colour, and sometimes red, which is 
calledcalled calamine, which is not broken up, (hut as it is dug up it is placed upon 
wood,wood, heaped up and very glowing, and is burned until it quite glows. This stone, 
afterwardsafterwards cooled and broken very small,) is mixed with coals finely divided, and 
isis mingled with the above-mentioned copper in the furnace. [  15] 

Smalll  fragments of copper were then combined with the calcined zinc ore 
{zincc oxide) and charcoal, packed into a sealed crucible, and heated to a 
temperaturee between 900°C and 1000°C. This temperature was hot enough to 
vaporizee the zinc but not hot enough to melt the copper. Maintaining this 
temperaturee was crucial. Below 917"C the zinc would not vaporize, while above 
lOSO'-'C.. copper would melt to form a pool of metal at the bottom of the furnace. 
Thee sealed crucible prevented most of the zinc vapor from escaping, allowing the 
zincc to be dissolved into the copper fragments to form brass. After this had been 
accomplished,, the temperature was raised and the molten brass was mixed to make 
aa uniform alloy [16]. This process was also described by Theophilus: 

WhenWhen they are glowing, take calamine (zinc carbonate]. . . very finely ground, with 
coals,coals, and arrange them in each cup about one sixth part full, and fill  if quite with 
thethe above-mentioned copper, and cover with coals.... And when the copper is 
altogetheraltogether melted, take a slender iron, long and curved and fixed to a wooden 
handle,handle, and care-fully stir it, that the calamine may be mixed with the copper. [15, 
bk.3,, 311] 

Laboratoryy experiments by Otto Werner established that this process 
resultedd in an equilibrium among the zinc oxide, charcoal, and copper and formed 
aa brass with a maximum zinc content of 28 percent [17]. Even when a brass 
containingg 40 percent zinc was used in these experiments, the overall zinc content 
inn the resulting brass was reduced to 28 percent. Generally, the zinc content 
obtainedd by this procedure ranged between 22 percent and 28 percent [16, p.13]. 
Cameronn has reported a few post medieval brasses to have up to 33 percent zinc 
[18].. However, the accuracy of these numbers cannot be evaluated since no 
informationn regarding the method of analysis on these objects was reported. 
Assumingg these analyses were indeed performed on authentic pieces and the zinc 
valuess reported are accurate, then it may have been possible to achieve a zinc 
concentrationn as high as 33 percent. Even if the zinc content could have reached 33 
percent,, the fact that the absorption of zinc in the copper is reduced by the presence 
off  lead and tin indicates that the zinc content in the majority of the busts under 
examinationn still appears too high to have been achieved in the Renaissance. 

Temperature,, surface area, and the presence of other metals dictated the 
amountt of zinc that could be absorbed by the copper. The closer the temperature 
wass to the melting point of copper, the greater the amount of zinc that could be 
absorbed.. Increasing the surface area of the copper by making the fragments as 
smalll  as possible also increased the amount of zinc that could be absorbed. 
Ensuringg the use of relatively pure copper was important because the presence of 
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otherr metals, especially tin and lead, reduced the amount of zinc absorbed. Paul T. 
Craddockk described a simplified formula [191. 

theoretictheoretic zinc maximum=2Hpercent-[f I x fin concentrctfion) + (2 x lead concentration)} 

Forr example, the presence of 2 percent tin would reduce the absorption of 
zincc in the copper by 2 percent, while the presence of 2 percent lead would reduce 
thee absorption of zinc by 4 percent. Therefore, under optimum conditions, the 
maximumm amount of zinc in a brass produced by the cementation process 
containingg 2 percent tin and 2 percent lead would be 22 percent. It is important to 
rememberr that the formation of a pure brass alloy with as much as 28 percent zinc 
couldd take place only without the presence of any other elements, for example tin 
orr lead, elements that are present in the busts of Pope Paul 111. 

Comparisonn of the brass alloys for each of the busts examined, in relation 
too copper and maximum zinc concentrations, suggests that the Sotheby and Speed 
Museumm busts, with 36 percent and 35 percent zinc respectively, exceed the 28 
percentt upper limit for zinc. At first glance, the compositions of the Johnson 
Museumm and Virginia Museum of Fine Arts busts, with zinc contents of 28 percent 
andd 29 percent respectively, appear to have been technically possible. Yet 
consideringg that the absorption of zinc in the copper is reduced by the presence of 
leadd and tin, the maximum zinc concentration in the Johnson Museum bust could 
havee been no more than 21 percent and in the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts bust 
noo more than 23 percent. In other words, these alloys contain at least 6-7 percent 
moree zinc than were generally achieved using sixteenth-century Italian alloying 
practices.. These percentages are actually conservative since they refer to brass 
usedd directly from the smelters. If, however, the busts had been cast from re-
meltedd brass (scrap), then some zinc (approximately 10 percent) would evaporate 
fromm the metal with each remelting [16, p.12]. The zinc concentration of the 
Nationall  Gallery of Art and both Gotovin busts is unlikely for brasses produced in 
thee Renaissance. 

Recentt experiments by Jean-Marie Welter indicate that the zinc content 
attainablee using the cementation process could be as high as 40% [20], Although 
Welter'ss results were seemingly incompatible with those of Werner and Craddock, 
theyy can be explained by recent laboratory experiments on the cementation process 
byy Brian Newbury and his colleagues at Lehigh University [21]. Results from these 
experimentss support the traditional figure of 28-32% for the equilibrium 
thermodynamicc limit for zinc. This brass composition matches the volatility of zinc 
(diffusingg out into the crucible atmosphere) at the experimental temperature and 
thee driving force of zinc diffusing into the liquid copper (which rises with 
temperature).. Newbury established that if ZnO were added to the crucible in excess 
andd the temperature reduced quickly, the zinc gas could Hood the crucible and 
forcee this zinc content above 32% in the short term (15 minutes to an hour at the 
experimentall  temperature as opposed to many hours at temperature which is 
requiredd to achieve the equilibrium conditions). Therefore, the historical "limit " of 
28-32%% holds, because all historical accounts of brass making describe the 
crucibless being held at temperature for many hours allowing the brass to reach 
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equilibriumm conditions. Even if it were possible to force the zinc content to 40% 
underr controlled laboratory conditions, this was not the objective of the 
Renaissancee founder. Lastly, it is not supported by the results of hundreds of 
compositionall  analyses on Renaissance brasses performed at the National Gallery 
off  Art. If one takes into account the absence of impurities in the alloy, all the busts 
becomee suspect. 

3.6.3.6. Electrolytic Refining 

Evenn more revealing than the high zinc contents was the absence of impurities in 
delectablee amounts in the busts examined. The presence or absence of impurities 
withinn the alloy can also in some instances be used to date metal sculptures. From 
Theophilus'' time until the industrial revolution, metal refining was performed by a 
processs of fire refining, involving oxidation and reduction. This lengthy process 
consumedd a great deal of fuel. Although furnace design improved, the process 
remainedd virtually unchanged until the second half of the nineteenth century, when 
electrolyticc refining began to be used for purifying metals. When this process is 
usedd for copper refining, an electric current is passed through an acidified copper 
sulfatee solution (electrolyte), causing the unpurified copper to pass into solution at 
thee anode and be deposited as pure copper at the cathode, Impurities such as silver, 
arsenic,, and antimony are left behind in the sludge. 

Charless Watt, in his patent dated 1851, [22] first suggested the use of 
electricityy to refine copper. The first person to carry out Watt's process of 
electrolyticc copper refining on an industrial scale was James Elkington of the 
Birminghamm firm of electroplaters. He patented his method in 1865 and 1869. In 
1869,, he founded the first electrolytic copper refining facility at Pembrey in South 
Waless [22, p.101]. 

Thee principal demand for copper at this time came from the expanding 
electricall  industries, which used copper wire as a conducting material. Even minute 
impuritiess in the copper would increase the resistance of the copper wire and 
reducee its conducting power. The older process of fire refining, if carried out very 
carefully,, could achieve a copper purity of 99.25 percent [14, p.151]. Early 
electrolyticc refining resulted in a copper purity of 99.96 percent. The remaining .04 
percentt generally consisted of a combination of arsenic, antimony, and silver [22, 
p.. 117]. 

Thee absence of these impurities in detectable amounts in the brass alloys 
forr each of the busts examined suggests the use of electrolytic refining of the 
metal.. This conclusion implies that all the busts postdate 1869. 
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3.7.3.7. Conclusion 

Thiss study was undertaken to answer several questions and define the facture of the 
smalll  sculptures in relation to one another. Visual examination reveals that all 
sevenn busts were cast by the traditional lost-wax method, that they appear to 
originatee from the same source, and that their metallic compositions are similar. 
Furthermore,, the manufacturing techniques are consistent on all seven busts. There 
iss no evidence of cold working to reinforce surface details; and basic casting flaws 
suchh as excess metal deposits, fins, and large losses were left untouched. The 
presencee of these flaws is at variance with Vasari's account, which suggests that 
Guglielmoo della Porta was concerned with the final appearance of a cast sculpture. 
Coldd working does appear in the form of file marks and coincides with areas of 
wear,, indicating it was intentionally employed to create the appearance of aged, 
wornn surfaces. 

Likewise,, the relationship of the busts to Renaissance bronze sculptural 
practicess is aberrant. The compositions are inconsistent with sculpture known to 
havee been manufactured in the sixteenth-century. The high zinc content of most of 
thee busts would have been difficult to achieve in Europe until the early nineteenth 
century.. In addition, impurities generally found in Renaissance bronzes were not 
detectedd in any of the seven busts examined. These impurities could not have been 
removedd until the advent of electrolytic refining in 1869. From the assembled 
evidence,, it is apparent that this series of portraits did not originate in Guglielmo 
dellaa Porta's workshop or in any sixteenth-century European workshop. 
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4.. A Multivariate Analysis of Renaissance Portrait 
Medals:: An Expanded Nomenclature for Defining 
Alloyy Composition 

Abstract Abstract 

ThisThis study gathered and reported compositional and descriptive analyses of over 
200200 Italian Renaissance portrait medals in the collection of the National Gallery of 
Art,Art, Washington. A statistical model was developed for allocation of these medals 
intointo meaningful assemblages, using the surface alloy composition, and an 
expandedexpanded nomenclature was formulated. Copper, zinc, tin and lead were the 
primatyprimaty elements found to combine to form a wide range of alloys. Common 
impuritiesimpurities were discovered to be significantly lower in the sixteenth-centuty 
medalsmedals when compared with those in the fifteenth-century medals. Renaissance 
medallistsmedallists had an extensive knowledge of metallurgy and could produce a variety 
ofof alloys without the use of modern technology. 

4.4. L Introduction 

Att the beginning of the Renaissance a new art form developed in Italy with the 
emergencee of the portrait medal. The portrait medal as seen in Figure 1, was 
originallyy conceived by Antonio Pisano, also known as Pisanello, around the 
middlee of the fifteenth century [1]. Its popularity quickly spread through northern 
Italy,, Germany, and France. Although similar to coins in appearance portrait 
medalss had no monetary values but were commemorative, representing either a 
personn or an event. They were durable and portable which made their exchange as 
tokenss of friendship popular. The portrait medal, generally a circular two-sided 
object,, was either cast from an original wax or clay model, or struck like a coin. 
Thee obverse portrayed an individual in relief while the reverse usually depicted a 
mythologicall  image or event of significance to the sitter. Double portrait medals, 
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Figuree 1 Pisanello, 1441: (left) obverse. "Leonello d'Esle"; (right) reverse. 
"Cupid"Cupid teaching lion to sing " (1957.14.602. Samuel II. Kress Coolction, National 
GalleryGallery of Art, Washington. D.C.) 

whosee reverse contained a portrait as well, were also made. The subjects were 
usuallyy living persons. Because of their relative affordability, portrait medals 
representedd not only heads of state but also their family members and private 
citizens.. They were easily reproduced and 'authorized' reproductions or late casts 
weree common. As production of portrait medals became widespread in Italy, 
groupss or schools of medallists emerged in all the main urban regions [1,2]. 

Thee Samuel H. Kress Collection at the National Gallery of Art. Washington 
(NGA).. is one of the finest and largest collections of Renaissance portrait medals 
available.. With the exception of the NGA's publication on Italian medals [3]. 
compositionall  analyses of Italian Renaissance portrait medals reported in the 
literaturee are largely non-existent. Farrell's examination of 21 Renaissance portrait 
medals,, belonging to various collections including I I medals from the NGA, 
establishedd that many alloys were used in production: bronze, brass, pewter, lead-
tinn and 'latten' (a term he used to refer to a mixture of brass and bronze). With the 
exceptionn of the term 'latten', broadly defined by Farrell as a copper alloy 
containingg 5-15% zinc, none of these terms was quantitatively defined. Farrell 
furtherr asserted the need for an expanded nomenclature in order to distinguish 
moree accurately between the differing alloys. This chapter is a preliminary study to 
analysee and report the composition of over 200 Italian Renaissance portrait medals 
fromm the NGA's collection and to mathematically model the data. 

Manyy portrait medals have been classified as bronzes. The term bronze 
(primarilyy copper and tin) is widely accepted as a generic, non-technical term, for 
artt objects composed of any copper alloy. For example, the majority of the portrait 
medalss analyzed in this paper are brasses (primarily copper and zinc) but have 
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beenn called bronzes [1], This is an adequate description of a bronze for the art 
field.field. However, in order to categorize these medals into different alloy groupings, a 
moree accurate definition is necessary. 

Knowledgee of metallic composition is essential to the scientific study of 
thesee medals. The alloy composition can in some instances indicate the earliest 
possiblee date of manufacture since the methods for producing copper alloys 
changedd with technological advancements [4-6]. Trace elements may suggest ore 
sourcess and trade routes. The alloy composition may lend additional support and 
providee valuable information on the metallurgical techniques used. From the 
Renaissance,, medals were easily reproduced; there were innumerable after-casts 
andd copies varying widely in facture and quality. Thus, distinguishing the original 
medall  from its copies is a difficult task. If the medals have closely similar 
compositions,, then one might assume that they have originated from the same 
artist,, workshop or foundry. It is hoped that this characterization of medals, in 
conjunctionn with the art-historical and technical examinations, may aid in their 
attribution. . 

4.2.4.2. Methods of Analysis 

4.2.14.2.1 Chemical methods 

Thiss is a study of 202 Italian Renaissance cast portrait medals of copper-based 
alloyss attributed to a specific artist or school from the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries.. These medals originated in the regions of Campania, Emilia-Romagna, 
Lombardy,, Lazio, Tuscany, Umbria and Venice and are attributed to 
approximatelyy 70 artists [ 1 ]. Secondary emission energy dispersive X-ray 
fluorescencee spectroscopy (XRF) was used to ascertain the nature of the alloy. As 
previouslyy stated in Chapter 1, XRF analyses the object's surface up to a depth of 
approximatelyy 20 microns for copper alloys, and factors such as inhomogeneity of 
thee surface, surface enrichment or depletion, and certain patinations can give 
misleadingg results. Polishing or removal of surface patination by acid treatment is 
suggestedd by Carter [7] for analyzing ancient metal objects using XRF. This was 
nott done because removal of material from the medals was not permitted and 
wouldd diminish their artistic and monetary value. In addition, abrading or acid 
treatmentt of the metal surface, as recommended by Carter, can destroy evidence of 
manufacturingg techniques important to the study of these medals. The portrait 
medalss analysed in this study were not ancient burial objects and were in excellent 
condition,, relatively clean and free from corrosion. Therefore, it was determined 
thatt XRF analyses using calibrations with known standards of similar composition 
wouldd be acceptable. 
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Thee XRF analyses were performed using a Kevex 0750A spectrometer. The 
Kevexx was equipped with a BaCI2 secondary target and 6 nun collimators. The 
anodee voltage and current were 60 kV and 0.4 mA, respectively. Live 
accumulationn time wras 200 seconds. The obverse and reverse sides of each medal 
weree examined. Calculations for the amounts of copper, tin, zinc, lead, arsenic, 
antimony,, iron, nickel and silver were made. The results were quantified using 
EXACTT (energy dispersive X-ray analysts computation technique), a software 
programm provided by Kevex which calculates elemental weight percentages. The 
resultss were normalized and an average value determined. Under the best of 
conditionss the quantities of the major elements are valid to within approximately 
5%,, the minor elements with less than 1% concentration are accurate to within 
approximatelyy 30-40%, while those elements less than 0.1% can only be 
consideredd trace and cannot be accurately quantified. The detection limits for trace 
elementss are approximately 0.05%. 

4.2.24.2.2 Statistical methods 

Testss for both variance and mean homogeneity of each chemical element were 
calculatedd by century [8,9]. The most commonly used statistical test for this is a 
Student'ss t test or its equivalent the F test. This can only be used if the elements 
hadd equal variance. For the small number of cases in which there was variance 
heterogeneity,, a Welch test of means was used. In order to take into account 
unequall  variance, the Welch's t test adds the two variances together and takes an 
averagee instead of using the single variance. In all other samples, the usual F-test 
(t-test)) for mean equivalence was used. The F test assesses the means of more than 
22 groups. This test was used because differences between chemical elements across 
thee two centuries were being tested. 

tt = Ae/estimate of variance of groups 
wheree variancei = variancê 

tt = Ae/average estimate of variance of groups 
wheree variance] ^ variance? 

Inn addition, multivariate centroids were examined by means of the Mahalanobis 
distancee measure. This test plots each medal and compares it to the average of the 
alloyy groups. Comparisons in the projection space were determined based upon the 
chemicall  variables. All analyses and descriptive measures were computed using 
SPSSS PC+ Version 2 on a Compaq 386/20 system. 
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Sincee this research design called for a characterization of these medals, and 
initiall  analyses pointed to alloy composition as the basis, the procedure was to 
iterative!}'' determine a model to define, in a probabilistic sense, potential 
distinctionss between categories of the copper- based alloys prevalent in portrait 
medalss in the Renaissance. Beginning with the 13 categories of alloy from the 
exploratoryy cluster analyses (unweighted pair group method), a probabilistic model 
wass developed in stages that progressively regrouped the medals and reduced the 
numberr of distinguishable alloys to a minimum. This model utilized the chemical 
elementss judged to be most discriminating using an F-statistic criterion. Both 
untransformedd and transformed data [8] led to the same conclusions and it was 
chosenn to base the analysis on the raw data. 

Whenn the final set of significantly distinct alloy groupings had been 
determined,, univariate, parametric descriptive statistics shown in Table 1 were 
performed.. Tests were calculated of means and variances with post hoc testing to 
determinee the separation probabilities of the pairwise comparisons. 

4.34.3 Results ofXRF Analyses of Renaissance Portrait Medals 

Resultss of school, region and century global tests were each non-significant 
becausee of the overwhelmingly large variances. In order to investigate and 
characterizee subsets of medals and thereby possibly to reduce the variability 
inherentt in the entire data set, some analyses were attempted by region. On the 
average,, for the two regions with the largest samples (n), Lombardy (n = 53) and 
Tuscanyy (n = 22), there was more copper, iron, antimony and lead in the pieces 
fromm Tuscany. These differences were statistically significant only for the elements 
off  copper and zinc. This means that although the observed average values, and 
possiblyy the largest and smallest values of the four elements varied between the 
twoo regions, it could not be said that the elemental values for all similar medals 
obtainedd from these two areas would be distinct. Univariate analysis of variance by 
regionn on all the medals showed that only a maximum of approximately 7% of the 
totall  variability for region could be explained by any one element alone. The 
Lombardyy pieces showed much higher compositional variability for all medals, 
withh this variation being significantly higher than that for Tuscany, for all elements 
exceptt tin and antimony. An examination of the dates assigned to the medals 
partitionedd by century led to some interesting results. Over the entire set of portrait 
medals,, significantly less iron and zinc, coupled with significantly more tin, 
antimonyy and silver were found in the fifteenth-century medals than the sixteenth-
centuryy counterparts. 

Breakingg these overall century tests down by specific region within century 
wass not possible due to the smallness of sample size. However, because regional 
liness of demarcation blurred when metal ores were transported freely during the 
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Renaissance,, we chose lo consider less strict boundaries. Toward this end we 
examinedd three general areas within century; north (Emilia-Romagna, Lombardy 
andd Venice; n = 86), central (Lazio, Tuscany and Unibria; n = 76) and south 
(Campania;; n = 18). 

Duringg the fifteenth century, average amounts of iron, zinc and tin were 
distinctt for each area. When post hoc testing was used it became evident that the 
southernn medals included significantly less iron than other areas. A much higher 
averagee amount of zinc was used in the northern area and larger amounts of tin 
weree involved in the medal process in the southern area. During the sixteenth 
century,, the sole compositional element contributing to area differences was tin, 
thee amount on average was approximately double that of other areas, but still far 
lesss than fifteenth-century totals. Region, century and school each explained less 
thann 10% of the total variability in chemical composition. 

Inn order to develop a nomenclature for the entire set of medals, we 
subjectedd the medals to an exploratory clustering using surface alloy composition 
withh no categorical variables. This approach does not determine statistical 
significancee but detected 13 distinct groups. 

Ann iterative refinement process using these 13 groups as the base was 
developedd to obtain a probabilistic model. This approach combined art-historical, 
metallurgicall  and statistical considerations. At each stage, the multivariate 
Mahalanobiss criterion was examined for defining group individuality in 
combinationn with a precise metallurgical base composition description. Outliers at 
eachh stage were freed from their alloy definition and reexamined in light of the 
neww groupings. A medal was defined to be in a particular group only when the 
probabilityy of assignment greatly exceeded chance prediction. 

Thee results of the final stage of modelling left us with eight distinct groups, 
eachh pairwise separable at least at the p - 0.000 level. After the model had been 
developed,, the medals were classified into alloy groups as if it were unknown from 
whichh group they actually came and 100% correct classification was obtained. This 
valuee is an indicator only, because it is known to be a biased estimate. However, 
eachh of the groups was not only statistically, but substantively distinct; each 
definedd a specific alloy. 

Univariatee F-tests on each of the nine elements across the eight alloy 
groupss showed that iron and arsenic were not significant. However, the final 
multivariatee model identified the important elements for group segregation as: 
copper,, zinc, nickel, arsenic, silver, iron, antimony and lead. Although copper was 
thee most highly significant element in a univariate sense, the standardized 
canonicall  function coefficients showed that zinc was the major determinant of 
groupp disparity as well as the element with the highest correlation on the first axis. 
Thiss axis explained about 77% of the variability in the system. Copper and lead 
weree approximately equally weighted on the second axis. 
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Figuree 2 Classification analysis of Renaissance portrait medals 

Thee centroids of each of the eight alloy groups were highly significantly 
distinct.. Figure 2 shows the relationships among the eight centroids. This figure 
alsoo indicates that the amount of overlap for the groups 2, 6 and 7, all brasses, is 
extensive.. Prediction of additional medals among these three groups would be 
difficul tt at best. However, if one were to use a two-stage process, prediction could 
bee enhanced. After the entire group of medals is modelled by our method, a medal 
fallingg into any of the brass groups can then be further analyzed. Using groups 2, 6 
andd 7 as a subset, these three categories of brass are highly distinct (p = 0.000 1) 
andd 100% post hoc classification can be achieved. Thus, after it is ascertained that 
aa particular medal is a brass, it can be compared to the set of all brasses for further 
differentiation. . 

Usingg this model with a post hoc classification procedure we were able to 
correctlyy predict 100% of the medals into the eight groups despite the overlap of 
thee brasses. 

4.44.4 DISCUSSION 

Thiss study determined the presence of significantly greater amounts of silver and 
antimonyy in the fifteenth-century medals when compared with medals analyzed 
fromm the sixteenth century, possibly due to improvements in metal refining or 
chantiess in ore sources. During the 150 years of the Renaissance there was greater 
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advancementt in mining and metallurgy than in all other previous times combined. 
Machineryy worked by either animals or by the weight of falling water, artificial 
ventilationn of shafts and forced air blast furnaces were introduced [10]. Levels of 
impurities,, such as silver, arsenic and antimony within the alloy, have been, in 
somee instances, used to give a relative date to sculptures. 

Thee amount of zinc in a brass has also been used to determine an earliest 
possiblee date of manufacture since methods for producing brass {as well as how 
muchh zinc could be alloyed to the copper) have changed over time [4,5]. The 
standardd method for European brass production in the Renaissance was by the 
cementationn process. The cementation process combined small fragments of 
copperr with calcined zinc ore (zinc oxide) and charcoal, which were packed into a 
sealedd crucible in order to prevent the zinc vapour from escaping (zinc boils well 
beloww the melting point of copper and will oxidize and be lost before alloying can 
occur)) and then heated to form brass [11] (Agricola 1950 edn.). Laboratory 
experimentss by Werner [12] established that a brass produced by this process 
generallyy contained 22-28 % zinc. Brass from the smelters could be diluted by the 
additionn of copper or bronze, which was cheaper, to lower the zinc concentration 
off  the alloy. This was common practice for metalworkers during the Roman period 
[13].. The addition of scrap metal, including the remelting of any metal object close 
att hand, was also a well-known practice which occurred in the Renaissance [14]. 

Thee Renaissance medallist, when selecting an alloy, needed to be 
concernedd with a variety of factors that influence the physical and mechanical 
propertiess of the metal. These included ease of fabrication, strength and ductility, 
resistancee to corrosion, colour and finish, as well as cost and availability of raw 
materials.. When casting a portrait medal, lowering the melting point of copper 
withh the addition of tin, zinc or lead was desirable in order to reduce manufacturing 
costs.. Alloying copper increased the fluidity of the metal for easier casting as well 
ass reducing the tendency of the cast to fill  with minute bubbles, which is often the 
casee when copper is cast unalloyed. Alloying with tin or zinc makes a sounder cast 
byy creating a stronger and harder alloy than pure copper alone, while retaining 
ductilityy and increasing corrosion resistance. The addition of up to 2% lead has the 
advantagee of increasing the mobility of the molten metal, which facilitates casting. 
Greaterr than 2% lead, there becomes an increasing tendency for lead to pool, 
creatingg a potential source of weakness in the alloy which may cause cracking 
duringg hammering or shaping. These elements can also be adjusted to achieve a 
particularr colour and finish for the final medal. Bronzes range in colour from 
reddishh through orange-yellow to white with increasing tin concentrations. Brasses 
rangee from reddish through reddish-brown to gold and yellow with increasing zinc 
concentrations.. The Renaissance medallist most likely used these visible colour 
changess as a gauge to adjust the alloy of the molten metal to the desired 
composition. . 

Thee portrait medals characterized by Group 1 represent high zinc brass 
alloyss (zinc content greater than 14%, see Table 1). (t is interesting to note that 
Hookk also defined a high zinc brass to be greater than 14% zinc using his XRF 
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analysess of 122 copper-based French portrait medals from the British Museum 
[15].. The preferred composition for Group I is approximately 81 % copper. 17 % 
zinc,, 1% lead, less than 1% each of tin, nickel, iron, arsenic and silver, with traces 
off  antimony usually present. It is likely that the medals were made by diluting 
brasss to lower the zinc concentration from 22-28% zinc. Small amounts of tin (up 
too 4%) in some of the medals are most likely due to the addition of scrap bronze. 

Whenn making a high zinc brass medal, the medallist needed to be 
concernedd with the problem of dezincification or de-alloying of the medal. Brasses 
containingg greater then 15% zinc are most susceptible to this dezincification. The 
characteristicss of brass are drastically altered with the addition of as littl e as 1 % 
tinn by increasing the alloy's hardness, reducing its ductility and inhibiting corrosion 
resistancee and dezincification [16]. Therefore, the addition of scrap bronze was not 
justt an inexpensive filler, but was actually beneficial. Stress corrosion cracking or 
seasonn cracking is more likely to occur in a high zinc brass, particularly if the 
metall  contains greater than 20% zinc. This alloy has a more 'brassy' colour than 
golden.. None of the portrait medals examined contained more than 20% zinc 
(Tablee 1) and the desired, or perhaps easiest to achieve, concentration was 
approximatelyy 17%. This may indicate that the Renaissance medallists were well 
awaree of the problems of casting a medal with large amounts of zinc. 

Groupss 2, 6 and 7 are all brasses varying mainly in their zinc concentration. 
Theyy contain small percentages of tin and lead with less than 1% each of iron, 
nickel,, antimony, silver and sometimes arsenic. These three types of brass overlap, 
whichh makes group prediction difficult. This overlapping is presumably due to the 
highh volatility of zinc that made controlling zinc concentration in the brass 
difficult.. From the data it is apparent that the majority of the portrait medals fall 
intoo these three brass categories. Brass was a commonly used alloy in the 
Renaissance.. Its manufacturing costs were lower than that of bronze largely due to 
thee relative abundance of zinc carbonate deposits which were readily available to 
thee European smelter. Tin, on the other hand, usually had to be imported from such 
distantt places as England, greatly increasing the price of bronze [13]. 

Groupp 3 is composed of portrait medals that are a combination of brass and 
bronzee with lead. In the current literature, they are referred to under a wide variety 
off  names such as quaternary bronzes, leaded red brasses, leaded gun metals or 
compositionall  metals. The alloy composed of 85% copper, 5% tin, 5% zinc and 
5%% lead is the most widely used casting alloy in modem foundries [16]. It is not 
significantlyy distinct from the preferred composition for this group of Renaissance 
medalss which is approximately 83% copper, 7% zinc, 4% tin, 4% lead and less 
thann 1% each of iron, nickel, silver, antimony and arsenic. Objects of this 
compositionn contain copper, tin, zinc and lead in various amounts in order to 
obtainn the desired balance of colour, ease of casting, strength and ductility of the 
metal.. This is a popular alloy used from Roman times onward [13]. It is rated very 
highlyy for castability. 
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Thee portrait medals in group 4 are bronzes. The preferred composition 
obtainedd for group 4 is approximately 88 % copper. 8% tin, 2% zinc, 1% lead and 
lesss than 1% each of iron, nickel, antimony and arsenic, with traces of silver also 
present.. Small amounts of zinc in some medals are presumably due to scrap brass 
beingg added to the alloy. One bronze medal (1957.14.927), containing almost 4% 
zinc,, overlaps with the low zinc brasses. A common bronze formulation used 
throughoutt history is composed of approximately 80% copper and 10% tin [6J. 
Thiss alloy gives the pleasant reddish colour typically associated with true bronze. 
Thee theoretical limit of solid solubility in the copper-tin alpha phase is 
approximatelyy 17% tin. However, in practice, this limit is closer to 14%, which. 
coincidentally.. is the maximum tin concentration for this group [17]. This alloy has 
thee advantages of being able to be cold-worked and annealed. It appears from these 
analysess that, when casting a bronze medal, the Renaissance medallist generally 
restrictedd the tin concentration to a median of approximately 10% with a mean o( 
aboutt 8%. 

Groupp 5 consists of relatively pure copper medals containing approximately 
97%% copper with only 1% zinc on average and less than 1% each of tin, lead, iron, 
nickel,, silver, antimony and arsenic. Copper, by itself, is a soft, ductile metal with 
loww strength. It tends not to be a good choice for casting because copper is prone to 
excessivee outgassing that can cause pitting on the surface of the medal. However, it 
iss easily worked when cold and responds well to subsequent cold workings 
especiallyy when annealed. Pure copper is an excellent alternative if mercury 
gildingg of the medal is desired [18]. Mercury gilding does not work well on copper 
alloys,, particularly bronze. Alloying of the gold and tin can occur causing the 
resultantt gilded layer to become brittle and burnishing may destroy it. Since lead is 
extremelyy soluble in the mercury amalgam used in gilding it should not be present 
iff  the medal is to be gilded [5]. Problems related to gilding an object containing 
leadd were reported by Theophilus [19] as early as the twelfth century and certainly 
weree known by the Renaissance medallist. The extremely small sample size (n = 3) 
mayy indicate that these copper medals were intended for gilding but were never 
actuallyy gilded. 

Groupp 8 consists of leaded bronzes with the majority of the portrait medals 
containingg unusually large amounts of antimony (up to 6%) and arsenic (1-2%). 
Thee considerable amount of impurities in this alloy is most likely due to the 
smeltingg of a complex mixed copper ore body of the tetrahedrite fahlerz type, that 
iss copper-arsenic-antimony sulfides such as (CuFe)]2(AsSb).jSn, known to miners 
ass 'grey copper' [6,20]. This ore may have originated in Germany which, during the 
Renaissance,, led all other countries in mining and treatment of ores and where 
complicatedd ore mixtures are known to have occurred [10]. Half of the medals in 
thiss group are attributed to Matteo de'Pasti. Further investigation into this group 
withh its exceptionally high amount of impurities, particularly as it correlates with 
Matteoo de'Pasti, is dealt with in Chapter 5. 
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4.54.5 CONCLUSION 

Thiss study was undertaken to gather and report the compositional and 
descriptivee analyses of over 200 Italian Renaissance portrait medals from the 
Nationall  Gallery of Art's collection and to develop a statistical model for the 
allocationn of these medals into meaningful assemblages. The medals analyzed were 
determinedd to be complex alloys of copper, tin, zinc and lead with varying amounts 
off  impurities (antimony, arsenic, iron, nickel and silver) present. The majority of 
thee medals examined were brasses. In many instances, categorizing these medals 
intoo differing alloy groupings was difficult. Some overlapping of groups occurred 
duee to the ternary nature of many of the medals and especially within the brasses 
wheree controlling the zinc concentration was problematic. However, a major 
advantagee of the current study was the development of a nomenclature for the 
Renaissancee portrait medals. A nomenclature does not necessarily imply that 
overlappingg does not occur. It does, however, indicate that the groups themselves 
aree statistically significant. This study demonstrated that, regardless of the various 
factorss which influence alloy composition, all portrait medals could be placed into 
onee of eight distinct groups. Further analysis determined that common impurities 
weree significantly lower in medals from the sixteenth century, possibly due to 
advancementss in metal refining during the Renaissance, or perhaps to changes in 
oree sources. 

Thee final statistical model is a valuable tool for describing portrait medals. 
Itt is apparent from this study that, as early as the Renaissance, artists had an 
extensivee knowledge of practical metallurgy and could produce a desired alloy 
withoutt the use of modern technology. 
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5.. Renaissance Portrait Medals by Matteo de Pasti: A 
Studyy of their Manufacture and Alloy Composition 

Abstract t 

ThisThis study was undertaken to investigate the unusual compositional nature of a 
seriesseries of portrait medals by Matteo de' Pasti. Microscopic examination revealed 
thaithai all the medals were probably sand cast. There is little evidence of cold 
workingworking on the medals which may be an indication of the attention to perfecting 
thethe mold so that few flaws occurred in casting. The medals classified as bronze 
producedproduced by Matteo in Rimini, with or without lead, contain unusually high 
antimonyantimony impurities. All but two of these bronze, high antimony medals also 
containcontain arsenic. The one copper and lead medal examined (considered "after 
Matteo")Matteo") contains significantly high levels of antimony and arsenic. This grouping 
byby variation in impurities suggests that Matteo used metal refined from two 
separateseparate types of antimony-containing copper ores for casting his portrait medals: 
graygray copper, originating from the mines of Saxony and Hungary, and antimonial 
coppercopper from the mines of the Harz region 

5.1.5.1. Introduction 

AA survey of Renaissance portrait medals in the collections of the National Gallery 
off  Art, Washington, served as the impetus for this study. Encompassing well over 
sevenn hundred medals, this collection is one of the largest and finest groups of 
Renaissancee portrait medals ever assembled [1]. The survey culminated in the 
developmentt of a statistical model for separating the medals into distinct alloy 
groupss [2]. Eight principal groups were identified from a core selection of 202 cast 
Italiann Renaissance portrait medals comprised of copper-based alloys that are 
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Figuree I Portrait medals attributed to, or after. Matteo de'Pasti in the collections 
off  the National Gallery of Art. Washington, D.C'. 
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consideredd authentic. The most notable group of medals are leaded bronzes 
containingg 10-60 percent more antimony and arsenic than is generally present in 
Renaissancee portrait medals. More than half the medals in this group are attributed 
orr assigned to Matteo de' Pasti (c.1420-1467/1468). This group of medals by 
Matteoo or his workshop shown in Figure 1 is the only group to exhibit such 
distinctivee characteristics. The possibility that a particular artist may have chosen 
too use a specific alloy composition led to an in-depth study of these medals. 

5.2.5.2. Historical Background 

Thee portrait medal, born in the humanist climate of early fifteenth-century Italy, 
developedd as a means of promoting personal recognition. Its invention in 1438 
(possiblyy following suggestions by Leone Battista Alberti) is generally credited to 
Antonioo di Puccio, known as Pisanello (c. 1395-1455). Pisanello incorporated the 
Renaissancee ideal of the focus on man and his unique identity into an intimate and 
portablee object. Usually, portrait medals are circular. The obverse is a relief 
portrayall  of an individual, and the reverse depicts a mythological or symbolic 
imagee or a significant event identified with the sitter. Occasionally double portrait 
medalss were made with both obverse and reverse portraits. Unlike coins, medals 
hadd no currency value; they were valued instead as commemorative objects. They 
weree durable and easily portable, and therefore popular for exchange as tokens of 
patronage,, power, or friendship. Because medals were relatively affordable-
comparedd to sculpture or painted portraits-they represented not only heads of state 
(includingg their family members) but private citizens as well. As medals are made 
off  long-lasting materials, they imparted immortal qualities to their sitters [3]. 

Ass production of portrait medals became widespread in Italy, groups or 
schoolss of medalists emerged in all the principal city-states. Medalists frequently 
traveledd from city to city; thus it is difficult, if not impossible, to associate a 
medalistt with a school or location [4], Matteo's work as a medalist is no exception, 
andd many unanswered questions cloud our knowledge about his career. The period 
off  his activity as a medalist (1441-1467/1468) coincides with the period during 
whichh the portrait medal itself gained popularity in northern Italy [5]. Matteo spent 
mostt of his career working at the Malatesta court in Rimini, which, under the rule 
off  Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta (1417-1468), briefly evolved into a center of 
learningg comparable to other northern Italian courts [3, p. 18]. Like other humanist 
settings,, the Malatesta court in Rimini employed an array of artists: among the 
mostt noted were Leone Battista Alberti (c. 1404-1472). Piero della Francesca 
(1410/1420-1492),, Agostino di Duccio (1418- 1481?), and Matteo de'Pasti [6]. 

Matteoo de' Pasti, born into a prominent family in Verona, was the son of a 
physiciann and the grandson of a member of the Florentine Bardi family [7]. He is 
recordedd in a Venetian painting commission of 1441, presumably as an illuminator 
forr Piero de1 Medici for illustrations to a "Triumph of Fame" manuscript of 
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Petrarch.. In 1444, Matteo was again employed as an illuminator, in Verona, for 
Leonelloo d' Este. It is believed that he moved to Rimini in 1446, where he 
supervisedd for Sigismondo Malatesta the work of reconstruction and decoration at 
thee church of San Francesco (called the Tempio Malatestiano) [5, p. 59]. Following 
hiss marriage to Lisa Baldegara of Rimini sometime between 1446 and 1449. 
Matteoo sold his property in Verona and became an important member of the court 
circlee in Rimini as well as a close companion of Sigismondo Malatesta. 

Matteoo produced and signed portrait medals of seven individuals, 
principallyy his patron Sigismondo and Sigismondo's mistress (and later third wife). 
Isottaa degli Atti (1432/ 1433-1474). In addition, another group of eighteen 
unsignedd variants of these medals may have been produced in Matteo's workshop 
[6.. pp. 143-159]. 

Sigismondoo authorized many medals to be placed in the foundations of the 
buildingss that he commissioned. Their purposes are complex, but one of them was 
too ensure his fame, even after his death. A considerable number of these foundation 
medalss (either by or after Matteo de' Pasti) were discovered when the buildings 
weree bombed during World War II. These medals have served as the basis for Pier 
Giorgioo Pasini's reevaluation of Matteo de' Pasti's medals, shedding new light on 
theirr sometimes problematic chronology and style [6, p. 143]. 

Seventeenn portrait medals by Matteo in the collection of the National 
Galleryy of Art, along with comparative information from a medal in a private 
collection,, were analyzed for this study. George Hill' s corpus for Renaissance 
portraitt medals, written in 1930, has been established as the standard for 
cataloguingg these medals [8], Of these medals, eight are portraits of Sigismondo 
Malatesta,, six are of Isotta degli Atti, and there is one each of Guarino da Verona 
(1374-1460),, Jesus Christ, and Leone Battista Alberti. Each medal was examined 
underr low magnification using a binocular microscope to study its fabrication. In 
addition,, the medals were analyzed using secondary emission energy dispersive x-
rayy fluorescence spectrometry (XRF) to determine their surface alloy composition. 

5.3.5.3. Method of Manufacture 

5.3.5.3. J. Fabrication 

Alll  the medals examined in this study were cast. Figure 2 illustrates the granular 
qualityy of their surfaces observed under magnification suggests that a sand or other 
granularr material was present in the mold. The granular surface appearance is 
consistentt with the generally accepted notion that the majority of Renaissance 
medalss were not cast using the lost-wax process but were, as suggested by George 
Hill ,, cast in two-part dry sand molds [9]. 
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Figuree 2 Photomicrograph, fig. 9, obverse, showing granular characteristics 
consistentt with sand casting. View shown is upper left area. 

Manyy contemporary treatises describe the art of sand casting, including 
accountss by Cennino Cennini, Benvenuto Cellini, Alessio Piemontese. and 
Vannoccioo Biringuccio f 10.11.12.13]. Biringuccio's Pirotechnia, published in 
Venicee in 1540. is the first book to encompass the complete field of metallurgy. 
Hiss chapters on the "small art of casting" enumerate the benefits of sand casting on 
smalll  objects as being, quick and easy: 

BuiBui in order to avoid work and expense there are shorter and easier wars to be 
used,used, both because the things can be handled more easily and because it is not 
necessarynecessary to have so much regard for the forces of small materials. Therefore, 
wishingwishing to make a distinction for you. I shall call this the small art of casting. 
BeforeBefore speaking of this, I shall tell you of several methods of making powders 
[sand][sand] for moulding. Then I shall also tell you of the methods of moulding in boxes 
andand in frames, and how the said powders are to be prepared for casting either dry 
oror green. Then I shall tell you some methods that are held secret by the masters for 
handlinghandling the metals in melting and making them flow readily, so that you may 
easilyeasily Jill  the cavities of your moulds [ 13. p.323]. 
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Biringuccioo states further that sand casting is the preferred method when creating 
multiplee reproductions: 

ButBut if one has to make a large quantity of works of one kind, he should for the sake 
ofof convenience use the method with powder because it is short and requires less 
timetime and expense [13. p. 326], 

Too produce a medal, the medalist would first make a model from a pliable material 
suchh as wax or clay, which Biringuccio described: 

ItIt  is also customaty to make a plaster capable of being worked easily by hand in 
makingmaking medallion portraits, leaf vork, or scenes in bas-relief so that (hey can be 
mouldedmoulded for making them in bronze if you wish. To do this, take two parts of very-
purepure white wax, one of white lead, and a little goaf's tallow, and mix them all 
togethertogether [13 p., 331]. 

AA core need not be made from the complex recipe described by Cellini, which 
included,, among other things, oxhom and dung. In fact the only criterion is that it 
bee made from a refractory material, specifically one that will retain its shape and 
compositionn even when subjected to high temperatures. Wax painted over the core 
inn the way recounted by Cellini, served as a model with the qualities sought in the 
finalfinal bronze. Sprues (rods) made of wax were then attached in strategic locations 
throughoutt the model, it was through channels created by the wax sprues that 
moltenn metal was ultimately poured. Other wax rods attached at this time, which 
weree not used as channels for the molten metal, provided vents or holes. These in 
turnn enabled gases to escape and eliminated backpressure and subsequent bursting 
off  the bronze. Cellini perceptively recommended that all such attachments point 
downward.. The model was then pressed into a soft material that could be a 
compoundd consisting of gesso, pumice, water, or even a fine sand bound with glue 
[3,, pp. 14]. While still soft or damp, the mold was often completed using punches 
too impress any letters or design elements to form the inscription. The letters could 
alsoo be formed of wax as part of the model. Both obverse and reverse halves of the 
moldd were then dried prior to being joined (sometimes in a flange) openings were 
createdd to provide access for the molten metal to enter the mold as well as to allow 
gasess formed in the process to escape. Molten metal was then poured into the 
mold.. When cool, the mold was carefully opened to ensure that the cast was not 
damagedd and to preserve the mold for another cast. Care was taken during the 
moldd making and casting process to produce a clean cast to avoid the need for 
chasingg or retouching the finished medal, which could destroy its satiny finish. 
Finally,, medals made from copper alloys were usually given a lacquer or a 
chemicall  patina to color their surface [3. pp. 13-14, 14]. 
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Figuree 3 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of 
Rimini;Rimini; reverse: The Castle of Rimini, 1446, low zinc brass. National Gallery of 
Art.. Washington. Samuel H. Kress Collection 

Figuree 4 Matteo de'Pasti. obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta. Lord of 
Rimini;Rimini; reverse: Fortitude Ho/ding Broken Column, 1449-1450. bronze. National 
Galleryy of Art, Washington, Samuel H. Kress Collection 
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Figuree 5 Matteo de'Pasti. obverse: Isotta degli Atti of Rimini; reverse: A Closed 
Book,Book, 1454-1460, bronze. National Gallery of An. Washington. Samuel H. Kress 
Collection n 

Figuree 6 Matteo deTasti, obverse: Leone Battista Alberti reverse: A Winged 
HumanHuman Eye, 1446-1450, bronze. National Gallery of Art. Washington. Samuel H. 
Kresss Collection 

Thee medals in this study are multiples: more than one example exists of 
each.. Hil l described the production of multiples in terms of a secondary mold made 
fromm extant originals [9, p. 28]. Patricia Turtle noted that Renaissance authors 
recordd casting specific medals precisely to serve as models for additional molds 
[14,, p.206]. In either case, following the recipe for mold making described by the 
Renaissancee authors cited above, two or more medals from a single mold could 
oftenn be poured. As Biringuccio explained: "It also served me very well in that 
one,, two, three, or four casts were made without having to mould it again" [13. p. 
325]. . 
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Figur ee 7 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Jesus Christ:, reverse: Christ in the Tomb, 
1446/1450,, bronze. National Gallery of Art, Washington, Samuel H. Kress 
Collection n 

Figuree 8 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of 
Rimini:.,Rimini:., reverse: San Francesco at Rimini, 1453-1454(7), leaded bronze. National 
Galleryy of Art, Washington, Samuel H. Kress Collection 

5.3.2.5.3.2. Composition 

Secondaryy emission energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence spectrometry, was used 
too ascertain the nature of the alloys in each medal. Although XRF is a surface 
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technique,, and slight difficulties may arise from the analysis of unprepared 
surfacess (refer to chapter 1). the kind of quantitative information obtained from the 
analysiss is valid for the aims of this study. The results are used to place the medals 
intoo a number o( different categories that can then serve as a basis for further 
discussion.. As XRF analyzes approximately 10 to 20 microns depth of a copper 
alloy,, factors such as inhomogeneity of the surface, surface enrichment or 
depletion,, and certain palinations need to be considered when interpreting the 
results.. Polishing or removing surface patination by acid treatment as suggested by-
Carterr [15] was again not done in the National Gallery of Art study. The medals 
aree in excellent condition, relatively clean, and free from corrosion. Therefore, it 
wass decided that XRF analyses using calibrations with known standards of similar 
compositionn would be acceptable. 

Figuree 9 Top: Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord 
ofof Rimini; reverse: The Castle of Rimini, 1446. leaded bronze. National Gallery of 
Art,, Washington, Widener Collection 
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Figuree 10 Malteo cle'Pasti, obverse: Isotla degli Alii  of Rimini; reverse: The 
MalatestaMalatesta Elephant in a Meadow, c.1453, bronze. National Gallery of Art. 
Washington,, Samuel H. Kress Collection 

Thee obverse and reverse of each medal were examined by XRF. The XRP 
analysess were performed using a Kevex 0750A spectrometer. The spectrometer 
wass equipped with a barium chloride secondary target, 6 mm collimators with an 
anodee voltage and current of 60 kV and 0.4 mA, respectively. Live accumulation 
timee was 200 seconds. The results were quantified using the EXACT software 
programm provided by Kevex that calculates elemental weight percentages and were 
comparedd with Centre Technique Des Industries de la Fonderie standards UF. 5 2-
22 and UPB 8 3. as well as Tymetal standards BA 8-11. The results were 
normalizedd to 100 percent and an average value was determined. Under the best of 
conditions,, quantities of major elements detected in the medals are valid to a range 
o\'o\' approximately 5 percent, the minor elements with less than 1 percent 
concentrationn are accurate to a range of approximately 30 to 40 percent, while 
elementss less than 0.1 percent are considered trace amounts and cannot he 
accuratelyy quantified. The detection limits for trace elements are approximately 
0.055 percent Calculations were made for the amount of copper, tin. zinc, and lead, 
ass well as impurities such as iron, nickel, silver, antimony, and arsenic. Tabic 1 
reportss the results of the XRF analyses of these medals by alloy composition. Of 
thee seventeen medals examined, eleven are bronzes illustrated in Figures 4-14, of 
these,, most are leaded (containing 5 percent or more lead). Figures 3 and Figures 
15-188 show the five medals that are brass. While Figure 19 depicts the one alloy-
containingg primarily copper and lead. Figure 20 is a pie graph showing the alloy 
distributionn of the 202 cast Renaissance portrait medals of copper-based alloys 
analyzedd as part of the National Gallery's systematic catalogue study. The majority 
(655 percent) are brasses. Fourteen percent are tin bronzes and only 7 percent are 
leadedd bronzes, for a total of 21 percent of bronzes of both types. One percent is 
unalloyedd copper, and the remaining 13 percent are quaternary bronzes (also 
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knownn as leaded gun metals). Of the 202 Renaissance portrait medals examined, 
onlyy nineteen contain antimony in greater than trace amounts (above 1 percent). In 
addition,, most of these high antimony medals contain significant quantities of 
arsenic.. Of the group of nineteen medals containing high antimony, nine are 
attributedd to Matteo de' Pasti. The remaining ten medals have been attributed to 
eightt different fifteenth-century medalists from all over Italy [2. pp. 54-55]. 

5.4.5.4. The Significance of Alloy Composition and Impurity? 
Levels Levels 

Duringg the Renaissance, copper ore was mined and crushed under water-driven 
stampss and washed to concentrate the ore. The concentrated ore was smelted using 
blastt furnaces to extract crude copper cakes from the ore. These crude copper 
cakess were then refined also using blast furnaces to purify the metal, generally 
resultingg in thin cakes of rosetta copper. This now: "refined" copper metal was 
turnedd over to the coppersmith, armorer, or foundry worker to be finished by hand. 
Thee metallic copper produced had varying degrees of purity depending on a variety 
off  factors: the original composition of the ore, the extent of smelting and refining 
thee workman deemed necessary, as well as the order in which the copper was 
extractedd from the melt (the first few cakes of rosetta copper produced are 
generallyy higher in impurities). 

Thee bronze medals by Matteo-leaded or not-as well as the one copper and lead 
medal,, contain unusually high antimony impurities (greater than 1 percent, see 
Tablee I). All but two of these high antimony medals also contain arsenic. This 
variationn in impurities suggests that Matteo used metal refined from two separate 
typess of antimony-containing copper ores for casting his portrait medals. One 
copperr ore used, often referred to in mining terms as gray copper, is a complex 
mixedd copper ore body of the tetrahedrite fahlerz type that are copper-arsenic-
antimonyy sulfides such as (CuFe)i:(AsSb)4Si3. This gray copper ore is indigenous 
too Freiberg in Saxony (Germany), Kremnitz in Hungary (today Krenmica in 
Slovakia),, and mines near Saint Austell, Cornwall (as well as mines of North 
Carolina,, whose ores were unavailable during the Renaissance) [16]. Two medals-
thee portrait of Jesus Christ (Figure 7) and the portrait of Isotta with the closed book 
reversee (Figure 11 )-contain high amounts of antimony but no arsenic; most likely 
thesee medals were made from metal refined from an antimonial copper ore 
composedd of Cu2S+Sb:S3, which occurs in the Harz mountain range (Germany) 
[16,, p. 35], Furthermore, although in Cornwall mining for tin had existed from 
Romann times onward, it was not until the seventeenth century that Cornish tin 
minerss began to seriously excavate the more valuable cupreous deposits nearby 
[16,, pp. 7-8], Therefore, it is unlikely that the copper originated from Cornwall. 
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Figuree 11 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Isotta degli Atti of Rimini; reverse: A Closed 
Book,Book, 1446, leaded bronze. National Gallery of Art, Washington. Samuel II . Kress 
Collection n 

Figuree 12 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of 
Rimini;Rimini; reverse: Shield, Helmet, Elephant-crest, and Mantling, 1450-1451. leaded 
bronze.. National Gallery of Art, Washington, Samuel H. Kress Collection 

Figuree 13 Matteo de'Pasti. obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of 
Rimini;Rimini; reverse: Emblem of Authority, 1447, leaded bronze. National Gallery of 
Art,, Washington, Gift of Lisa and Leonard Baskin 
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Figuree 14 Matlco dc'Pasli, obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of 
Rimini,Rimini, reverse: The Castle of Rimini. 1446. leaded bronze. National Gallery of 
Art.. Washington. Samuel H. Kress Collection 

Thiss fact narrows the origin of gray copper to the mines of Saxony and Hungary 
andd the antimonial copper to the mines of the Harz region. All three of these 
miningg districts were active during the Italian Renaissance as illustrated in figure 
21.. a map of Renaissance mining towns [17. 18]. 

Antimonyy expands on cooling; this unique characteristic allows the finest details of 
thee mold to be preserved. It also imparts hardness and a smooth finish to soft metal 
alloys,, making it a valuable addition to alloys containing large amounts of lead 
[19].. Arsenic in the alloy also adds hardness to the lead in a leaded bronze. Lead in 
amountss over 2 percent is insoluble in copper and has an increased tendency to 
pool,, thus creating a potential source of weakness. Of the five brass medals 
examined,, all are low in lead (less than 1 percent), and none contained high levels 
off  antimony. Therefore, considering the elemental composition of these medals, it 
seemss likely that Matteo was aware of the special casting properties of alloys made 
fromm metals obtained from these complex mixed copper ores from Saxony and 
Hungary.. He exploited these properties, using his knowledge of the characteristics 
off  the metals refined from these ores to his advantage, at least with many of the 
medalss cast toward the end of his career in Rimini. 
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Figuree 15 Matteo de'Pasti;, obverse: Guarino da Verona; reverse: Fountain 
SurmountedSurmounted by a Nude Ma/e,c. 1454-1455/1456,medium zinc brass. National 
Galleryy of Art, Washington, Samuel H; Kress Collection 

Figuree 16 Matteo de'Pasti. obverse: Isotta deg/i Atti of Rimini; reverse: The 
MalatestaMalatesta Elephant, c.1446 , low zinc brass. National Gallery of Art, Washington. 
Widenerr Collection 
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Figuree 17 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Jsotta degli At/i of Rimini', reverse: The 
MalatestaMalatesta Elephant in a Meadow, c. 1453, low zinc brass. National Gallery of Art, 
Washington.. Widener Collection 

Figuree 18 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Isoita degli Aid of Rimini: reverse: The 
MalatestaMalatesta Elephant, 1446 , low zinc brass. National Gallery of Art. Washington. 
Samuell  H. Kress Collection 
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Figuree 19 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of 
Rimini;Rimini; probably 1456, copper and lead. National Gallery of Art, Washington. 
Samuell  H. Kress Collection 

5.5.5.5. Grouping the Medals by Their Properties 

Pasinii  believes that all the motifs for Matteo's medals had been created by 1454; 
thereafterr they were continually being reworked to achieve a more simplified 
designn that resulted in an increase in empty spaces and a gradual shrinking of the 
inscription.. For example, the stops in the form of the heraldic four-petaled 
Malatestaa roses (Figure 10) are no longer prominent, and the littl e round points of 
inspacingg have been replaced with a more classical motif of triangular points 
(Figuree 16) [6. pp. 143-159] This continual reworking of the medal designs makes 
correlatingg alloy composition with style virtually impossible. For a more thorough 
discussionn on the significance to the sitter of images on the reverse of the medals 
seee Hil l and Pollard [20]. In addition, because the medals are commemorative, 
littl ee correlation can be established between images that depict the sitter in various 
stagess of maturity. Several broad generalizations, however, can be drawn by 
comparingg the XRF analyses data. 
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LeadedLeaded Bronze 

Ass mentioned, of the seventeen medals examined that are attributed to Matteo 
(figuree 22), the largest proportion (eleven) are bronzes, and of these, seven are 
leadedd bronze. The Sigismondo medal with the eastle of Rimini reverse. Hill 177 
(figuree 9) is almost identical in elemental composition to the signed Isotta medal 
withh the Malatesta elephant reverse. Hil l 167 (figure 10). These two medals 

Figuree 20 Alloy composition of 202 cast National Gallery of Art Italian 
Renaissancee portrait medals examined by XRF 

aree leaded bronzes with closely similar impurities: their composition suggests that 
theyy were cast at the same time and supports Pasini's premise that Matteo 
conceivedd these two medals to form a pair [6. pp. 146-147]. These medals are also 
comparablee in alloy composition to four others: the Sigismondo medal with a 
castlee of Rimini reverse. Hill 186 (figure 14). Sigismondo with a [heraldic] shield 
reverse.. Hill 165 (figure 12), a Sigismondo with an emblem of authority reverse. 
Hil ll  1X2 (figure 13). and the Isotta medal with a closed book reverse. Hil l 188 
(figuree 11). The Sigismondo medal with the San Francesco reverse. Hil l 183 
(figuree 8). also belongs in (his group; even though it is currently catalogued as 
"afterr Matteo," [20. p. 17] it is generally placed with those attributed to Matteo. 
andd Pollard has indicated that Pasini considers it to be by Matteo [1]. This medal is 
believedd to have been cast in 1450 when the church of San Francesco was 
reconstructedd by Albert! The reverse depicts Alberti's concept for the fascade. 
whichh was never completed [9. p. 46]. Another medal of Sigismondo with the 
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Figuree 21 Renaissance mining towns at the time of Agricola from Bern Dibner, 
"Agricolaa on Medals" in Norvvalk. Conn.. 1968. Burady Library. Dibner Institute 
forr the History of Science and Technology. Cambridge. Massachusetts 

castlee of Rimini reverse (Hil l 186; not illustrated, private collection) falls into the 
samee compositional group as the National Gallery leaded bronze medals 

Bronze e 

Threee medals are bronzes with closely similar alloys and impurities: the 
Sigismondoo medal with the Fortitude reverse. Hil l 178 (figure 4), the Isotta medal 
withh the closed book reverse. Hil l 189 (figure 5). and the signed Leone Battista 
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Albert!!  medal. Mil l 161 (figure 6). The signed Jesus Christ medal. Hill 162c (figure 
7).. is a bronze similar in alloy composition to the three medals shown in figures 4. 
5.. and 6 except that arsenic has not been detected, and. if it is present, it is below 
thee detection limits of the instrument. The Jesus Christ medal is believed to be 
contemporaneouss with the Alberti medal, which has been conventionally dated 
betweenn 1446 and 1450. when Alberti was in Rimini to oversee the reconstruction 
off  the church of San Francesco [20. p. 16]. 

Copperr and Lead 

Thee Sigismondo medal without a reverse design. Hil l 190c (figure 19). is unique 
comparedd to the other Matteo medals, as it is neither a bronze nor a brass but is 
composedd primarily of copper and lead. Nevertheless, its high antimony content 
rangee is similar to many of the other medals examined; this medal has been placed 
ass "after Matteo" and is most likely a later work [20. p. 17]. 

Figuree 22 Alloy composition of 17 cast National Gallery of An Italian 
Renaissancee portrait medals by Matteo de'Pasti examined by XRF 

BVÜNS S 

Thee three other Isotta medals with the Malatesta elephant reverse. Hil l 187. 167. 
andd 187 (figures. 16-18). as well as the Sigismondo medal with the castle o\' 
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Riminii  reverse. Hill 174 (figure 3), are all low-zinc brasses with similar impurities. 
However,, Pollard believes the Isotta/Malatesta elephant portrait (figure 16) is a late 
copyy (aftercast) from an unknown Rimini workshop using Matteo's original 
medalss [1]. The portrait medal of Guarino da Verona, Hill 158 (figure 15), who 
wass a scholar and professor of the classics at the University in Ferrara from 1430 
untill  his death [5, p. 60] is a medium-zinc brass; if antimony and arsenic are 
present,, these elements are in levels below detection limits. This medal differs 
significantlyy in alloy composition, and its method of fabrication-with such fine 
detailss as wrinkles around the sitter's eye and neck, striated texturing of the face, 
andd delicate chase marks-makes it the most refined of all the National Gallery 
medalss in this group. The design of the medal also differs from other Matteo 
medals,, and the inscription contains several types of lettering unlike other Matteo 
medalss in the National Gallery collection. The G in GVARÏNVS and the first E in 
VERONENSISS appear in Gothic majuscules, as well as the E in MATTHEUS on 
thee reverse. This medal, therefore, can be presumed to represent the product of a 
foundryy different from those that produced the other medals analyzed for this 
study.. Also, its distinctly different alloy composition, including impurities, and 
differingg design support its dating as an early work by Matteo while he was active 
inn Ferrara [20, pp. 15-16] and not the more recent dating assigned to the medal. 
Althoughh Pollard [1] has recently redated this medal as a late work, this analysis 
supportss an earlier date and foundry. 

5.6,5.6, Conclusions 

Thiss study was initiated to learn more about the unusual compositional nature of a 
seriess of portrait medals by Matteo de' Pasti. Microscopic examination revealed 
thatt all the medals were probably sand cast. Except for the Guarino da Verona 
medal,, which is believed by Hill and Pollard [20] to be an early work produced in 
Ferrara,, there is littl e evidence of cold working on the medals, which may be an 
indicationn of the attention to perfecting the mold so that few flaws occurred in 
casting.. The medals classified as bronze produced by Matteo in Rimini, with or 
withoutt lead, contain unusually high antimony impurities. All but two of these 
bronze,, high antimony medals also contain arsenic. The one copper and lead medal 
examinedd (considered "after Matteo") contains significantly high levels of 
antimonyy and arsenic. This grouping by variation in impurities suggests that 
Matteoo used metal refined from two separate types of antimony-containing copper 
oress for casting his portrait medals: gray copper, originating from the mines of 
Saxonyy and Hungary, and antimonial copper from the mines of the Harz region. 
Thiss study has strengthened the belief that Matteo had an extensive knowledge of 
practicall  metallurgy, was well aware of the special casting properties of the alloys 
producedd from these complex mixed copper ores, and used the metal obtained from 
thesee ores advantageously during the latter half of his career while he was 
connectedd with the Malatesta court in Rimini. The analysis of the medals, using 
XRFF techniques, has brought us a step closer toward considering what trade routes 
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Röntgenfluorescentiespectrometri ee in het museu m 

Natuurwetenschappelijkk onderzoekers en restauratoren gebruiken diverse analytische 
methodenn voor het onderzoek van objecten in musea, Een methode die veel wordt gebruikt 
inn museumlaboratoria is röntgenfluorescenriespectromerrie (XRF). Het is de enige techniek 
diee de mogelijkheid biedt om vrijwel alle elementen van her periodieke systeem te meten — 
elementenn met een atoomnummer hoger dan kalium in geval van metingen in lucht -- zonder 
datt het nodig is om een monster te nemen van een kunstwerk. Het universele karakter van 
XRFF maakt het tot een onmisbare methode in een modern museumlaboratorium. Het is 50 
jaarr geleden dat XRF in de museumwereld werd geïntroduceerd door Dr. E.T Hall, een 
archeoloogg en kunsthistoricus, toen hij het ingenieuze idee had om XRF' te ontwikkelen als 
eenn niet-destructieve analysemethode en de techniek vervolgens gebruikte om de Piltdown 
Mann te ontmaskeren ais een zorgvuldig uitgevoerde vervalsing. Zijn analyse toonde de 
aanwezigheidd van kalium en chroom in de beenderen aan, wat er op wees dat er 
kaliumdichromaatt was gebruikt als kleurstof. De successen van Dr. Hall deden de 
universiteitt van Oxford ettoe besluiten om het 'Research Laboratory for Archaeology and 
thee History of Art ' op te richten, waarvan Dr. Hall tot zijn pensioen in 1989 de leiding had. 
Volgenss Dr. Hall waren deze analyses de eerste praktische toepassingen van XRF voor 
academischee of commerciële doeleinden [1]. Het heeft echter tot de zeventiger jaren 
geduurdd eer er op halfgeleiders gebaseerde detectoren en moderne computers beschikbaar 
kwamen,, die snelle uitvoering van lange calibratieprocedures en complexe berekeningen 
mogelijkk maakten. Pas toen werd het mogelijk voor museumlaboratoria om XRF apparatuur 
daadwerkelijkk te gebruiken. Vernieuwers in het vak, zoals Cesareo, Hansen, Franke! en Hall, 
begonnenn XRF toe te passen op zowel kunstvoorwerpen als archeologische objecten 
[2,3,4,5] ] 

Sindss de ontwikkeling van relatief goedkope draagbare XRF spectrometers en laptop 
computerss hebben meer museumlaboratoria dan ooit toegang tot deze techniek. Deze 
draagbaree systemen kunnen door zowel naftiurwetenschappelijk onderzoekers als 
restauratorenn gemakkelijk bediend worden. XRF wordt steeds meer gebruikt voor het 
onderzoekk van zeer uiteenlopende kunstwerken. Museumrestauratoren en -conservatoren 
moetenn zich echter realiseren dat met deze techniek niet alle vragen beantwoord kunnen 
worden.. Kr is een toenemende behoefte aan onderricht van het museumpersoneel, dat de 
resultatenn van XRF analyse gebruikt, in de beperkingen van de techniek, om te voorkomen 
datt misinterpretaties en te hoge verwachtingen optreden. Di t proefschrift is de culminatie 
vann vijftien jaar ervaring met XRF analyses bij de National Gallen- of Art in Washington, 
DC.. Hopelijk zal de opgedane kennis leiden tot een beter begrip van de mogelijkheden en 
beperkingenn van XRF in het museum. 

Hoofdstukk 1 geeft een overzicht van de principes van XRF, zowel vanuit een theoretisch als 
eenn praktisch gezichtspunt, met het oog op toepassingen in het museum. Het kan als 
leidraadd worden gebruikt door museumpersoneel bij beslissingen omtrent de bestudering, de 
conserveringg en het tentoonstellen van museumcollecties. F>r wordt een overzicht gegeven 
vann röntgenfluorescentietheorie en -instrumentatie. De mogelijkheden van 



rönrgenfluorescenriespectrometriee in her museumlaboratorium worden gedemonstreerd aan 
dee hand van specifieke voorbeelden uit de collecties van de National Gallen- of Art. XRF 
vann zowel schilderijen als werken op papier, fotografische prenten, beeldhouwwerken en 
decoratievee kunst worden besproken. Een protocol voor de analyse van kunstvoorwerpen 
mett behulp van XRF wordt in dit hoofdstuk gepresenteerd. In de volgende hoofdstukken 
wordenn uitgebreidere studies behandeld en worden procedures verder uitgewerkt voor 
verschillendee soorten kunstvoorwerpen. 

Dee complexe chemie en de diverse verschijningsvormen van platina- en palladiumfoto's 
wordenn besproken in Hoofdstuk 2. De problemen die inherent zijn aan de analvse van 
dezee foto's komen aan de orde . De XRT analyse van een set van facsimile foto's, bestaande 
uitt bekende fotografische materialen, wordt besproken, waarna de detectie ervan is 
geoptimaliseerd.. Er is een protocol ontwikkeld dat gebruik maakt van de facsimiles als 
analytischee standaarden. De resultaten verkregen met behulp van deze standaarden worden 
vervolgenss vergeleken met de resultaten van de analyse van diverse foto's uit de collectie van 
dee National Gallery of Art. 

Hoofdstukk  3 behandelt het gebruik van XRF in de beantwoording van vragen ten aanzien 
vann de authenticiteit van een groep bronzen beelden uit de renaissance, / e v en kleine 
borstbeeldenn van paus Paulus II I  Farnese, toegeschreven aan Gugüeimo della Porta, werden 
visueell  onderzocht om te bepalen of het vervaardigingproces in overeenstemming was met 
praktijkenn in de zestiende eeuw. Ze werden vervolgens geanalyseerd met XRF om te 
bepalenn of de samenstelling van het metaal overeen kwam met dat van andere bronzen 
objectenn uit de renaissance. Diverse metallurgische praktijken in de renaissance zijn 
vergelekenn met moderne zuiveringsmethoden en praktijken in metaalgieterijen. 

Dee XRI*  analyse van meer dan tweehonderd Italiaanse portretmedailles uit de renaissance, 
aanwezigg in de collectie van de National Gallery of Art, wordt besproken in Hoofdstuk 4, 
Hett gebruik van statistiek als hulpmiddel bij de verwerking van een dergelijke grote 
hoeveelheidd data wordt toegelicht , Vervolgens is een statistisch model ontwikkeld voor de 
classificatiee van deze medailles en wordt er een uitgebreide nomenclatuur geformuleerd voor 
dee talloze gevonden legeringen. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 5 wordt de aard besproken van de ongebruikelijke samenstelling van een serie 
portretmedailless gemaakt door of toegeschreven aan Matteo de'Pasti. De legenngen van 
dezee medailles werden in Hoofdstuk 4 geclassificeerd als loodhoudend brons, met een 
gehaltee aan antimoon en arsenicum dat 10-60 procent hoger ligt dan gebruikelijk is in 
portretmedailless uit de renaissance. Meer dan de helft van de medailles in deze groep wordt 
toegeschrevenn aan Matteo de'Pasti. Di t is de enige groep medailles die deze uitzonderlijke 
samenstellingg vertoont. De mogelijkheid dat de kunstenaar een zeer specifieke legering 
heeftt gebruikt leidde tot verdergaande studie van deze medailles. Deze studie toont de 
mogelijkee relatie aan tussen het hoge antimoon- en arsenicumniveau en specifieke 
ertsgebiedenn in de renaissance. 

1.. Hall, E.T. 'Riddle of the tenth man' in Stt/nn; June 19%. 
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